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Murray leaders discuss shelter for homeless
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

7
7tin
MURRAY. KY

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
DHAKA, Bangladesh — The
.death toll from a disastrous
cyclone rose today to more than
92,000, relief officials said, and
special prayers of mourning
were said as thousands of bodies
washed ashore.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson is still convinced that
The Courier-Journal has conspired with Lt. Gov. Brereton
Jones to hurt Martha Wilkinson's chances in the Democratic
gubernatorial primary.

SPORTS
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Fly So
Free is the early Kentucky Derby favorite and last year's
2-year-old champion, but his
bad luck doesn't end there.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The nation's
jobless rate fell to 6.6 percent in
April, an unexpected improvement that marked the first
decline in unemployment in
nearly a year, the government
reported today.

The homeless in the MurrayCalloway County area aren't as
visible or numerous as New York
City's, but it is a problem, according to Murray leaders, who met

Thursday to discuss the possibility
of establishing a homeless shelter
for the community.
Calloway County District Judge
Leslie Furches said she sees the
problem every day in court when
homeless vagrants many times turn
to crime to support themselves and

Death toll nears 100,000
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) — The death toll from a disastrous cyclone
rose today to nearly 100,000, relief officials said, and special prayers of
mourning were said as thousands of bodies washed ashore.
The first foreign flights began arriving with aid for millions of people
whose homes were destroyed in Tuesday's storm, 'which ravaged the
southeast coast with 145 mph' winds and floods.
The United States, Japan and European nations quickly pledged millions of dollars in aid in response to the government's appeals for assistance, but the money was far short of the aid Bangladesh said was, needed.
Officials of the Red Crescent Society relief organization said today
their casualty figure was 99,256, making it the Bay of Bengal's second
deadliest storm this century. A 1970 cyclone in the same area claimed
500,000 lives.
The officials said 55,000 of the latest deaths were in the district around
the east coast port city of Chittagong and 29,000 people died in the southern district of Cox's Bazaar near the Burmese border.
Hishamuddin Ahmed, a Relief Ministry official, said the government
death toll had more than doubled since Thursday, when it was set at more
than 37,000. He could not give a precise figure or breakdown of the
deaths in each districi
Muslims today said special prayers of mourning in mosques nationwide
for the storm victims, and Prime Minister Khaleda Zia declared Saturday
a national day of mourning.
The storm raised 20-foot waves along the southeastern coast of Bangladesh and flooded scores of low-lying islands. Tens of thousands were
missing.
Luftar Rahrnan Khan, the relief minister, said at least 10 million people
out of the country of 110 million lived in the region hit by the storm. At
least 90 percent of them lost their homes, and many sought refage in
relief camps where water and food were scarce, he said.
Bangladeshi officials were struggling to supply food, water, clothing
and medicines to the millions of survivors.
Pope John Paul 11 today urged a "generous and effective" international
relief effort for victims of the disastrous cyclone in Bangladesh.

their families. Other families are
forced to live out of their cars,
according to another court official.
The Paducah Cooperative Ministry (PCM) has been able to
address the problem somewhat successfully in Paducah with a homeless shelter started in 1988 through.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Rusty Thomas, right, gives up his body for art Thursday during
rehearsals of "Big River," a musical being presented by the Murray
High School Speech Department. Pictured at left is John Dailey. The
play will be presented at the Playhouse in the Park May 18-21.

SILOPI, Turkey (AP)_— Turkey
restricted crossings at its main border route into Iraq for three hours
today, slowing the overland flow of
allied supplies to Kurdish refugees
in the region, U.S. military officials said.

In another development, Turkey
decided to expel a British reporter
who alleged that Turkish troops
were stealing supplies intended for
refugees.
The border was closed at about 7
a.m. and opened three hours later,

said Col. Don Kirchoffner, an 'reopened at 10 a.m. and that civiAmerican spokesman for the allied lian aid trucks weren't allowed
military effort based at Incirlik air • through until another 90 minutes
later.
base.
A Turkish Foreign Ministry
Reporters at the border said that
only military vehicles were allowed spokesman, Murat Sungar, said at
across the frontier when it was midday, "The border is not closed.

WATERFIELD DISTINGUISHED LECTURE

Murray Ledger & Times

The Murray-Calloway County
,Economic Development Corporation elected officers at its meeting
Jhursday.
, New officers are: Buddy Buckingham, Murray State University,
president; Joe Dick, president of
Bank of Murray and Harold Doran,
resident of Peoples Bank, vicepresidents; Dr. Jim Byrn, Murray
optometrist, secretary; and Steve
Zea, executive vice president of
Chamber of Commerce, treasurer.
A budget of $251,742 was
adopted by the board.
Dr. Byrn told the group that twothirds of the stock in the industrial

_
Kentucky Lake
358.8, -0.2; below 313.7, -0.3
Barkley Lake
358.5, -0.1; below 318.2, -0.2
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A Murray man was listed in critical condition at Lourdes Hospital
in Paducah Friday afterfalling into
an empty barge Thursday, according to a report .from the Calloway
County Fire & Rescue Squad.
Paul Sorenson, 21, of Rt. 6,
Murray, was transported from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
to the Paducah hospital after he
reportedly fell 25 feet into the bottom of the barge at. -the- Huston
Grain Terminal off Kentucky 497
near Anderson Shores about ten
miles east of Murray around 6:05
p.m., according to reports.
The.squad, with assistance from
the Murray Fire Department, used
ropes and a„ Stokes Basket_ 1k%
remove Sorenson from the barge„
according to reports.
Rescue officials are still unsure
how the accident occured, according to reports.
. The Disaster and Emergency
Service (DES) Rescue Unit also
responded to the scene.

_

Everything is normal. Those who
have press cards are crossing the
border.' But 25 journalists with
press credentials, including an
Associated Press reporter, were
still being blocked from going into
Iraq.

EC officers elected
Staff Report

LAKE LEVELS

114410•011

(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray man
critical after
fall into barge

Taking a fall

Mostly cloudy with thunderstorms likely tonight. Lows 60
to 65. South wind 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of rain 60 percent. Partly sunny and warm with a 60
percent chance of more thunderstorms Saturday. Highs around
80.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Each visitor is allowed to stay at
the shelter for 30 days, during
which he or she is given opportunities to apply for food stamps, jobs
and adequate housing elsewhere,
Ross said.

Turkey interrupts relief efforts with border restrictions

FORECAST

One Section — 16 Pages
13-15
Classifieds
13
Comics
13
Crosswords
3
Dear Abby
12
Dr. Gott
6
Horoscope
5-7
Murray Today
16
Obituaries
4
Perspective
8, 9.
Sports

a state grant, according to PCM
director Jo Ann Ross, who spoke to
the group Thursday.
The shelter, which has since
moved to a larger location, served
170 men, women and children a
total of 3,613-shelter 'nights last
year," Ross said.

foundation has been signed and a
meeting is planned next week to
absorb the foundation-and its assets
into the Econornic Development
Corporation.
A letter of concern about the
possible loss of the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition.
Center will be sent to Murray
State.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry said
-that closing the-Expo Center wouldbe a blow to tourism and the area's
overall economic outlook with the
loss of shows and events at the
center.
The group said they hoped some-.
solution could be found to enable
the center to remain open.

Two more strong earthquakes
strike in Soviet Georgia today
at
University of Kentucky history professor Thomas D. Clark spoke on "Kentucky Between Centuries"
night.
Thursday
the Wrather West Kentucky Museum

Clark discusses state's past and future
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Ledger & Times Managing Editor

With America facing a "very ticklish moment" as
the country nears the 21st century, the state of Kentucky has a wealth of potential to offer, University of
Kentucky history professor Thomas D. Clark said
Thursday evening.
"With proper leadership and proper planning, Kentucky can live up to its potential," said Clark, who
was speaking to an overflow crowd at Murray StateUniversity's Wrathcr Museum in the 1991 Harry Lee
Waterfield Distinguished Lecture in Public Affairs.
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Clark drew comparisons between the state of the
state now, on the verge of the 21st century, and the
condition Kentucky was in nearly 100 years ago.
Clark noted that, in 1899, Kentucky was experiencing a bitter gubernatorial race while problems with
educational needs, prison reform, health care and the
modernization of politics were overlooked.
In the early part of the 20th century, Clark noted,
Kentucky adopted educational reforms which were
"indeed a noble step into the future — but a step
which faltered in all too many instances."
(Cont'd on page 2)

'

MOSCOW (AP) — Two earthquakes rocked Soviet Georgia
today, setting off landslides that killed at least three people and
leveled three villages already damaged by a strong quake this week,
authorities said.
Today's temblors struck in the same remote region where Monday's quake, which measured 7.1 on the Richter scale, killed at least
81 people, wounded 500 and left 80,000 homeless.
Soviet authorities could not provide Richter readings for today's
quakes. However, in the United States, the National Earthquake
Information Center said they must' have'been aftershocks of less
than 5 on the scale because they didn't show up on its instruments
in Golden, Colo. Tass initially reported one tremor today was as
large as Monday's, but later retracted thai
Ground movement and landslides leveled the already-damaged
Caucasus Mountain villages of Churdi, Ire and Tsedisi, said Archil
Kostava, the top administrative official in Kutaisi, the closest city to
the quake zone.
Kostava said three people died io Chordi, but he had no details..
lie said most residents had been evacuated after Monday's quake.
A Georgian government spokeswoman, Chorcna Chochua, also
said without elaboration that three people were killed. She spoke by
telephbne from Tbilisi, the republic's capital.
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National unemployment level falls to 6.6 percent

„-*
'

Construction employment was down by 20,000 in April, as hiring fell
short of seasonal expectations for the second straight month, the Labor
Department said. This industry has lost a half-million jobs since last May,
the agency said.
The weakness hit service industries, too. Retail trade jobs fell by
40,000 in April, to bring losses in that sector to 220,000 over the past
three months.
Health services, which has been about the only sector booming during
the recession, added 4(Y,000 jobs in April.
Labor costs, which are frequently blamed for worsening the nation's
inflation problems, rose in April as hourly earnings rose to S10.29, a 0.5
percent increase over the $10.24 the average hourly worker earned in

By KAREN BALL
Associated Prime tabor writer
‘It'• v. to

March. However, analysts noted that last month's hourly earnings figures
included a jolt from the minimum wage increase on April-1, when the
wage base went from $3.85 an hour to $4.25.
The average manufacturing work week rose slightly ii April, up to 40.1
hours per week, rather than the 40.1 hours per week recorded in March.
Manufacturing overtime increased slightly, too, inching up to 3.3 hours,
rather than the 3.2 hours in March.
Total civilian employment was 117.4 million, up from the 116.8
million-strong working population in March.
In a separate calculation of unemployment that counts members of the
armed services stationed in the United States, the April jobless rate was
6.5 percent, down from March's rate of 6.8 percent.

WASHINGTON - The nation's jobless rate- fell to 6.6 percent in
April, an unexpected improvement that marked the first decline in unemployment in nearly a year. the government reported today.
The 0.2 percentage point decline in the civilian jobless rate, down from
March's rate of 6.8 percent, was the first decrease in unemployment since
last May, when the rate fell from 5.4 percent to 5.3 percent. the Labor
Department said..
The number of unemployed Americans decreased-by-3430,000in April,
the agency said. However, the government noted that at 8.3 million, the
ranks of the jobless still number more than 1.4 million higher than last
July, when the current recession began.
'Though unemployment fell in April, today's report also prOvided a bit
of bleak economic news - U.S. businesses continued to cut jobs last
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) - ties and were unchanged in eight, County, 19.0; Breathitt County, cem in February to 4.2 percent in
month as non-farm payrolls fell by 125,000.
Elliott County had Kentucky's the Cabinet for Human Resources
18.8; Menifee County, 17.6; Carter March. The area contains Fayette,
The number of unemployed and the job loss number can differ because
highest unemployment rate in said in its monthly report.
County, 17.3; Magoffin County, Bourbon, Clark, Jessamine, Scott
they are derived from different surveys. In addition, the total number of
March, with 25 percent of its labor
The cabinet previously said the
17.2; Morgan County, 16.3, and and Woodford counties.
the jobless can decrease because people quit looking for work and drop
force off the job, the state statewide unemployment rate
McCreary County, 16.2.
The rate jumped to 6.2 percent
.out of the labor force.
announced Thursday.
remained at 7.5 percent, compared
Others with lowest rates were from 5.4 percent in the Louisville
Today's report also said that while the number of people working in
Woodford and Fayette counties with 6.3 percent at the same point
Trimble County, 3.8 percent; Cal- area.
April grew, about half of the increase was in self-employment, which
had the lowest rate, which was 3,5 in 1990.
•,!.
loway, 3.9; Oldham County, 4.3;
would not show up in the payroll survey that showed jobs filling by, percent, while Calloway County
Forty-eight counties had doubleFranklin and Kenton counties, 4.9; •The Purchase Area Development
1-25,000.
was one -of the lowest, with a 3.9 digit unemployment, 17 more than
Boone County, 5.0, and Madison, District reported a 7.2 percent in •
The 125,000-job.loss for April was considerably less than-1V declines
unemployment rate.
in March 1990.
.
Jessamine and Campbell counties, March, down from 7.5 percent.
of the pfevious six months, the Labor Departrnent said. It was also a tnuch . Rates declined in 63 of KentuckRates ranged from 3.9 percent in
Other counties with highest rates
5.1.
more moderate drop than analysts had been bilking for. Most private ecoy's 120 counties from February to were Wolfe County, 22.6 percent;
Unemployment in the Lexington Calloway County to 14.0 in Carlinomists had been predicting that unemployment would shoot up as high
March. They went up in 49 coun- Lewis County, 20.7; Montgomery
metro area dropped from 4.4 per- sle County.
as 7 percent in April and jobs would, drop by as much as 200,000.
The decline in the unemployment rate to 6.6 percent in April followed
steep increases of the previous two months. The jobless rate now stands
• 1.1 percentage point higher than last July.
become a leader in the 21st cen- . includes the Harry Lee Waterfield
Erie Dodson of Murray; Timothy
The payroll numbers shoWed that about 40,000 of the jobs that were ; - "I'd from page • 1)
tury,
Clark said, Kentucky must Governmental Studies scholarships. Beck of Eddyville,.K;,.; Eva WalkProgress
in
the
stale
was
spurred
lost came in manufacturing, which has been in a tailspin for more than'
address the issues of educational
partly by the arrival of the automoTen $1,000 Waterfield scholar- er of West Paducah; Jennifer Wells
two vars. However, that 40,000-loss, was considerabf)' less than the averreform
as well ,as its changing ships were awarded before last or Lewisburg, Ky.; Tracy Winn of
bile
as
a
part
of
everyday
life.
That
age of 115,000 in the previous five months, the Labor Department said.
tryled
to better roads in the state, demographics, development of niglat's lecture, announced by Har- Murray; Barbara Lynn Heath of
The autoindus
added nearly 15.000 workers,
reflecting resumed pm- •
industry, constitutional reform, the ry Lee Waterfield Jr., son of the Murray; Karen A. Conway of
hich
led to erowth in industrv
duction at some plants following inventory control shutdowns,.the gov.
.
condition
of the environment and late political figure. Winners Hardin; Charles Crabtree of Honkwhich
in
turn
helped
the
educationernment said_
the preservation or natural included:
al reforms. "Industry May do more
insville; 'and Lori Payne, of
resources.
to point out the need for educationJames Cutchin of Carmi, Ill.; Murray.
fb,
al improvement than all the surveys
The Watdrfield Lecture series
taken," Clark nord.
. Educational reform remains as - began 14 years ago by Dr. Farouk
For l our Convenience No% Otters
Umar to commemorate 'Harry Lee
one of the state's pressing needs,
Waterficld's great contributions to
Clark said, noting that the "bold
By The Associated Press
Murray State University, which
crimson thread of .pleag for educational improvement- runs throughcondition, Yonhap and students said
NIonda - Frida
SOUTH AFRICA
Out fhe-"tapestry-orKentucky his.Pressure grew on President Roh Tae•
JOHANNESBURG - President F W de
woo to fire his Cabinet, disband the
tory in the 20th century..
Klerk says his government will scrap preShip ‘1,eekit & Sate money
UPS
plainclothes riot police and issue a formal
ventive detentions and end some other
As
a.
result,
the
"ghostly
condi(Cont'd from page_ 1)
‘11-1. 9 aim.- X p.m. s.ii. 9 a.m.. 7 p.m. Sun I. p.m.
apology for last week's fatal beating by
provisions of the Internal Security Act.
tion
of
functional
illiteracy"
is
still
riot police of 20 year-old Kang KyungHt
.41 S.
A live-in managing family is which has been used to ban opposition
Oly m pit Plaza
753-23110
plaguing the siate. due to lack of
dae
there to provide additional help to groups De Klerk also suggested bringing
the African National Congress into an
attention paid: to, the problem by
the residents, she said.
ENGLAND
interim government, and mentioned steps
politicians and the public alike.
Along with a $15,000 state he would take to halt black factional fight- .LONDON - Opposition parties have
To reach its potential and
trounced the governing Conservatives in
a leading demand of the ANC De
grant, PCM's shelter is also sup- ing,
local elections, handing a bruising elecKlerk's speech Thursday to Parliament in
ported by __grants from city and Cape Town appeared to move his gov
toral debut to Britain's new prime minister, John Major The drubbing in the town
county ,governmcnt as well as ernment closer to fulfilling its agreements
halls of England and Wales on Thursday
'donations from residents, Ross with the ANC before a May 9 ultimatum
virtually ended speculation that Major.
by the black opposition group
Easy access To Gas Pumps
said.
who succeeded Margaret Thatcher after
rof Boats & T.a.4efs -Alcohol F•ee Gas Ace- -Ptcn.c SUPOileS -Deii
she was ousted in November, will call a
The biggest problem in •setting SRI LANKA
-Ca,rprlIg 'Needs -Diesel Fuel
general election this summer. That would
up a similar center for Murray is in, COLOMBO- The ethnic civil war is getbe a year before the government's fiveting hotter as spring turns to steamy
:bon,
locating a Suitable site, according summer on this Indian Ocean island, but
year term expires Instead, 47-year-old
.:3N GENERAL'S
_
Major was expected to wait until the
to Murray City Planner Don Elias. perhaps as a prelude to peace talks
Shell
ST oxing NOw Greaty Reduces Serious Rislis to
Marlboro Special
in the hope that falling interest
- A two-story home, the former Government forces have taken the offen- autumn
Health
rates and the prospect ot economic
sive against the separatist Tamil rebels
Carton Price
site of The Gallery ob. 12th Street, Some say they hope to gain the advanrecovery will send voters back to the
. g•-Is Ilisnthoi JO-mg "is, 0$ mg n,cot,ne 1004- IT•igi
1 • m9 't - 0.9 tng nitotino - lore Soil ai..
.
d;„..,
party
is
available
for
such
tage before negotiations to end the
a
'shelter
but
Save
tsf.'.1.2 rouracol,n0 - 1004 Box & Km
17
'tar finding a suitable lot near the 8 year old,war Both sides profess reach
• 2 ••••••;
FT sirsos
5,
ETHIOPIA
ness to resume talks, but the government
licre are Thursday's winning
downtown area is another problem, says
More than a million people in Ethiopia will
the rebels must pledge to stop fightnumbers Fleeted by the Kenrun out of food in the next 10 to 15 days,
Elias said.
ing during negotiations The rebels
according to a report by Oxfam, a British
:ucky Lottery: lick 3: 1-7-6
Euple Ward, - -executive director refuse to attach conditions The govern- aid organization The whole country is
ment says nearly 1,500 people have
one, seven, six)
of Need Line, told the group that been killed, most of them rebels The suffering from severe food shortages,
753-8786
Hwy. 94 & 280 East of Murray.her board would probably support insurgents dispute the figures, but have said the report Thursday Ethiopia is also
ravaged by a rebel insurgency and
such a "transitional home" and will given none of their own
Open 7 Days
drought Unless aid arrives quickly, the
discuss the proposal at the board's YUGOSLAVIA
death toll from starvation could exceed
that of the great famine of 1984 when an
May 13 meeting.
BELGRADE - Croatia's president today
estimated 1 million Oople died, said
Elias said Murray would be elig- accused ethnic Serbians of waging "open Frank Judd, the director of Oxfam Judd,
war- in his republic, after battles between
ible for an Emergency Shelter police and militants
- who is in Addis Ababa afar louring some
fighting to loin neighof the worst hit areas this week, told
OP9110tfil CM A CV SAT 9JII kIllittliq
Grant from the state - similar to boring Serbia left about 15 people dead
reporters "What I have seen has shaken
Federal troops in tanks and armored perriff it- 501411ALCilak
PCM's - for the home.
me The suffering is already acute The
sonnel carriers today headed to the site

Calloway unemployment still among state's lowest
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NAPA
Auto Parts

NEW GRS'" Mulching System

recycles grass &prangs i and le3vl into
ends bagging forever'

100'1 organic fertilizer

Make clippings disappear Never rake or bag again 4 or SHP selfpropelled models. electric start available
$100 OFF! SHP Doane Oen!
(SAVE 550 OFF ensannies141jP Psi Mogi)

TROY-BILT® Chipper/Shredders
Rid your property of ugly brush pdail 4 models to choose, up to 8HP
with electric start'

SAVE up,to $300

TROY-BILT® Tillers
America's best-selling rear-une robo tiller, operates with JUST ONE
HAND" 6 models up to 8HP

SAVE up to $240

SOUTH KOREA

PHILIPPINES

SEOUL - A student yelling "Down with
(President) Roh Tae-woo" set himself on
fire today in growing demonstrations
against the fatal beating of a demonstrator by not police It was the third sellimmolation by a radical student this
week One student who burned himselfWednesday died on Thursday Chun Seiyong, a 20-year-old sophomore, doused
himself with paint thinner and jumped
from a second-story building before
about 200 demonstrators at Kyongwon
University at the southern outskirts of
Seoul, according to the national news
agency Yonhap He was rushed to a
nearby hospital and reported in critical

Mobil"'

07,nri

Motorman

FFtl. & SAT. SEAFOOD BUFFET
Crab Legs, Crab Meat, Frog Legs, Scallops, Clam Strips, Cod Nuggets,
Fried Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Cod Stnps, Fried 4 Fresh Shrimp, Fried
Catfish Fiddler, Fillet, Shnmp Creole, Egg Rolls, Hush Puppies, Catlin Rice,
Coon on the Cob, White Beans, Potato Wedges.
4 P.M.-9 P.M.
32 Item Salad Bar and 29 Item Dessert Bar Included With Buffet

"
4 )

10.99

TropArtic

011str iiristgri to MI PcM)snr,9 wlsghts

10W5 through 10W50

GET...
---- 15 Quarts of Your Brand plus
• ,I 1 NAPA Silver lry.
Oil Filter
C

L

*Mobil 1 not sag**

Sale Price
92.00
Iteltual by mail -3.01

SUNDAY BUFFET
Steamboat Around Virginia Baked Sliced Ham, Turley, Cornbread
Dressing, Southern Fried Chicken, Bar-B Ribs, Country Ham,
Country Fned Steak & Gravy, Cream Corn, Green Beans,
Broccoli & Cheese, Cauliflower & Cheese, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apples,
Lirrra Beans, 30 Item Salad Bar, Delicious Dessert Bar With Wide Variety

Year cast just *8.99
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on /No too won

$1"
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1111T111 CAN POMO!

6.99
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41411100UP

TROVIRILT v
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
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75.4-'571 or 753-41111
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MANILA - U.S and Philippine negotiators failed today to reach agreement on
extending the stay of U S military bases,
and the American' panel described Manila's position on compensation. as "dismaying " U S spokesman Stanley Schrager said Washington had offered to pay
all that it could afford and that the Philip
pines must decide whether it wants a
new relationship with the United States
Special American negotiator Richard
Armitage left Manila after five days of
talks and witl report to President Bush on
the deadlock, U S. oftcials said There
was no indication when he would return
The tease on the six installations expires
in September.

Lacey's Offers Delicious Dining

NAPA has ALLIkIAJOR BRANDS Now on Sale,Choose From
ocoN
Castrol
tesii Chevron
0Kenoari

TROY-BELT® Mulching Mowers

dying could overshadow that of 1984
unless action is taken immediately The
priorities are obvious food, transport,
water, medical supplies and shelter And
they are needed fast." Oxfam said
300,000 Sudanese refugees in western
EtNopia and at least halt a million Somali
refugees in the northern part of the Ogaden region have food for only two weeks

NAPA's Biggest Oil Sale
EVER

• PLUS...
FREE GRS"
%aching Smien
wank IMO

TROY-BILT® Tractors(12 HPgear)

of Thursday's worst clash, in Borovo
Selo, 80 miles northwest of Belgrade,
and at least three other Croatian towns
The bridge across the Danube near Backa Palanka that links the two repubhcs
remained closed after Croatian police
placed a truck across it Tensions
remained high and protest rallies were
planned around Croatia

50%Off
Murray Auto Parts
Hwy. b41 N.
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319 N. Main St. In Bunton. K).
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Kentucky Sheriffs Academy
Sheriffs and deputies from across
the state are attending the Kentucky Sheriffs Academy at Western Kentucky University. The
10th graduating class will finish
its work, which began in January, at the end of the seven-week
course with commencement ceremonies set for July 12. The
course includes segments on fire.
st7, search and seizure,
arms saf
Anterview and interrogation,
defensive tactics, radio communication, domestic violence and
abuse, baliff and courtroom security and defensive driving.
Attending the academy from Calloway County is Deputy Joe
Lawrence.
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-. - - The Murray-Calloway County sophy, pain management, spiritual
Hospital has completed plans for its needs, communication skills, AIDS,
spring Hospice volunteer training scs- legal issues and grief and bereavement.
sions to be held in May.
The training sessions are scheduled' "These sessions give volunteers
Friday, May 17 and Friday, May 24, many of the tools that are nefessary to
help people facing crisis snuations,"
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the third
said Murray-Calloway County Hosfloor classroom at the hospital.
pice Director Nancy Rcise.
The sessions are designed to train
Those attending the classes are
lay_volunteers to help meet the physical,social,psychological and spiritual encouraged to become volunteers if
needs of the terminally ill and their they feel comfortable after completfamilies without regard to race,color, ing the course. There is no obligation
religion-, creed, national orgin, sex, to become a volunteer.
"However, many class members
age, or. handicap.
Topics presented daring training - find they want to be involved as
Hospice volunteers," Rose vid.
include Hospice concepts and philo-
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Three MSU riders to carry
championship
banner at ISHA
_

Three riders from Murray Slate
University -Will be carrying the banner
of the campus equestrian team into the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association (IHSA) national championships
at Hollins College in Roanoke, Va.,
May 4-5.
Two of them - Erin- Miller of
Naperville. Ill.,and Melissa Wilson of
Oak Ridge. Tenn. - .qualified to
advance to the nationals with first
place recognition in hunt seat (English saddle) events in 11-1SA Zone 6
COMO
tydfSduth
Carolina.
Thei third - Beth Uelsmann of
Benton-,Mo. - had earlier won a first
place in-the Region 61HSA stock seat
--cwesiern -srddle)-show- to- -eam the right to advance to the nationals.
- They will be among more than.600
collegians from across -the- United
States and Canada who wdl compete
in individual events on May 4 and
team events on May 5.
Miller, who took first in intermediate on the flat;is a sophomore animal
science major. A graduate of Naperville North High School, she is the
daughter, of Lynn and David Miller.
She also had ilsixth place in intermediate over fences
Wilson; daughter of James Frank
and Pat Wilson, formerly of Murray,
was first in the beginning Walk-trot
division. She is the granddaughter of
Ruth Wilson and the late L.B. Wilson
of Murray.
Uelsmann,a sophomore. will compete in intermediati stock seat. A
business administration major,- she is
1989 graduate of Thomas W..Kelly
High School. in Benton, Mo. Her
parents are Larry and Joyce Uelsmann.
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Mayfield man
faces rape charge
after incident

i Brien Terry is in his third year as
equestrian team coach. He 14 the son
ofCarl and Sue Terry-of St. Charles in
Hopkins County. ,
- He is assisted by hunt seaedach
"
Tammy McKinney. A public relations
_major at Murray State and 1984
graduate-Of-Owensboro-High School,
she is the datighter of Harold G.
McKinney and Sheila L. Campbell.
Murray States team won national
championships in 1981 and 1985 and
was runner-up for thc'national title in
1983 and 1988. ,

DEAR WIFE: I think a
clergyperson, on being asked to
officiate atany kind ofceremony,
should state his or her fee. This
been
A Mayfield man has
would eliminate the awkwardarrested and charged- with rape, ness of asking,"How much do
you charge?" Some well-paid
according to a published report.
ministers of prosperous
Howard L. Wilson, 34, of Greer
Street, Mayfield, was arrested' churches do not accept fees for
around 1:15 p.m. Thursday__ _and services — but most are overworked and underpaid and
charged with first degree rape basewould welcome a generous
d on information given by a check.
24-year-old Mayfield woman, the
*••
report said.
The woman told police that WilDEAR ABBY: Forty years ago,
son drove her home Thursday
morning around 1:15 a.m. from a when I married my wife, she had a
22-inch waist. Now it's about 39
relative's home and after arriving inches.
She's 30 pounds overweight;
behind,
her
from
grabbed
there,
smokes like a diesel truck and wears
forced her into her bedroom at sloppy, ugly sweats.
knife-point and raped her, accordI have absolutely no desire to
ing to the' report. '
Wilson reportedly told pblice
that he had been on a date with the
woman,-the report said.
Wilson is expected to be
arraigned today, the report said.
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Two Murray women were injured after a two-car accident Thursday around 10:23 a.m. at the intersection
of U.S. 641 and Poor Farm Road about one mile north of Murray, attiordiriffo-CrepoTt from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. Ben Camp, 26, of Rt. .Murray, was eastbound on the Poor Farm Road
and attempting to cross U.S. 641 when he pulled into the path of Steven Kulijof, 22, of Madisonville, who
was northbound on U.S. 641, police said. Two passengers in Camp's vehicle, Cheryl Camp, 25, and 3-yearold Shaye Camp, were injured and taken to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, police said. No other
injuries were reported. Cheryl Camp was listed in satisfactory condition at MCCH friday and Shaye
Camp was treated and released. Camp was driving the Oldsmobile Cutlass pictured above.

"Most importantly, people learn to be
better family members and friends
based on the knowledge gained in
these classes."
Hospice volunteers choose tlAe
amount of time they wish to dcyote to
a variety of duties helpful td those
who are terminally ill and their families. Such duties may include sitting
with the patient, listening, running
errands and light housekeeping, HO:.
pice volunteers also work with each
other to assess the needs of each
patient..
The training sessions have also
been approved by the Kentucky
Board ofNursing for 15 contact hours
as pan of cominuing education for
nurses.
•
Nurses should preregister for the
sessions by caning Lynn Fromm,
R.N., staff development coordinator,
at 762-1248.
:Citizens'wishing to *register for
the classes should call Nancy ROSc at
762-1389. The number of participants
is limited to 25 on a first come, first
servied basis. There is a $15 registration fee which can be paid at the first
meeting tocover the-costof materials:
A community effort, the Hospice
program is coordinated by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and is
funded by Medicare/Medicaid, as
well as by gifts and designated contri- .
butions. • -

Logsdon running for ag commissioner
Ed Logsdon, a candidate for
Commissioner ,of Agriculture, visited in Murray.on Monday and met
with farm supporters.
Logsdon, who was raised on a
dairy farm and was' a farmer in
Edmonson County, has been in
,government for the past ten years.
has a FFA American Farm
Degree, is director of the Clark -County-Faffit-Bbreau-and-is-a--ilen3ber of the Regional Rural Develop- .
reent Committee.
Logsdon Stated "that he felt his
experience- in state government
would qualify him to hold the
office as Commissioner of
Agriculture."
His &ferment service makes
him. knowledgeable about governmental affairs.
He was elected County Judgeof

nuely qualified since 1 was raised
Edmonson County, near Bowling
Green, was :president of the Ken- 'on a farm and was a farmer for
tucky County Judges Association several years and have aiso been
in 1978 and for the past thiebe and a involved at the local level as Counhalf years, he has been Deputy
ty Judge of.Edmonson Cou'nty ancl
Commissioner in the Kentucky .have worked state-wide with local
Department of Transportation.
government, County Judge Emil,He also served as Deputy Com- •-tives and highway officials-.and
missioner of the Department for save trawelle4 and have friends in
Local Government and was Eno.- every county -irt'Kentursky.".
ii-ve----Diroctor for the County
_f_ar_41is _week
Judge Association for a number includes the Purchase CettinliCS visof years.
iting with -friends -.in all the eight
Logsdon said "I feet I jail ur;i- countieslin the -Purchase Area.
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make love to her. I roam the malls,
lusting after the slender maidens in
tight jeans. I haven't fallen yet, butfear it's only a matter of time and
oppartimity.
,.
What's a slim, attractive, suck •
cessful, moral, virile, sensuous
grandpa to do?
A- LUSTING GUY IN INDY

Ross Insurance Agency
izt7
Auto - Home - Farm
-Business - Life - Health
Coippare Our Price & Coverage

DEAR LUSTING: Obviously,
your wife has let herself go, but
if you were a quality man and
truly loved her, you would have
made every effort to try torehabilitate her instead of using
her sloppiness and bad habits as
excuses for lusting after more
attractive women.
: You may be a slim,attractive,
successful, virile and sensuous
grandfather — but no moral man
"roams the mall lusting after
slender maidens in tight jeans."
•

•
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By popular request, Abby shares more
of her favorite prize-winning, easy-toprepare recipes. To order, send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 113.95 44.50
in Canada)to: More Favorite Recipes by
Dear Abby,-P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
III. 61054.(Postage is included.)
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Great Stuff
for the Younger Man!

is located in Paris, TN
320 Memorial Dr.
642-2215 or 642-1407
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 8-7; Sun. 1-6

Prep Sizes 12720

CORN-AUSTIN
DOWNTOWN •MURRAY
753-2472

*The ad ran in the Wednesday edition.
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DEAR ABBY:Re the mother who
wanted toknow whattosay to people
who can't resist touching the baby:
Your answer was appropriate. I'd
like to pass on another idea from the
pediatrician for a friend's baby. Buy
or make lightweight _drawstring
mitts for baby when you take him/
her out or have company. The first
thing a baby does when you extend a
finger is grasp it. The second thing
the baby does is put a finger into his/
her mouth. More germs are passed
from hand to hand than from any
other form of transmission.
Since hearing this advice, I pass
it on to every new mother I know,
and I live you will Want to pass it
along to your readers.
EVELYN DE POISTER,
SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

753-0481

6th & Main

Ed Logsdon
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A $468.100 Community Development Block Gradt ta assist in a
housing rehabilitation project at
Puryear has been approved, according to an announcement made
today by Gov. Ned McWherter's
office, a published report said.
Allocations were approved by
the General Assembly and are provided through the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban
Development.
The report said that the funds
will be utilized to upgrade substandard housing on McDonald and
Cherry Streets in Puryear.

DEAR
ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a
minister who has performed many
weddings over the years. Some
couples have been generous. Others
have not. CiOler than the few times
he has received absolutely no compensation, the following incident is'
the'worst slap in the face I can remember:
. The couple were in their -40s and
it was a second marriage for both of
them. Both were well-paid professionals. My husband met with them
for counseling and he helped them
plan their wedding. The bride did
notlike the traditional marital vows,
so,she asked my husband to rewrite
them. He did, and she seemed very
pleased.
The wedding was beautiful.They
paid the organist, vocalist, florist
and caterer. Immediately following
the ceremony, they presented my
husband with a check for $10-niade out to the church!(Atlearitiny.
husband has never received a stuffed
owl as one of his colleagues did!)
Even after many disappointments, my husband still refuses to
"set a price" for performing a marriage ceremony.
;
Your opinion, please.
PREACHER'S WIFE
IN GEORGIA
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Two-car accident

MCCH plans volunteer training
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Looking at the crime bill

Letter to the editor

Poore tax proposal shows
his political philosophy
Dear Editor:
A close look at the tax reduction proposal of Dr. Floyd G. Poore,
Democratic candidate for governor in the May 28 primary election tells a
great deal about his philosophy and how it relates to most of us.
First and foremost, it indicates Dr. Poore's belief that fair treatment is
an inherent entitlement'of all Kentuckians — not just a privilege of the
rich. He identifies with the "common man" and the tax cuts he advocates
.how it.
As. we examine his position on the tax structure in Kentucky, we must
remember to look at it within the contest of the $1.3 bilion tax increase.
largest in the history of the Commowealth. pushed...through in 1990 by the
Wilkinson-Jonis administration.
To provide relief for many of the individuals who are being hit so hard
by that massive increase. Dr..Poore has announeed a tax-reduction plan
that will benefit farmers, pensioners, inheritors...and purchasers of cars.
trucks and mobile homes.
More specific details of his proposal are available at Poore for Governor local headquarters at 209 Maple. Anyone who could possibly be
affected favorably by any feature,of his tax -reduction package would be
is Ise to get complete informatidn.
So I urge everyone to check it out. Confirm for yourwself. that Dr.
1'10).1 G. Poore really is "one of us.'
Owen Biliington
Murray, Ks 42071
1

Teacher thanks 'Business
in Community' sponsors
Dear ,Editor:
.1n cooperatibn with the Murray State University Economics Department. one section of the Murray Independent Middle School eighth grade
has completed a unit on "Business in. our Community.- A part tit, this unit
was devoted to presentations made (tulle class by representatives of several• local businesses.
We would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank the businesses
re.presentqd and the business -professicmals, who so graciously took time
out of their busy schedules to share with us their knowledge. expertise.
philosophy, personal commitment and first-hand information about
businesses in Murray. Ky. Their prarticipation was an example to these
soung people .of a genuine Caring for people and for this community. We
-thank.the fiSllowing people and businesses:
Dave •Hornback, Bank of Murray; Terry Hart. Murray Lumber Co.;
-E.-- W.- Dennison.-Dennison-Himt SponingDavid Parker, Parker Fore.
Imports; Betty Boston. Hilliard-Lyons;
I
Goods: Martha Andrus, Pier
Stuart Poston. Murray-Calloway
Chemicals:
Vanderbilt
Collins.
Gorge
Co. Hospital; Elizabeth Whitmeri H.T. Marketing: and Debbie Shapla.
Debbie and Carol's. Beauty Salon.
SieiIa Hearv,'teacher..
Murray Middle School, „Murray

Holt is no longer involved
with Exposition Center
Dear Editor:
Since yesterd'ay's article on the astonishing deterioration of both attcedance and income at the MSU Expo Center my phone has been ringing
off the wall.
I am not now and have not for the past year been involved with the
management of that facility.
Bill Holt
Rt. 7., Box 850. Murray

penalty This is because more blacks
than sOlites, proportionately speaking, are sentenced to death. The
statistical disparities are obvious;- in-any given case they also are meaningless.
No one knows whether capital
punishment ,works. We never will
know if the risk of being executed
actually deters violent criminals.
hut their value is limited. For one Maybe yes, maybe no. The truth is
example, attempts to assassinate a unknowable. But we do know that
s 'siting head of state are likely to be roughly' one-half.lof all ,victims of
extremely rare. It is highly doubtful murder and willful homicide are
that a political assassin will be deblack. If Kennedy's abstract- theories
terred by the possibility of a death of racial justice should he adopto).
the . death penalty would not be
sentence. The pros ision is mostly
braggadocio: Look now tough we are available as either punishment or
on crime!
deterrence in these cases.
In another area, the judiciary comMoreover,the imptessi% c structure
mittees will wadi to pray' carefully
on capital punishment would be
undermined. by Sen. Edward Ken- over prov.4sions to redefine the exclunedy's "Racial Justice Act." He would sionary rule. The rule requires that
write this bad idea into theromnibus probative evidence be excluded at
Both the Democrats' bill and the bill. His purpose. in effect, Is to add a trial if the evidence has been acquired
president's bill are cUriously'obsessed quota requirement to the sentencing. without meticulous attention to
judge-made regulations under the
'
oh aspects of capital punishment. phasq of capital cases.
As Attorney Genera; Richard Fourth Amendment.
():c purpose is to extend the range of
Court observers will recall one
in which a death sentence may Thornburgh ; has observed, , "The
e imposed. Another objective- is to likcly practical effect of the. Racial weird case in which a police:officer,
properly on the scene of a crime,
mit the application of habeas'corpus- Justice Act would he to invalidate all
noticed a stereo set that in all probproLvedings..A third purpose is to death sentencesthat are currently, in
forbidden-drugs. •
effect in the United States, and to - ability had been. stolen. Without
deter- traffic
are respectable . purposes. lreclude
-1
all future use of the death troubling to get a search warrant, he
•

WASHINGTON - In his address to
Congress on March 6,President Bush
asked for prompt action on a crime
bill: B is - getting some action-Mcommittee, but the regrettable fact is
that some of the action is action in
reverse. Parts of the omnibus bill now
pending in the Senate would do more
harm than good.
It needs to be rerriarked once more'
than any federal Crime bill is largely
and inevitably an act of minimal
effe.coveness_ Of the, thousands of
s lolent offenses repdrted armually,
no more than 5 percent are 'crimes
against federal lass All the rest are
gos crud by• state law. This is eiactly
:low the SN stem should work. Lovers.
federalism, one .of the' bedrock
: -.!:ciples of ourNonstituttonal strucshould resist congressional atimptS to Muscle into state responsi.Ilties by invoking the commerce

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
S sesiate.

ashington. D.t. 2054

BRINGING MORE CLEAN COAL
TO OUR ENERGY FUTURE
I am pleased to report that our Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources has approved a series of clean-coal proposals, which
I recently offered as amendments to far-reaching national energy
This legislation, now including these critical amendments, can help
t-Ci. lead Kentucky and the nation to a brighter energy future. I am
absolutely cons ince.d. that it should be the top priority of the - 102nd
•
Congress.
Our bill -- the National Energy Security Act of 1991 -- is expected
to reach the Senate floor in relatively short order. I have every hope.
that we can get Senate action this year and congressional approval of
major energy legislation before this Congress.adjourns at the end of
1992.
Kentuckians and others have worked for many years to encourage
national energy policies to reduce our crippling dependence on foreign
oil. Now, as we seek ways to ensure that the Persian Gulf conflict will
never be repeated, the need for such policies is greater than ever before.
, The need for strong congressional action is pointed up by the
current energy strategy of the Adininistration,, which pays only lip
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service to coal -- our most abundant domestic energy source. Under
this unfortunate strategy, our existing clean-coal technology program
would be eilt by more than, S600 million. r
•This short-sighted approach is highly.darriaging to Kentucky and
other coal-producing states -- and even more damaging to the long-term
-energy security of this nation.
" By contrast, our National Energy Security Act calls for the development of advanced clean-coal technologies along with many othersenergyefficiency and conservation programs.;
I am sery pleased that the committee has adopted my amendments'
to strengthen crucial coal provisions of this bill. I am convinced that
the resulting bill deserves the support of all Kentuckians. My amendments wilV:
• 'EncoUrage additional rounds- in the clean-coal- technology.
program:
• Direct the Secretary of Energy to undertake joint ventures to
develop commercial-scale demonstrations of innovative coal-refining
processes such as liquefaction. This will allow us to focus more on
cleaning up our coal before -- rather than after,- it is burned. .
• Include coal refining in our proposed research and developmentprogram for non-fuel uses of coal.
* Enuourage states to proVide regulatory incentives to utilities
investing in clean-coal technologies, and require the Secretary to issue
progress reports.
* Also direct the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to
• conduct a rulemaking to establish a 5-year demonstration program of
regulatory incentives for clean-cbal technologies.
* Eliminate a disincentive to rhe acceptance of clean-coal projects
by ensuring that electricity rates are not based on avoided-cost calculations that could artificially drive up rates__ '
• Require the Secretary to make a report to Congress on the utilization of coal-combustion byproducts such as ash, slag and flue-gas
desulfurization materials.

Lisa Olson's suit doesn'tfit the crime

Three politicians once came up
behind me. as I quietly sat at a bar
and began bellowing thet• they were
going to knock my block off and
stomp me flatter than a pancake.
Today is-Friday, May 3. the 123rd day of 1991. There are 242 days left
They called me all sorts of colorful
in the year. names that impugned my ancestry,
Today's Highlight in History:
my sexual habits and
questioned
On May 3, 1802. Washington D.C. was incorporated as a city, with the
I was lower than a
that
suggested
mayor to be appointed by the president. and the council elected by properThey
were upset about
spittoon..
ty, owners.
written.
had
I
something
On this date:
.
having a drink
was
I
Fortunately.
In 1971. 20 years ago, anti-war protesters, calling themselves the. at the moment with Johnny Kerr,
D.C.
"Mayday Tribe," began four days of demonstrations in Washington
the former basketball player who
aimed at shutting down the nation's capital.
now broadcasts the Chicago Bulls
In 1978. "Sun Day" fell on a Wednesday as thousands of people
games. John, normally a mildextolling the virtues of solar energy held 'ceremonies,-demonstrations and
mannered fellow, politely asked
.other events across the country.
why they were raising such a
them
,. In 1979. Conservative Party leader Margaret Thatcher was chosen to fuss. They told him to shut his
become Britain's first female prime minister as the .Tories ousted the
mouth. John's face turned red and
incumbent Labor Party government of James Callaghan in parliamentary
he stood up. And up. He's almost 7
elections.
feet tall. That seemed to pacify
In 1987, The Miami Herald said its reporters had observed a young them and calm was restored to the
woman entering a Washington townhouse belonging to Democratic presbar.
idential candidate Gary Hart.
On another occasion, a promiTen years ago: Irish Republican Army .hunger striker Bobby Sands was
Chicago officeholder spotted
nent
in
reported in a coma on the 64th day of his fast at the Maze Prison
me in the lobby of a hotel where a
Northern Ireland.
political rally had been held. He,
; Five years. ago: In NASA's first post-Challenger launch, an unmanned
didn't like something I wrote,
too,
Delta rocket lost power in its main engine shortly after liftoff, forcing
so he walked over, put his face
safety officers toltestroy it by,'remote control.
about a foot from mine, opened his
One year ago: The federal government formally approved the use of the
mouth and made a loud vomiting
drug AZT ,to treat children infected- with the AIDS virus.
sound.
Today's Birthdays: Broadway librettist Betty COmden is 72. Folk singer
1 didn't know what tO say, so I
Pete Seeger is 72. Singer James Brown-is 63. Singer Engelbert Humper- said nothing. Then he did it again.
/ dinck is 55. Singer Frankic Valli is 54. Magician Doug Henning is 44. Several seconds passed, and he did
Thought for Today: "If you want anything said, ask a man:.if you want
it a third time. A small crowd had
anything done, ask a woman." — Margaret Thatcher. former British
gathered. since it was an unusual
.prime minister (1925- ).
performance. After he did it a
fourth time, some of his friends

Today In History

picked irp the set to check the serial
number on the bottom. This was held
to be an unconstitutional violation of
the. right to--be protected against
unreasonable searches, and the evidence was thrown out.
Such stupid rulings have led to the
administration's proposal that evidence should be admitted if law
enforcement officers act "in good
faith." Trivial flaw sin the wording of
i.'arrant should not provide a means
for defendants to wiggle out of a just
determination of their guilt.
A common-sense revision of the
exclusionary rule wouq be useful,
but the revision will have to be done
with scrupulous care. The Fourth
Amendment is precious. In our zeal
to convict the guilty, we must not
give law' enforcement officers unbridled power to violate 'civil-rights.
It should be possible, given a
measure of good vp' ill on both sides of
the political aisle, to put together a
workable bill. The foremost civil
right of every citizen is clear. As
Thornburgh said in recent testimony
in the Senate, it is the right "to be free
from fear in our homes and on our
streets." Over most of the nation, that
right has sadly deteriOrated. To the
limited extent that a federal law may
help, Congress should act.

grabbed his—arms and led him
away. But over his shoulder, he
shouted: "That's what you are,
(deleted) puke."
No, I'm not writing my memoirs.
I related those incidents simply to
show that when you are in the
news business, it isn't unusual for
people to treat you rudely. It goes
with the job.
Anyone who has worked as a
reporter long enough gets doors
slammed in his face, is told off and
might even have to duck a punch
or two. It doesn't happen every day
or very often, but it happens.
I mention this because (and I
regret to inform you) Lisa Olson is
in the news agairi.
You remember Lisa Olson. Can
anybody forget Lisa Olson? For
those who were on Mars last year,
Lisa Olson is the sports reporter at
the Boston Herald who became the
focus of a national debate when
several nude idiots on the New
England Patriots football team
brandished their male appendages
at her.
The incident was compounded
when the owner of the team made
some stupid sexist remarks.
So the argument raged on for
weeks:,Should female reporters be
in the locker rooms of football
teams, or any other male sports
organizations? It was kind of a fun
flap, with thousands of Americans
writing silly letters to newspapers
saying that Ms. Olson was a hussy

Oh, come on. Lisa, spare me the
heartbreak. You get mad, you raise
hell, maybe you even write something nasty about the clods. But
running to court with a lawsuit? If
anything, doing that says: "Oh, I
am a fragile, trembly female, and
my life has been 'ruined by your
boorish behavior." And that makes
female reporters who have been on
far tougher assignments and been
and all she wanted to do was gaze treated a lot rougher look foolish.
at a man's groin; and others saying
If Ms. Olson will check her
the players were nothing but barba- newspaper's morgue, as the library
rians and rapists at heart.
used to be called, I'm sure she'll
It finally quieted down. The ath- find stories and editorials that were
letes went on taking their showers written about how America's
and giving interviews. The female courts are being buried under
reporters, of whom there are many, mountain of. lawsuits that should
went on going into the locker never have been filed; and how we
rooms, as they had for years.
arc the most litigation-crazed counAnd I thought 1 had heard the try in the world. She has now
last of the matter. I hoped so, since added to that paper mountain.
I had written several colunIns
Sorry, kid, I was on your side
defending the right of Lisa Olson
when the mopes gave you a bad
or any other woman to do a report- time.
But when you take the posiing job, and received my share of tion that
what atnounts to stupid
goofy mail.
by stupid people requires
behavior
But now Lisa Olson has done the involvement of lawyers, a
what so many Americans do when judge and maybe a jury, you:re
their feelings are in any way getting as silly as the football
wounded. She has sued.
players.
Her suit, against the National
I hope Ms. Olson isn't setting a
Football League, three players, the
team owner and two team execu- precedent for other female reportives, says she was sexually ters. Take my advice, femaleharrassed, her civil rights were vio- person sports journalists: Don't
lated, and that she suffered emo- sue. As I suggested last year, just
tional distress and damage to her carry a big set of gardening shears
in your. purse..
professional reputation.

Looking back
Ten years ago
Lewis Bossing is valedictorian
and Claudia Billington is salutatorian of the 1981 Murray High
School Senior Class. Other honor
students arc Cindy Montgomery,
third, Natalie Garfield. fourth, and
Greg Morton. fifth.
An annual perpetual scholarship
has been .established at Murray
State University by Murray Lions
Club in memory of one of its charter members, Bryan Tolley, who
died Oct. 22, 1980.

Twenty years ago
Airman First Class Rickie A.
Knott is on duty at Phan Rang Air
Base, Vietnam.
Local students elected as officers
of Kentucky Lake District of
Future Homemakers of America
were Joey Kelso of Calloway
County High School as first vice
president and Gail Russell of Murray Hrgh School as secretary.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe James and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McNutt,

April 27; eboy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert D. Koch, April 28.
Thirty years ago
-Dr. Henry H. Hill, president of
George Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn., will be speaker at commencement -exercises at Murray
State College on May 29. Dr. Henry Pope Mobley Jr., pastor of Highland Presbyterian Church, Louisville, will be baccalaureate speaker on
May 28. Dr. Ralph H. Woods is
president of MSC.

Forty years ago
The Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall, pastor of Hazel Baptist
Church, has accepted the pastorship of First Baptist Church, Bowling Green.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Bazz,ell and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Finegan, April 25; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Wood, April 26; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William T. Johnson, April 27; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Merlin Washer, April- P.
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A memorial service for members who have died during the past year
will start the general meeting of the Murray Woman's Club on Monday,
May 6, at 6:45 p.m. at the club house. Opal Howard will conduct the
special service in memory of Juletta Christopher, Margery Crawford and
Lochie Hart. Family members of the three deceased members are invited
to attend. Soloist will be Gydeen Fisher. Ruth Davis, Hampton, governor
of First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, will speak
and install the new officers for 1991-92. Barbara Brandon, president, and
Gerry Reed, first vice president, urge all members to attend. Hostesses for
the social hour wii be members of Kappa and Theta Departments.

Habitat Work Day Saturday
Habitat for Humanity of Murray and Calloway County will have a work day
on Saturday, May 4. The group will be making repairs at a house on Spruce
Street. Any one who would like to come and help out in this work day is
asked to be at First Christian Church, North Fifth Street, Murray, at 9 a.m.
Saturday.

Four Rivers Friends to meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, May 5, at 2 p.m. in Aritlex of
Calloway County Public Library. 'We have beer having a large number of
visitors and invite any one who likes to play or listen to some good ole' music to attend,' said Vel Burkeen, group spokesperson. For information call
Burkeen at 753-6979, or Jamie Fields, 753-9450.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Saturday, May 4, at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east of Almo. Friendship
Night will be observed with a potluck meal to be served at 6:30 p.m. A country ham will be given away as a door prize. Odell Colson, master of the
lodge, invites all Master Masons to attend.

Trash and Treasure Sale Saturday
A 'Trash and Treasure' sale, sponsored by Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International, will be Saturday, May 4,•from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
home of Kathie Gentry, 907 Stratford Dr., Gatesborbugh Estates, Murray.
Featured will be assorted jewelry including 15 handmade bolo ties, clip-on
earrings, necklaces, a kitchen cabinet, an overstuffed chair, many sizes
including large of women's clothing and some men's clothing, women's
shoes, ornate clock for flat fireplace with two sconses on each side still
keeping perfect time, rooted spider plant starts and pots. Eleven families are
donating items for sale. The public is urged to attend.

Art Guild Yard Sale Saturday
Murray Art Guild will hold a multijoarty yard sale Saturday, May 4, from 8
a.m. to 2 p.m. to raise money for the 'operation and special projects of the
guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. Many items will be on sale including a
box of Oriental items, small appliances, health and beauty items, camping
items, books, clothing, collectibles, crafts, art, toys, fabrics, cards, etc. The
public is, urged to attend, said Patricia Clark, Guild president.

Country ham breakfast Saturday
Methodist Men will have their annual country ham breakfast on Saturday,
May 4, from 5 to 10 a.m. at Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church, located
of U.S. Highway 641 at Calloway-Marshall County Line. This will be spon•
sored by Methodist Men of Dexter-Hardin, Olive, Palestine and Russell's
Chapel United Methodist Churches. There is no charge, but donations will
be accepted.

Temple Hill homecoming Sunday
Temple Hill United Methodist Church will have its annualhomecoming on
Sunday, May 5. The Rev, Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. A gospel -singing featuring Sonrise will follow the potluck luncheon.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. Donations will be accepted for the cemetery upkeep or may be mailed to Mrs. Kenton Woodall, Rt. 1, Dexter.

Senior group meeting Monday
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Arts and Crafts Group will meet Monday, May 6, at 10 a.m. in Senior Citizens' Activities Room in Weaks Community Center. The group will be making strands of beads for patients at
West View Nursing Home. The cost will be 50 cents per strand.

Club Derby Party Saturday
Murray Country Club will have a Derby Party 'bn Saturday, May 5, from 2
to 5 p.m. at the club house. Members and out-of-town guests are invited to
attend. Persons should note the change in time from the times printed in the
newsletter sent out by the club.

Alpha meeting on Saturday
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday. May 5, at
10 a.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Deborah Sparks and Bonna
Paul.
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April 29.

of Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1990. They
were as follows:
First - Community Environmental Issues — This included 1500
hours of volunteer work including_
collecting old newsPapers, aluminumn cans for WATCH., programs on city landfill, and by garden Department which gave S300
scholarship to Murray State horkiculture student, -selected Yards of
sr.
the Month, sponsored Christmas
Decorating Contest and planted
flowers at NIurray-Calloway County Park; First - Cultural Exchange Division — This included the Dickens'
Alley,4ponsored by ,Sigma Department, and for programs on The
Holy Land And foreign exchange
student programs;
First - Membership (had 55 new
members), most by any club in the
state;
First - Adopt-A-Highway Progthe
of
convention
Murray Woman's Club members attending the
ram
— The club has adopted 2.2
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs at Louisville were, left, Bar- miles to keep clean with all membara Brandon, president, second left, Eva Morris, first %ice president- bers of the 10 departments, Alpha,
elect, and right, Gerry Reed, president-elect, with Romania Johnson, Creative Arts, Delta, Garden,
Bowling Green, state president.
Home, Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta
and Zeta working together ;with
Oneida Boyd, general civic chairman in charge;
First- Press book, Class Ill, prepared by Martha Guicr, with published reports by the general club
and departments;
First. - Photogiaphiv- by. Barbara
Tompkins;
Second - Advertising for Kentucky Club Woman magazine;
Second - Embroidery in -art contest by Toni Hopson.
In addition the club met all the
requirements on the score card and
was honored as a 100 percent club,
Barbara Brandon was selected as
"Club Woman of the Year" for he
First District of KFWC, made up of
16 clubs with WI members.
Mrs. Brandon entered the Kentucky Federation in 1957 as a
_member of Paducah Junior
Woman's Club. She has been a
member of Lone Oak Junior
Woman's Club and a charter ,mem- -ber of Lone Oak Woman's Club.
Barbara Brandon, left, president of Murray Woman's Club, accepts
Moving to Murray in 1970, she
"Club Woman of the Year" for First District of KFWC from Roman- became - a member ,of Music
ia Johnson, state president.
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. This past year, on which the
contest was based, she served as
MWC president, District Home
Life Chairman and State Ely-Laws
Chairman.
Her community volunteer activities include Murray-Calloway

Murray Woman's Club was the
recipient of numerous awards at the
convention of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs held April

21-24 at Galt /louse East,
Louisville.
All of the awards were on the
state level for the reporting period

Potts granted first Dan C.
Hutson fellowship at UK

John M. Potts, a University of
Kentucky graduate student, is the
first recipient of a Dan C. Hutson
graduate enrichment fellowship
which provides a $2,000 annual
stipend for graduate study in the
UK College of Agriculture.
Potts', a 1989 graduate of Murray
State University, is completing a
two-year UK master's degree program in soil science..
Among the requirements for the
fellowship is that the recipient be a
graduate of Murray State and
enrolled in a master's or doctoral
program in the UK College of
Agriculture.
Recipients also are expected to
complete a thesis or dissertation
addressing the 4importance of an
agricultural or agribusiness problem in Western Kentucky."
In addition to his studies, Potts is
working as a research assistant to
Wilbur Frye, UK professor of agronomy. "We are involved in a soil
fertility-tillage rotation study,"

Potts said. "We're looking at four
different systems in corn production based on the physical Or chemical properties of the soil.
Potts is the son of Jane and
Jamie Potts of Kirksey. Both
parents work in the public school
system — his father teaches agriculture and horticulture and his
mother trains elementary school
children to use computers.
Because of- his research, Potts„
has been invited to present a paper
at the annual agronomy meeting, to
be held this fall in Denver, Colo
This paper will deal with another
research project that looks—at the
fallout of radioactive Cesium 137
in measuring soil movement.
Dan C. Hutson, donor of the
Hutson fellowship, is a 1948 graduate of UK's College of Agriculture. He is president and chief
executive officer of Hutson Company, a. fertilizer and shipping concern that serves Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Indiana and Illinois.

t
!

County Hospital Lifeline Treasurtr,
Chamber of Commerce Ambassa-dor, and active member of First
United Methodist Church.
She And!her. husband._ Max Brandon, have two daughters, *hese
Story of Murray and Karen Feltner
of.Woodstock, Ga., and one granddaughter, Emma Lea Feltner,
Woodstock.
Representing the Murray club at
the convention were Barbara Brandon, president, Gerry Reed,
president-elect, and Eva Morris,
first vice president-elect. •

47--/

Melanie Blair Julian, Murray, received the LKDiGMAC award, given by
the Student Activities Board, at the 1991 Honors and Recognition Banquet
of University of Kentucky held April 16 at Radisson Plaza, Lexington. Julian
is a freshman with a double major in English and psychology.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include Frances St. John, Jeanette Blount and Wallace Swan, all of
Murray.

Spring PTA Conference planned
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1:30
3:35
7:05
9:10

Out for
Justice (1)

1:30
3:20
7:15
9:10

A Kiss Before
Dying R)

3:20
7:20
9.15

1:30

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
t
Rent your movies • at the movies! .
1008 Chestnut & 753.3314
4
:
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm
•

•
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Area's Neivest Restaurant

FARLEY'S MARKET AND RESTAURANT
•BBQ Bibs &.Chicken •Pond Raised Catfish
•Shrimp..•Charbroiled Burgers
DAILY SPECIALS — OPEN FOR SUNDAY DINNER
BREAKFAST SERVED
Tue.-Fri, 6 a.m.-4-p.m. • Sat. 8 a.m -8 p.m: • Sun. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Located'in Crossland 3 miles West of Hazel, Hwy. 893
1 mile South of South Pleasant Grove — 492-8248
-See Tuo States From Beautilid Downtown Crossland-
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Special Sale For That Special Lady
OFF
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tNE uSE AND RECOMMEND

The 65th annual Spring Conference of First District of Parent-Teacher
Association will be Monday. May 13, at Farley Elementary School, Husbands Road, Paducah. Registration will start at 6:30 p.m. with the meeting
to be at 7 p.m. New officers Will be elected and installed. Awards will be
given on the state and district levels, according to Elizabeth C. Bowden,
First District PTA Public Relations Chairman.

41,

Free
Mother's Day
Card
With '10 Gift
Purchase

Remember We Ship To All Those Absentee
Moms Now tlum May 16th
753-6798
Southside Shopping Center

, ;11_,

fr-EE ESTIMATES

Andrea Lynn Michaelis of 2217 Quail Creek Dr., Murray, will receive her
Bachelor of Science degree in Institutional Administration from the University of South Carolina, Columbia, S.C., on May 11. Hans-Dietrich Genscher,
federal minister for foreing affairs and,deputy federal chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany, will be the speaker for the commencement
exercises.

Julian receives award

-7%tili
,

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
nv 753-8823
eh°PAINTING

Michaelis will receive degree

W.A.J..C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped) Center at
702 Main St., Murray, is in need of aluminum cans to be used as one of
work projects of the clients. Persons with aluminum cans may leave them at
the center, Monday through Friday. For more information call 759-1965.

'ranklin Pasizel Baptist
the pastorhurch, Bowl-

Murray Woman's Club wins state awards

PF1UL MITCHELL
S.J.ON rtAIRCARE PROOUC

XP.nn....

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8

Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

1 11.1
&
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1
11

1111N,!Chimney Company,Int.
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Roach-Baker wedding planned May 10 Jensen-Humphreys vows solemnized
1‘w
7100.41040**1010404-
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Ms.-Eva Louise'Hester Roach of
1410-B Stadium View Dr., Murray,'
and Kerry Walter Baker of Rt. 1,
Box 320, Murray, 'announce their'
approaching marriage.
- The tpride-eleet is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hester of Rt.. 1,
K irksey
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Jennie May Holland and the late
Elvis Lamb and Sam and Clara
a
Hester.
The groom-Act is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. 'John W. Baker of Rt.
1. Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Sestie Baker and the late Marion Baker and Early and- Trudy
Youngblood.
Ms. Roach attended Calloway
County High &tool. . Mr. Baker. a 1972 graduate of
Calloway 'County High. School, is
owner of • Baker Auto Repair at
Coldwater.
The wedding vows will be said
on Friday. May lO, at 7 p.m. in the
Community Room -of North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
A - reception will follow the
ceremony.
No invitations will be sent. All
-relutiveS and frrends- are sinvited to
attend the wedding and the
reception_

The wedding of Miss Candy R.
Jensen and Stephen C. Humphreys
has been announced by the couple.
The bride is the daughter of
Peter and Cheryl Jensen of Clear
Lake, 'S.D.
The groom is the son of Charles
and Delyghte Humpheys of
Murray.
The ceremony took place on Friday, March 22, at the Smoky
Mountain Wedding Chapel- at
Pigeon Forge, Tenn. The Rev.
Robert Parsons officiated_
Ms. Vonnie Hays was the maid of honor for the bride.
The father of the groom served
Is best man. Also present was the
groom's mother.
The new Mrs. Humphreys is a
nursing student at Murray Siam
University.
Mr. Humphreys is a trooper with
the Kentucky State Police.
-The couple Is residing at their
home south of Murray._

•

Eva Louise Hqter Roach and
Kerry Walter Baker to marry

Gifford and Holcomb attend wqrkshop

Thompson receives CCEA scholarship
Calloway County Educators
Asociation had its annual spring
banquet recently in the cafeteria of
Calloway County High- School..
tinnie.11ooks, president, pres- ided and welcbrited.the members
ahd guests_
A short - prograni of patriotic
music- by -Amanda Sims- and-Bart
DaAson preceded the meal.
Jim Feltner, principal at East
cvvay: Elementary School, led ts: :rvocation.
Entenaitutent was provided by .
Callov4a. County High. School
Speech Student Lori England.
:l...:,:oa•I‘lia•vpoko briefly oa Ken-•. goals and 'accompalish-. education
•

. Rebecca Frizzell presented the
CCEA scholarship to Sarah
Thompson, a Calloway County
High School -smior planning a
4-.areer in ificatidn.
Several.doorprizes from -various
_
businesses were drawn.
CCEA expressed thanks to
groups and businesses-for- their
help and contributions during the
school year.i 'They include the
following:
Joanna Adams- and food service-ladies at CCHS, Calloway High
School Greenhouse. Beauti Con-4
irol. Dennison-Hunt. Ellis Popcorn,
footprinit---FisherHoffman's
Priee_ALL
IGA Kroger, Piggly-Wiggly,
Judy's of Murray.;Lad and Lassie.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
Where your ideas turn to gold.
759-1141
Dixieland Center

CALENDAR
Friday, May 3
2t i-Murray

Moose

AA and M-Anont8
Kevil
Cen , SouThS lath -Sireet
Extended, Mayfield.
-

LBL mnts include lion
Industry/10:30 _a.m. and •1:30
p.miHomeplace-1850-,- and
Stargazing/8:30 p.m./Golden Pond
Visitor Center.

Alford Chapter 445 Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall
at Aurora.

May 5th-8th
7 p.m. Nightly
Sunday 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Evangelist

Murray High Junior-Senior
Prom/8 p.m./Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University.
Twilight Golf for men and
women/5:30 p.m./Oaks Country
Club.
Music Banquet/6 p.-m./Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist Church.

Don Short

Music Director
Kevin Rudicil
Pastor: Robert N. Johnson
Transportation and Nursery Provided

GRACE BAPTIST
CHURCH
753-7599

Saturday, May 4
Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club/10 a.m./club
house.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
'
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F.&A.M./6:30 p.m./lodge hall.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
I

Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6 to 11
P.m./Info/753-TEEN.

v•-•

GRADUATION and WEDDING
SEASON is HERE

0w

The.
Mrs. Sue M. Gifford, assistant
objectives of the workshop
professor of education, and Dr. were:
*To experience - a workshop
Thomas F. Holcomb, professor of
guidance and counseling, both at model for understanding provisions
Murray State University, attended a in KERA Section 18, Family
Family Resource/Youth Services Resource/Youth Services Centers.
Centers Statewide Higher Educa*To plan strategies for presenttion Awareness Workshop on April ing the workshop model in local
22,at Bardstown.
communities.
*To;plan statewide coordination
The University of Kotucky
interdisciplinary Task Force for of higher :educationgdopeiative
Family -Resource/Youth Services ex,tension involvement in Family
Centers hosted the wpricshoP which Resource/Youth Services Centers.
wa$t attended by representatives
The agenda for the one-day
'from public and private colleges workshop included a presentation
and -universities; including com- of the status of Kentucky's children
munity colleges and extension and families, an explanation of
areas.
./KEREA, Section 18, and a
_Representiltives from.the Council Cooperation/Collaboration Panel
on Iligher Education, Catinet for, which addressed the roles for cornHuman Resources, state legislators,' munioty leaders in support of FamPritchard-Committee, Ashland Oil, ily Resource/Youth Services
and school superintendents were Center,s.
A noon session featured remarks
-als° Present.

YOUR
HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon
-

4Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11
p.m./Info 753-TEEN

National Scouting Museum/open
% a.m.-4:30 p.m.

REVIVAL

617 So. 9th St.

Phillips Wood Carving, The Tropics) The Place, Treasure House,
Shoe Tree. Pier 1, Willis. Drugs,
Murray Theateit, K-Mart and- Wel-Mart.

Games/8 p.m.
Lodge.

Derby Party at Murray Country
Clup2-5 p.m. Note change in time.

- SATURDAY,MAY 4,1991
. HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE be wondering if the time is right for
NEXT YEAR '()F -YOUR-LWE:- - - marriage.--Avoid-making-impulsive
Although savings may he difficult to decisions.
accumulate this sumMer,you will be
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
delighted with the extra cash you may feel like the victim of too much
have Made be October. A work asso- advice.Seek solitude, Answerscome
ciate may help you reap modest gains from within. Drop a line to a friend or
through an investment. Show your relative who needs some special atgratitude in meaningful ways. Your tention. Count your change when
loved ones will give you full credit shopping.
-for improving their lives next DeLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
cember. You are more determined home could use some beautifying
than ever to achieve a long-sought touches.Check magazines and stores
goal! „
for new ideas. A relative or neighbor
CELEBRITIES BORN ON offers help when you need it most.Be
THIS DATE: actress Audrey Hep- wary of get-rich-quick schemes.
burn. actor Howard-Da SilS:a.'musi.-. _
SCORPIG(Oct.23-.Nov.21):_An
clan _Maynard Ferguson,opera singer „ ekcellent day for making decisions.
Roberta Peters. - „ Take action to fulfill some personal
. ARIES (Mara 2 1 -April 19): A wishes. Offer to run an errand for
career change is possible. Give top someone who is pressed for time. Be
priotit' to artistic and creative ven- more imaginative in romance.
- tures: A self:iinprOverneritpnct.Vvill
SAGITTARIUS (Nov: 22-1)ee
boost your'earning pOWerr Try to 21): Important fmancial transactions
arrange_ a meeting witha prominent__ are best postponed. You may not
person.
know all you should concerning an
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): agreement or contract. A short trip
Your advice is much sought-after could provide a pleasant diversion
today. Expect to hear several ver- this afternoon.
sions of a domestic- spat. Be careful
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan 19):
not to choose sides. A relativewill A relaxed.reflective Moodhelps you
-express gratitude for past favors. Be find new solutions to old problems.
modest.
A conversation with a relative could
GEMINI(May 21-June 20r. Do also bring greater peace of mind.
not let the memory of an old heart- You may have tochangecertain social
ache overwhelm you.forget the past plans.
and look to the future. You can solve
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
a recurring domestic problem. Close See that youngsters are learning to be
friends give you valid suggestions.
productive citizens. A project to
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A beautify your, home increases its
long walk leaves yotifeeling refreshed value. A potential/romantic partner
both physically and mentally. If en- thinks you are fantastic.
tertaining this weekend,invite people
„ PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
ofall ages. A neighbor may need help Keep a low profile today and be extra
hut may be too embarrassed to ask for patient with someone who is moody.
it.--.
An outsider's discovery coukLs- hed
4V)....(July 23-Aug,22): Get rou- new light on a domestic problem.
tine chores out Of the way before Comparison shoppers can find some
lunch.'Your social plans get a nudge real bargains.
from friends or relatives.Singles may

by ,Senator Mike Maloney addressing .4he legislative intent fdor
KERA, Sect* 18.
After a _planning session' on
strategies for taking the workshokp
to community leaders, the workshop closed with remarks by Dr.
Peggy S. Meszaros, Dean of the
UK College of Human Environmental Sciencesd, and chair of the
UK Interdisciplinary Task Force
for Family Resource/Youth Services Centers.
Dr. Holcomb and,. Mrs. Gifford
were selected as co-chairs of their
geographic region which includes
the Purchase and Pennyrile areas.

Methodist Church
Handbell Choir
attends festival
The Handbell Choir of First
Uniled Methodist Church of Murray recently returned from the
Third Annual Handbell Workshop
and Festival -at Collierville, Tenn.
Seventeen bell choirs from four
states participated- in this event
which was under the direction of
Hart Morris,-a well known-composer, arranger-and handbell clinician.
• The workshop concluded with a
coricert which was open to the
public.
Those who attended were Bell
'Choir Director Kim Black, Denise
Bailey, Cassie Bright, Sylvia Garrison, Kay Gupton, Martha
Lawrence, Cheryl Naulty, John
Page, Betsy Trevathan, Beryl Whaley, Susan Williams, Jan Wilson
and Cathy Young.

(Cont'd on page 7)-c

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club 'held its April meeting in
the Annex_ of CallOway County
Public Library.
Picturel--were- shared - and -Critiqued.'Types of darkroom equipment were discussed. Field trip
plans were completed.
Present were Jack Jones, Tom
Maxwell, Bobbie Lane, George
Chapman and Beth Parker.
The next general business meeting will be Monday, May 6, at 7
p.m. at the Public Library. Mr. and
Mrs. George Chapman will presented a slide show on "India and
Bhutan."
The club will have a newcomers'
meeting on Thursday, May 16, at 7
p.m. at the Public Library-. All
those who are interested in the origins and activities of the club are
invited to attend.

Thursday hospital
report is released
Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hapital
for Thursday, May 2, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Summers baby girl, 'parents, April
and Jeff, 511 Beale Si., Murray;
Bailey -baby girl, parents, Kimberly
and Paul, Rt. 2, Box 354A, Calvert

You An no% get a perumaltzed daily hoyoureope from feline Dixon based on your own birth dale
OM
trilss per minute Call I 4011 9104 77f04,
. .
o order a rev ism., and updated opy of!eine Ihiton•s hest selling hind.."Yesterday Today and Forever
Ifou Astro/city tan Help 1 4.1 Find Your Plai.e in(Md•v Plan... send Sft 95 plus Si postage and kindling it
Di ton. Andre.,aml 5.1i. Steel P0 BOX 414110, KanvasCity. No M14141 Make checks payal4e to Andrews
A r,I NI,. %kr I

City,
McCallon baby boy, parents, Margaret and Phil, Rt. 1, Box 165, Kirksey.
Dismissals
Robert Henry Ford, Rt. 2, Box 129B,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Cassie Puckett, ICF Box 157, Clinton; Mrs. Carrie
Story, 1317 Poplar Si,, Murray;
Mrs. Berlene Young, 1320 Olive
Blvd , Murray; Mrs. Laura Beanland,
Cl Soultiside Manor, South Fulton,
Tenn.;
Ronald Wisehart, Rt. 4, Box 231A,
Murray; Kenneth Whitman, 1204 Ca
lege Cts., Murray; Richard Leon Fuqua, Rt. 1, Box 160, Farmington;
Mrs Christina Gray and baby boy.
Rt 1, Box 338A, Calvert City; Mrs. Jan
Matheny and baby boy, 445 Jamison
Dr , Huntingdon, Tenn.

Large Selection

Tennis Shoes

0,
25%-50 off .

Southside Shopping Center

753-4383

Gotta See It To Believe It!

Matthitw
d Stacy Ann
Boatarnan On.
Batloirs
have mode selections from
our Wedding Registry.
Their wedding will be May
25, 1991.

Seven

(044"

S•0,

r

Seas

SUPER COLOSSAL
Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw

$3.99

The
Panhandler

Check the new everyday low menu prices at
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guide Rated (2,
Star) Restaurant

7.... -

:
•

V Irv-

Expiration
Mrs Betty Louise Crocker, 209A
North Fifth St., Murray.
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Camera Club holds
meeting at library

" TODAY',S CHILDREN are determined, industrious and thrifty. Their
self-discipline and reliability will make them popular with both teachers and
tellow students. Although these Taureans are usually goodjnatured,look out
when their patience wears thin! Wise parents will helrthese youngsters:
develop their organizational skills. Otherwise, they may not-reap all the
rewards they deserve for their hard work. Misplaced papers and forgotten
deadlines can prove costly.

Country Ham Breakfast/5-10
a.m./Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.
s.

Mr. and Mrs: Stephen C. HumphrOs

•

1

une 15 Hargrove-Rudolph wedding planned
_ Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wrye
4nnounce the engagement and
forthcoming marriage. of their
daughter, Jolie Shannon, to Jackie
Lynn Tucker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice Tucker of Kirksey.
Miss Wrye is the granddaughter
of Dallas Wrye and the late Mrs.
Mae WrYC of Murray and of Mrs.
Mildred Guthrie and the late Dub
Guthrie of Hazel.
Mr. Tucker is the grandson of
Mrs: Ema Lou Tucker and the late
C.B. Tucker of Kirksey and of Mr.
and Mrs. ()Vie Ward of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of Murray High School. She is
employed at Rusty's Auto Salvage.
The groom-eloect is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed at Paschall
Truck Lines.
Wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, June 15, at
6 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception:
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Jolie Shannon Wrye and
Jackie Lynn Tucker to marry
o•

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Hargrove of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughtcr. Deborah
Kay, to Jason Matt Rudolph, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rudolph of
Hardin.
Miss Hargrove is the granddaughter .of Dewey Otto Parks and
the late Mrs. Parks and of the late
Mr. axf Mrs. James R. Hargrove.
Mr. Rudolph is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Rudolph
and of Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Waldrop.
The bride"-elect is a graduate of
Murray -High School and is presently a student majoring in political science at Murray State
University.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Calloway County High School. He
is now working for Asphalt Paving
Inc., Calvert City.
Wedding vows twill. be
exchanged on Saturday, June 1, at
3 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony in the church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Deborah Kay Hargrove and
Jason Matt Rudolph to marry

Study links earlobe crease to heart failure
CHICAGO (AP) — People with
a diagonal crease in their earlobe
may be more likely to die from
heart failure, a new study says.
The crease may signal heart
problems, perhaps because blood
vessels that feed the heart and ear
are similar, the study says.
'If the eyes are the 'windows on
the soul,' then perhaps we should
start to think of the earlobes as sort
of a garbled phone call from the
heart," said William Elliott, assistant professor of medicine and of
-finatitiarorogice ant physiologicalsciences at the University of
Chicago. .
Critics called the link tenuous
and- said creased zars may .simply
result from aging, sleeping on the
ear or wearing heavy earrings.
"It sounds like an amusing
study, but one without medical significance," Said Dr. E:P. Benditt, a
pathologist and heart researcher at

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of May 6 to
10 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntosh, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:

East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday,
- biscuit w/sausage gravy; Wednesday - French toast stix wAink sausage;
Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit;
Friday. chicken fritter on biscuit. Milk,
Juice, cereal and toast are available
•
daily.
Lunch
Monday - spaghetti/meat sauce,
deli turkey sandwich; Tuesday - turkey
and dressing, corn dog: Wednesday breakfast for lunch, sausage, biscuit,
scrambled eggs, or barbecue sandwich; Thursday - Mexican pizza,
chicken pattie sandwich; Friday - fish
and hushpuppies, cheeseburger. Peanut butter/jelly sandwich, grilled
cheese, fruits, ve-g-etables, fries,
desserts, milk and fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
.
Breakfast
Monday • breakfast pizza; Tuesday
- scrambled eggs, bacon, toast; Wednesday- French toast stix wAink sausage; Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Friday - sausage on biscuit.
Cereals, fruits, milk and variety of
juices are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets. footlong
chili dog, hot dog bar; Tuesday - pizza, Philly beef/swiss, potato bar; Wednesday - _turkey and dressing, deli
ham and cheese sandwich, taco bar;
Thursday - spaghetti w/meat sauce,
peanut butter/jelly sandwich, salad
bar; Friday - fish and hpsh puppies,
cheeseburger, pasta bar/Fruits, vegetables, fries, milk and fruit drinks lire
available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday- breakfast pizza; Tuesday
4 chicken fritter on biscuit; Wednesday
- French toast stix wAink sausage;
Thursday• ham and egg biscuit; Friusage and biscuit. Breakfast
day eal, fruit, donuts, juice and milk
bar,
are available daily.
Lunch
Monde - chicken n

the University of Washington in
Seattle.
"I wouldn't tell my patients to
get all hot and bothered about it,"
he said.
The report will be presented
Monday in Seattle at the annual
meeting of the American Federation for Clinical Research.
Beginning in 1979, Elliott followed 27 sets of patients in St.
Louis over more than eight years.
Each set consisted of four patients
of identical age, sex and race.
Their agesr ranged -from -54- to--7-2.
Patients fell into four categories:
those with both an earlobe Crease
and a history of coronary artery
disease; -a history of coronary
artery disease but no crease; a
crease but rio history of coronary
artery disease; and no crease and
no signs of heart disease.
After more than eight years, 54
of the 108 patients died, including

cheese sandwich; Tuesday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce, barbecue sandwich;
Wednesday - fried chicken, corn dog;
Thursday - Stromboli, pizzaburger,"
Friday - Mexican enchilada, chicken
filet sandwich. Salad bar, hamburger,
cheeseburger, pizza, fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.

34 patients who had earlobe
creases and 20, who did not.
Of the group with an carlObe
crease and previous heart problems,
67 percent died. Of those with a
crease but no previous history of
heart problems, 60 percent died.
Of the group with previous heart
troubles but no crease, 44 percent
died. Of those with neither a crease
nor previous heart troubles, 30 percent died.
D. Dermot Kenny, a researcher
at the Medical College of WiscontslawAnicers, did_ a thirty of
125, patients that found no connection between earlobe creases and
heart disease.
"The only trend I found was that
creases tended to be more common
in the elderly, as did heart disease," Kenny said.
But Kenny said Elliot's findings
warrant further rdscarch.
"His new data makes me wonder if perhaps- he's on to. something," Kenny said.
Elliott recommended physicians
tell patientswith earlobe creases to
reduce their blood pressure, cholesterol and cigarette smoking.
"It's easier to check a patient's
earlobe than to assess any other
cardiac risk factor," Elliott said.

Beijing woman's
hair just inch
short of 10 feet

BEIJING (AP) -- Wang Lijuan
can't let her hair down on a whim.
Her hair is just an inch short of 10
- feet long.
She last had her hair cut more
Elementary breakfast
than 20 years ago, and she did it
Monday - waffles; Tuesday - Honey
then Only underchrress -during- ChiBun; Wednesday - Poptan; Thursday
na's Cultural Revolution, the offi- scrambled eggs and biscuit; Friday peach turnover. Juice or fruit and milk
cial China Daily said Thursday.
are served each day.
Wang, 39, said the' radical lefRobertson
tists who held sway then forced her
Monday - hamburger, grilled
to cut her heel-length tresses when
cheese; Tuesday - pizza, chicken
she was a student. .
nuggets; Wednesday - turkey roast,
homemade rolls, creamed potatoes,
"For the first couple of weeks
green peas, fruit; Thursday - hamburafter I lost my long plaits, my head
ger. taco salad; Friday - hot dog, peafelt unbalanced," said Wang, who
nut butter and jelly sandwich. Choice
lives
in the northeastern- city of
availare
of fruits, vegetables and milk
Shenyang.
aVle daily.
Carter
She stopped cutting it when she
Monday - hamburger, egg and
graduated from middle school in
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
1970 and moved to a rural area.
grilled cheese sandwich; Wednesday
Standing 5-foot-2, she has to get
- taco salad, ham and cheese sandon a cabinet so her daughter can
wich; Thursday - turkey salad, Sloppy
Joe sandwich; Friday - sack lunch - -.comb through the tangles. Once a
bologna and cheese sandwich or peaweek, she spends two hours washnut butter Sandwich. Choice of fruits,
ing
the hair with a homemade conavailable
vegetables- and milk are
oction of vinegar and flour.
daily.
Middle, High
Breakfast
Monday - coffee cake; Tuesday sausage and biscuit; Wednesday apple turnodbr; Thursday - scrambled
eggs; Friday - donuts. Cereal, milk,
fruit juice or fruit are available daily
'Murray Middle —
Monday - burritoes, club sandwich;
Tuesday - salisbury steak, corn dog;
Wednesday - spaghetti and French
bread, ham and cheese sandwich;
Thursday - turkey salad sandwich,
chicken fried steak; Friday - fish sandwich and cheese, grilled cheese sandwich. French fries, pizza, choice of
fruits and vegetables, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.
Murray High
Monday - chicken nuggets; Tues..:
day - salad bar, Hoagie pr barbecue
sandwich; Wednesday - spaghetti,
corn dog; Thursday - taco bar, Chuckvrigon sandwich; Friday - burritoes.
chef salad. Pizza, hamburgers, French
fries, baked potatoes, nachos, soft
bread pretzels, choice, of fruits and
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks are

Saturday, May

4

Murray Art Guild Yard
a.m.-2 p.m.i

Sunday, May 5
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.

Trash and Treasure Sale/by Alpha Mu of ESA/8 a.m.-2 p.m./home
.
of Kathie Gentry.

Temple- Hill United Methodist
Church will have homecoming
activities.

Men's Spring Championship Golf Goshen United Methodist Church
- will -have homccomingactivineK
event at- Oaks Country
St. John Baptist Church gospel
music show/7 - p.m.

Founder's Day events will be at
First Baptist, Church. .

Senior Citizens Greenhouse/open
9 a.m.-12 ndon.

National Scouting Museum/12:30
to 4:30 p.m.

Murray Regional Keyboard
Festival/8:30 a.m./Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
"Battle of Karate Super
Stars"/7:30 p.m./West 'Kentucky
,Livestock- Show and Exposition
Center.
Final examinations for 1991
spring semester at MSU will start
today.
LBL events include: Deer Up
Close 9:15 a.m., Hawks and Owls
11:30 a.m., Red Wolves 1 p.m.,
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m. and Hike
to Honker 3 p.m./WNC; Planetarium Show 12 noon, 2 and 3
p.m./GPVC; Woodworking 2-4
p.m., Edible Wild Plants 2 p.m.
and Iron Industry 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. and Evening at The
Homeplace-1850 6 p.m./He; Twin
States Dual Sports Ride 1
p.m./Energy Lake Campground.
- Sunday, May 5
Piano recital by Melody

Sunday, May 5
a.m., Hawks and Owls
9:15
Close
1130 a.m., Snakes Alive 12:30
p.m., 'Red Wolves 1:30 p.m..
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m., Attracting
Hummingbirds and Butterflies 3
p.m./WNC; Planetarium Show 12
noon, 2- and 3 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry 10:30 a.m.- and 1:30 p.m..
Wood Bending 2-4 p..rnfi-113; _Twin
States Dual Sports Ride 8
a.m,/Energy Lake Campground.

Nancy leads pledge

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Nancy Reagan led 35,000 schoolFour Rivers Music Friends/2 children in a pledge to abstain from
p.m./Annex .of Calloway County drugs and alcohol, continuing the
Public Library.
"Just Say No" anti-drug program
she began as first lady.
AA and Al-Anon/closed
'The Just Say No Foundation of
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion LDS Angeles County sponsored Building, South Sixth and Maple/ Thursday's rally at the -Rose Bowl.
Info/759-4059 or 753-7663.
In the pledge, the chrldren from
area schools promised to avoid
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 consuming Albeit drugs, alcohol
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church/ and tobacco and agreed to urge
In16/753-0086 or 753-7046.
their friends to do likewise.
The 90-minute rally ended with
fireworks.

"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whitnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
.

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

BEST FOOD
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE!

f

available daily

South 12th Street
Sizes Infant thru 11

Sunday Noon Buffet
Features: *Roast lees 'Baked Creek Chicken 'Baked Ham *Six (6) Asserted
Vegetables 'Cobblers 'Cake *Banana Pudding 'French Bread

We Are Accepting Reservations For Graduation Parties
Where a pleasant environment to dine is our tradition.
Thursday Fashion Show 12 Noon - Fashions I Models From The Suzie Q Shoppe

Lrcelleist Dining

We Accept Reservations for Small or Large Parties, Receptions, limp Meetings.
We Festers la Seem Catering From Prins Rib Ts Seabed Salad Ts Imelda* WM Spas Isipest.
Hwy. 041 S., Murray. KY 753-1505

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE
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Favorite will have to fly from rail
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)
Fly So Free is the early Kentucky Derby favorite and last year's 2-year-old champion, but
his bad luck doesn't end there.
On Thursday, Fly So Free, the 5-2 early choice, drew the
No. 1 post position in a field of • 16 for Saturday's Derby.
Not since 1979 has a favorite or 2-yes-old champion won
die Derby. That was Spectacular Bid's year, and he warboth
the favorite and a 2-year-old champion.
"Maybe they shouldn't have been the favorites," trainer
Scotty Schulhofcr offered, and then he was slapped with yet
another jinx. . I
His horse drew the rail, and only one.horse, Ferdinand in
1986, has won from the far inside in the past 28 years.
"At least we won't have to worry about getting to the
Schulhofer.said. "We'll be able to save sOme ground. I
hope."
-•
The 117th Derby, at l'te miles, will be worth S905,800 if
all 16 start, with the winner earning S655.800. Both would be
Derby records.
The field, from the rail out, is Fly SO Free, Alydavid, Wilder Than Ever, Sea Cadet, Strike the Gold, Hansel, Forty

Something, Green Alligator, Lost Mountain, Mane Minister,
Paulrus, Corporate Report, Another Review, Happy Jazz
Band, Best Pal and Quintana. All will carry 126 pounds.
Hansel, winner of the Jim Beam and Lexington in his last
two starts, was made the 3-1 second choice, while Santa Anita
Derby runnertip Best Pal was the third choice at 7-2.
_-_fiesePal, trained by Ian Jory, will have to start from the
auxiliary gate along with Quintana because the main gate
hoick only 14 horses.
"I said this morning I didn't want to be on the outside or
the inside," Jory said. "Then, I told Scotty I'd rather be in 15
than 1, and Scotty said he'd rather be in 1 than 15."
Swale won from the No. 15 post position in 1984.
fly So Free Will be ridden by Jose Santos, who was aboard
when the colt lost his last start to Strike the Gold in the Blue
Gr*s at Keencland on April 13. Schulhofcr took partial blame
for instructing Santos to -rate him off the lead instead of letting- him run.
"I've done all the damage I can do," Schulhofer said at the
draw. "I'm not sasing anything this time. I'm going to let
(('oned on page 9)

Flying Free

Tigers battle Tornado, but fall 2-1
game as you would want," Miller
sad. "He did all he could. We had
si:..at;ons where we just couldn't
The Murray High Tigers found
i:et the big hit to score some runs."
out just where they stand in First
The loss dropped the Tigers to
Region baseball circles Thursday
10-8, but Miller feels Murray can
— and discovered that they stand
make a run for the regional title.
Staff Report
fairly tall.
"Our district is so tough, but if
Murray Ledger & Timers Sport*
The Tigers battled two-time regwe play as well in the tournament
ional champion Paducah Tilghman
as We did against Tilghman, we ean
-It's a busy weekend of sports
for eight innings before falling 2=1
play with anyone," he said.
action at Murray State
at Holland Stadium.
• • • •
University.,
"You hate to lose, but we played
Meanwhile, the Calloway CounThe action .kicks off tonight
extremely well." Tiger coach - Cary
ty _Lakers won their second
with the final spring football
Miller said. "And that's .what you, straight; taking a 5-2. win over
scrimmage, at 7:30 p.m. in
want -to do. We were in the - posiMarshall County.
Stewart Stadiuin. It continues
tion to win the ballgame and that's
"We were aggressive on the base
tomorrow morning with the
where you want to be."
paths and agressise at the plate and
OVC Outdoor Track ChampionThe Tigers fell behind 1-0. but a
q paid off for us." Laker coach
ships at II a.m., and includes a
dramatic home run by Lucas DenEddie Morris said.
crucial three-game series Saturhart to lead off the seventh tied the
Mitch McClain., singled . and
day and Sunday between the
game at---1-1. The Blue Tornado scored on a NICHS error in' the..
Murray State Thoroughbreds
pushed a run across in the top of fourth. and Rob Dennis reached on---- and the Middle Tennessee Blue
the eighth. and Murray couldn't an error, stole second and third and
Raiders.
answer in the. home half.
scored on a passed ball.
The league-leading ThoroughThe hard-luck loser for Murray
In/ the fifth. Travis Turner tripled
breds Will face the Blue Raiders
was Doug PayT1D, who struck out and scored on a double by Trent
,for the right to host the conferseven:
Gibson. Matt Dennis was hit by, a
ence baseball tournament. If
"Doug pitched as good as ballpitch and stored on a double !by
.Murray wins two of three. the
Jason Greer.
OVC Tournament will be at
Brian Anderson doubled and
Reagan Field May 12-14, while
.
.eoreclion
a Gibson RBI single in
if MTSU takes the series, the
the sixth.
tournament will be played in
• • • •
Murfreesboro.
The district baseball pairings are
set. with the tournament at MHS's
cus for the Lakers. Sean Stogner
Holland Stadium May 13-15. The' was seetind in the pole vault and in
Lakers will face Mayfield at 4:30
the 400 meters for the Tigers and
p.m. on Monday. May 13,'- while
took third in the 110 hurdles, while
•Zoom Reduction and
the Tigers face Marshall at 4:30 on
Fred Sowerby had a second in the
Enlargement'
Tuesday, May 14 with the champ200
meters and two thirds — in the
• Space-Saving Front-Load
ionship -game set for Wednesday.
100 meters and in the 400.
Cassette'
May 15.
Sean Fletcher was third in the
• Complete Edge-to-Edge Copying!
TRACK
• Statement Letter. Ledger, and
two-mile for the Lakers, while
Computer Size Copying'
It was a Calloway sweep in meet
Scott Dower was third in the pole
• Stationary Platen'
acion at Stewart Stadium Thursday
vault. For the Tigers, B.J. Jenkins
• Ang.More plus optional Sorter
afternoon.
(300 hurdles). Jason Joseph (disand Color Copying'
The Lakers won a close three- cus), and Darren Foster (shot put)
Get more copying capability
way contest with Murray and May- all had thirds.'
in 33% loss spec&
field, while the Lady Lakers bested
Murray's 4x400 relay team of
.he Lady Tigers. .
Steiner, Krug, Jenkins and Heath
Calloway scored 58 points to
Wills took first, while Calloway's
murray's 55, while Mayfield scored
Shouse, Fletcher, Dower and Bar53. .
rett were second.
tere,Shouse won the mile and
In the girls' competition. CCHS
two-mile for the Lakers and took
scored 89 points to 70 for the
third in - the 800 meters. while
Tigers.
James
Barrett broke the sehool,
First-place performers for Callo-As1 row oseseSiso skew ;hes
record
in
winning
the
100
way
meters
included Betsy Herndoir (titsat
Recommended by Bu$ers 1.41)
16.29. Teddy Delaney won the dis- -cus), Christy Trenholm (shot put),
HOWAPO D
cus with a throw of 126.8.
Mitzi Rickman ,(100 meters),
Murray's only first-place came
Michelle Bybee (1600 meters) and
from pole vaulter Matt Krug. with
Vanessa Bucy (3200 meters). For
COMPANY
CP)
a personal best of 13-0.
the
Lady Tigers, Bonnie Payne
11* N. 7th St. Mayfield, Is...
Barrett was second in .the 300 (high jump), Tammy Hansen (100
1.800-633-7296 Inside Ks
hurdles, while Michael Boyd was
hurdles), Christy Bell (800 meters)
1-1000-85R-0492 Outside K.
.
second in both the shot and the dis(Cont'd on page 9)
Staff Report
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New Toshiba
11D-3910...
The Capable
Compact!

te.,•••

TOSHIBA

4
Kentucky Derby Odds
By TM Associated Press
The held or Saturday s it 7th Kentucky Derby 04'' Posi position. horses name,
Outcry's name ancl odds
I Fly So Free
Santos
5-2
2 Alyclavid
13Iack
201
3 I-Wskler Than Ever
Deegan
20-1
-4 Sea Cada
McCarron
10-i
S Sins* the Gold
Ander
4-1
6 Hansel
Bailey
3-1
7 1-Fon! Something
Johnston
20-1
• I-Green Asignot
Nakatani
20-1
inister
lAo
usuuntai
n
1019 lostnaveir
McCauley
30-1
Solis
30-1
Sellers
20-1
12 Corporate Report
Day
12-1
13 I-Another Renew
Madnd
20-1
LI Happy Jazz Band
Asmussen
50-1
Stevens
7-2
Cordons
30-1
165I- majai
kasul
t an
lPa
taitedd
Trainers (by post position) 1. Scott Sc./whole( 2, Phil Hauseetald. 3, John
Churchman 4, Ron kacAnaty. S. Nick Zito. 8, Frank* Brothers. 7, Reggie Verclon
8, Murray Johnson 9, Tom Bohannan 10, Juan Gonialra 11, Sieve Penrol.
12,
Wayne Lukas 13. John Campo. 14. Phd Glesves IS, Ian Jory 16, David Cross
Owners (by post position): 1, Thomas Valando. 2, J. David Brillenbourg. 3,
R.H.
Cottrell 4. Vim. H Winched. 5, B. Giles Brophy, Wdliarn J. Condren
and John
Cornacchie 6. Joe L Albritton. 7. San F Morrell. 8, Andrew F041/14(. 9, John
E
Anthony 10. John A. Totten and Trudy McCatitny II, Warner Jones,
Jr 12. D
Wayne Lukas and W T Young 13, Thomas M. Evans. 14, David J Strauss and
Joe
R Strauss, Jr 15, Mr I lArs John C. Mabee 18. Gary 1.4, Garber
Weights. Each 126 pounds Distance.
miles. Purse *905,800 it 18 Start. First
Place *655.800 Second place: 9145.000. Third piece: $70,000, Fourth place:
155,000 Post time 4 32 p m CDT

MacLeod ready for
pressure of the hish

Murray•-s M-att Krug set a person-alb-est in the pole -s-au-lt-witiva I 441 effort Thursday afternoon at
Murray
State's Stewart Stadium.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — lt
is one year later and he is still
trying to get used to life as
"Carl Nafzger, comma."
Never just Carl Nafzger, period. But Carl Nafzger, comma,
trainer of Unbridled. Or Carl
Nafzger, comma, winner of the
Kentucky Derby. Or Carl
Nafzger, comma, one-time rodeo
cowboy ...
"A guy told me after we
won last year that that was
how it was going to be —
Carl Nafzger, comma — for the
rest of my life. I'm sure
somebody somewhere already
has my obit ready," he said,
"and you can bet your life it's
going to begin, 'Carl Nafzger,

_ There was a time, the better
part of two decades in fact,
when he could have walked the
backstretch of any track in
SOUTH BEND, Ind.(AP) — John MacLeod brings an Indiana pedigree
America and not have caused so
back to a state that never apologizes for its basketball hysteria.
much as a raised eyebrow.
MacLeod, a native of New Albany, holds a master's degree from IndiaBut on this Thursday mornna State and coached high school basketball in Indiana during the 1960s.
ing, even without a horse
He learned early to thrive on pressure.
entered for the 117th Run for
"There's pressure everywhere," he said Thursday in New York after
the Roses two days hence, he
tendering his resignation as coach of the New York Knicks. "There's
cannot walk 20 yards without
pressure here, at Notre Dame and Chicago. But the biggest pressure is
someone shaking his hand or
what I put on myself. I prefer it that way."
slapping
his 'back, asking/for F
MacLeod said he
sign a five-year deal to head the Notre Dame
his advice or an interview or
program. The Irish made no formal announcement, but planned a Saturday
simply stopping to stare.
new-s conference to introduce MacLeod.
He was an overnight sensation
"It's no secret. He's going to be our coach," said sports information
20 years in the making, his
director John Heisler.
moment of triumph shared with
MacLeod replaces Digger Phelps, who resigned on April 15 after 20
a nation and made all the more
seasons with the Fighting Irish.
poignant as he called out the
'"College coaching will be a big change, but I enjoyed recruiting at
Oklahoma and Lhaye a great university to sell," MacLeod said. "The
race to Frances Gcnter,
Unbridled's 92-year-old owner
college game has changed since I Was there, but Notre Dame is a special
and grande dame of racing. The
place."
two-minute drama stamped that
MacLeod,i-53, earned a bachelor's degree at Louisville's Bellarmine
Derby with a magic rarely
College in 1959 and a master's degree f- rom Indiana State in teaching
achieved, even in this arena,
physical education.
and forever marked Nafzger as
Before joining Oklahoma in 1967, he coached at the defunct Smithville
a very public man.
high school near Bloomington and at Indianapolis Cathedral.
He is not so foolish as to
"1 thought about becoming coach at Notre Dame as a high school
coach in Louisville and Indianapolis," MacLeod said. "As much as I
think about giving it all — givenjoy pro ball, I always felt that if a good college opportunity came
ing any of it — back. He just
along, I would be receptive to it."
. has not made up his mind
MacLeod, whose 707-657 record in 11 years in Phoenix, two in Dallas
whether he likes the feast better
and less than one in New York made him the seventh-winningest coach in
than the famine.
NBA history, cited family stability as one of the most important reasons
"I've said this a couple of
for his radical change in job focus.
times before, but winning the
"The chance tg give some stability and certainty to my family situation
Derby is almost like becoming
is a big plus for moving to Notre Dame," MacLeod said.
Miss America. The year after it
His wife Carol and two teen-age children remained in Dallas after
happens, you become a
MacLeod took over the Knicks' job on Dec. 3, replacing the fired Stu
spokesman for the industry, no
Jackson.
matter what the issue is or the
"Family life is a paramount consideration," Carol MacLeod told the
time of day. But I never had
South Bend Tribune. "The Notre Dame job would bring stability. As it is,
any trouble with that. I considwe've lived apart for the last six months. He calls home twice a day. But
ered it an obligation
you still miss things."
"After all," he added, "racBefore MacLeod took the job, Xavier's Pete Gillen and Georgia Tech's
ing gave so much to me that
Bobby Cremins declined chances to coach the Irish.
I'd have to be some kind of
jerk not to give something
MacLeod coached for six seasons at Oklahoma. He was 80-79 with the
back."
Sooners, with a best record of 19-8 in 1970-71.
And so he held a very tradiOne of his future players, Keith Tower, said he couldn't tell what
tional celebration on the day
impact MacLeod would have on Notre Dame's program. "I'm not sure
after Unbridled made Nafzger a
what style he's going to employ," Tower said.
Derby-winning trainer in his
The junior center added he's optimistic about the change.
very first try. He mugged for
"The university was looking for someone with experience and success
the cameras and talked about
as a head coach. It seems like they found someone that fits the mode," he
the broken noses, broken bones
said.
and busted-out teeth that a
Tower said Phelps would be missed. "All the players were sad to see
dozen years on the rodeo circuit
him go ... I think it was the right decision. He had things he wanted to do
had cost him.
beyond basketball."
But after the obligatory round
of network interviews, he and
his wife, Wanda, left the following weekend for Arizona,
where they first broke into the
thoroughbred game at small
tracks with a stake he raised by
going back to ride bulls two
By The Associated Press
full years after he first retired
There's a simple reason the San Antonio Spurs are facing oblivion in from the rodeo.
the NBA playoffs.
Back then, money was scarce,
The team that features 7-foot David Robinson, one of the NBA's pre- the horses he trained were just
mier centers, is letting the Golden State Warriors outrebound them despite a step from the glue factory
playing much of the time with four guards and one forward on the floor. and they ran the business out
During the regula‘season, the Spurs had 396 more rebounds than the of the front seat of a beat-up,
opposition while Golden State was outreboanded by 353.
old Buick. And yet, in some
In a 109-106 loss Wednesday night, the Spurs not only were outrun, ways that time still seems more
they were outrcbounded 36-35. Trailing 2-1 in the best-of-5 series, they real than the events of the past
must win in Oakland Friday night or find themselves eliminated by a team year.
that won Ii fewer games during the regular season and lacks a true
"I must have pulled the piccenter.
ture from the winner's circle
"I've been here before and we've come out fighting," 6-foot-9 Terry out a hundred times since the
Cummings of the Spurs said. "We allowed them to dictate the flow of Derby," Wanda said. "I'd look
each of the last two games. We have to play our game and not get into a at the blanket of roses and then
run-up-and-down game they like."
at Unbridled and think he looks
In the only other game Friday night, Indiana tries to survive at home like a Derby horse should.
against Boston. The Celtics won 112-105 Wednesday night to take a 2-1
"Then I'd look at where the
lead' and reclaim the home,court advantage they lost Sunday when the Pactrainer is standing," she added,
ers won at Boston Garden Sunday.
"and I still can't believe it's
Thursday night, Atlanta beat Detroit 123-111 to tie their Eastern ConCarl."
ference series at 2-2. In the West, Utah defeated Phoenix 101-93 to win
For a while, she was not the
their series in four games and Seattle beat Portland 101-89 to tie their only doubter. When
Unbridled
series at 2-2.
went on to win the Breeders'
Golden State has been the biggest ,surprise of the playoffs, but Sin Cup Classic at Belmont
five
Antonio blames itself.
months later, reporters asked
Robinson had 27 points but was drawn away from the defensive boards Nafzger whether he
felt he had
Wednesday night to guard 6-foot-7 Tom Tolbert, who brought the ball up finally "arrived.
"
for much of the game.
The native Texan is slow in
Tolbert was often the largest Warrior on the floor, teamed with 6-7 speaking and slower
to anger.
"point forward" Chris Mullin, 6-5 Sarunas Marciulionas, 6-3 Mitch But he clearly
was upset by the
Richmond and 6-1 Tim Hauloway. And the little guys did the damage — implication that he
and his wife
Richmond finished with 27 points, Mullin and Hardaway with 22 each had been beating
the bushes for
and Marciulionas 21. •
20 years and suddenly found a
Yet San Antonio was ouuebounded and had trouble geuing inside. champion among
the rushes.
"We have a size advantage," Robinson said. "But it's senseless when
"I've been around for a'
you have a size advantage to try and take a fadeaway. We've got to drive while, but it's only now
that
and pick up more fouls or something."
(Coned OR page 9)

-Spurs hope to 'rebound'
past upstart Golden State
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Actions& Reactions
GOLF-- LOCAL
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Men's and Wornen's Got Tournament, sponsored by &Mr Citizens's Friends of Peoples
Bank, a set kw Saturday, May 11 al II am. el
Kenlake Sire Resort Park. The entry lee of
$30 inductee green hese, cart and lunch, with
trophies to the top finishers. For mote 'Monneton, contact Charlie Bender, tournament dirgeor at 750-9942 Entry deadline is May 4

S.

GOLF
Tuna — Tom Watson shot a 5-underpar 65 to take a one-stroke lead over Lanny
Wadkine, Mark Wiebe and Emlyn Aubrey in the
rain-suspended flow round of the Byron Nelson
Classic. Watson, making his first start since a
near-miss In the Masters, had an eagle, six birdies arid three bogeys — and some far-fromroutine pets. Hs coo-putted 10 times. A 2-hour,
20-minute rain delay prevented 27 players from
completing their rounds because of darkness.
They marked their positions arid were scheduled to return this morning to complete their
rounds. Ray Floyd, Doug Towel!, Bruce Lietzke,
Dave Rummel*, Stan Utley, Greg Ladehoff,
Dudley Heti and Bobby Wadkins were two
strokes back after rounds of 67 on the
8,850-yard Tournament Players Course at Las
Colinas. Defending champion Payne Stewart
shot a 70.
CANNES, Francs — Britons Dena Dumian
and David Williams fired 6-under-par eas to
share the first-round load IA the Cannes Open
Ireland's Stephen Hamill and Sweden's PerUkik Johannson, who played at Arizona State,
were next at 67.
TOKYO — Yoshimi Nlizeki of Japan shot a
4-under-par 86 to take a one-stroke lead over
Save Ballesteros after the first round of the
Chunichi Crowns tournament.
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_TENNIS
,MUNICH, Germany — Udo RigJewski defeated
Anders Jarryd 4-8, 6-4, 7-6 (7-3) in the third
,round of the BMW Open. Top-seeded Ivan
Len& was within two games of advancing
against Goren Prpic, 3-6, 6-4, 4-1, when ran
forced the suipension of the match.
ROS WELL. Ga — Top-seeded Andre Agassi
defeated Michael Chang 8-3, 4-e, 6-2 and
second-seeded Pete Sampras beat Aaron
Krickstein 6-4, 6-1 O the round-robin AT&T
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EDMONTON, Alberta (AP) —
Dave Gagner snapped a secondperiod tie as the Minnesota North
Stars won for the first time at
Edmonton in 111
/
2 years and continued their improbable playoff roll
with a 3-1 victory Thursday night
over the defending champion
Oilers.
Neal Broten and Gaetan Duchesne also scored and Jon Casey made
27 saves foe-'-the North Stars, who
have opened each of their three
-series with road victories.
No place has been as unfriendly,
for the North Stars over the yea
as Northlands Coliseum, where
Minnesota had been 0-14-3 since
their previous win over Edmonton
on Oct. 24, 1980.
It was Minnesota's first playoff
victory over the Oilers, who swept
the North Stars in the 1984 Campbell Conference finals. The series
continues with Game 2 Saturday
night in Edmonton before shifting
to Minnesota for Games 3 and 4 on
Monday and Wednesday.
The league's 16th-best regularseason team, Minnesota has already
knocked off No. 1 Chicago and No.
2 St. Louis and is bidding to
become the only Norris Division
team since the current playoff setup
was enacted in 1982 to reach the
Stanley Cup finals.
Edmonton, the 11th-ranked club
during the season, has won five
Stanley Cups in the previous seven
years and is 6-0 in Campbell
championship series.
Gagner's winner was the North
Stars' NHL-high 26th power-play
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(Cont'd from page 8)
anybody has started noticing," he
shot back. "Unbridled will go
someday ... but we'll still be
around."
Indeed, after watching how
Unbridled rounded into form and
peaked during the Derby — the
dark bay colt ran :24 2-5 over the
final quarter, the second-fastest
closing split ever — some of his
training methods, once considered
quirky, are gaining wider
acceptance.
Nafzger gained a healthy respect
for animals by trying to stay on the
back of a bull long enough to earn

slow in
anger.
et by the
his wife
ashes for
found a
shes.
&

that

"I would have preferred the 7 or
8," he said.
Best Pal, ridden by Gary Stevens, is the only gelding in the
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
field and, if he wins, would be the
first since Clyde Van Dusen in
'Your more than one company agency.'
1929. Best Pal won six of eight as
a 2-year-old but has raced only
753-8355
901 Sycamore
twice this year, finishing third in
David King
Despite the jinxes, Fly So Free the San Rafael, then second by a rillsom--appeared -Wady To take charge -iff hilf-Teitgth to Dinard-in-the Santa
.. •
Phoenix vs. Vtek
HOCKEY
- —
the Derby. On-Wednesday, he
Dinard will miss the_____Basketball
Thursday, Aprii IS
Utah 129, Phoenix 90
worked a blazing half mile in 46 Derby because of a strained TURKU, Finland — Joe Salm scored with 8:56
Saturday, April 27
the
tie
with
remaining yo give Canada a 3-3
Phoenix 102 Ulan 92
3-5 seconds.
tendon.
FIRST ROUND
Soviet Union in the medal round of the Wand
Tuesday, April 30
(Elest-ol.5)
Best Pal is fresh and has trained
Utah 107. Photon.' 98
"I think he got a little mad
Championships. Earlier, Nickles Lidstrom
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Thursday, May 2
Chicago vs. Nrw York
scored two goals as Sweden defeated the
because he got beat in the Blue .well here. He worked a half mile in
Utah 101. Phoenix 93, Utah ions wines 3 1
Thursday, Apnl 25
United States 6-4. The Swedes, unbeaten after
126, New York 85
Chicago
47
seconds
on
Monday.
Grass,"
Schulhofer
"He
said.
nine games in the tournament, moved atop the
Sunday, April 28
medal-round standings with a better goad dineNick Zito is the trainer of Strike
showed a little charisma. ... If he
Chicago 89. New York 79
Baseball
rental than the defending champion Soviet's.
Tuesday, April 30
handles the racetrack, he'll be_very the Gold, winner of only-two of his
Chicago 103, New York 94. Chicago vans wanes
Both teams we 1-0-1. Canada is 0-0-2 amd the
3-0
Sweden
U.S. is 0-2-0. The Soviet Union plays
tough to beat."
seven lifetirhe starts. In the Florida
Thursday's Games
• • • •
on Saturday in what could be the gold-medal
Mlistaukee 5, lAnnesola
Boston vs, Indiana
Fly So Free is the only one of Derby on March 16 at Gulfstream
game. The Soviets also we unbeaten in the
Toronto 3. Kansas City
Friday, April 25
Only games scheduled
championships. Canada plays the U.S. in the
the so-called Big Four horses here Park, he finished second by a
Boston 127 Inchana 120
Friday's Games
other finale.
Sunday, April 28
that likes to run near the lead. The length to Fly So Free, then snapped
Boston at Chicago 705 pin
Indiana 130. Boston 118
CALGARY, Alberta — Minnesota North Stars
Texas al Detroit. 635 pm
Wednesday, Moly 1
other three will be charging from Fly So Free's five-race winning
owner Norman Green officially put his share of
Toronto at Kansas City, 7 35 pm.
Boston 112, Indiana 105 Boston leads sense 21
the Calgary Flames on the market for $13.5 milMinnesota at Milwaukee. 7 35 p is.
off the pace.
streak in the Blue Grass by three
Friday, May 3
lion after being unable to peddle his Interest to
Cleveland at Oakland. 915 p in
Indiana, 7 pm
'Boston
at
the t•arn's live co-owners. Green owns 18 per"There are a lot of good horses lengths.
Baltimore
at Catifornia, 935 pm.
Sunday, May 5
New York at Seattle, 935 pm
cent 04th. Flames, but his stock was placed in
Indiana at Boston TEA if necessary
here,
but
spectacular,"
Happy
After
Strike
the
not
Gold,
the
next
• • • •
trust when he bought the North Stars last
Saturday's Gemes
()won vs. Atlanta
111U111rniar.
Jazz Band's trainer, Phil Cleaves, lowest odds, 10-1, were assigned to
Minnesota (Guthne 0-2) at lAhrseukee (Boo° 3.2).
Friday, April 26
- 12 35 Om
said. "You've got the Big Four, Sea Cadet, the horsewithout a tail
Atlanta 103. Detroit 98 Cleveland (King 2-2) al Oakland IDIessendodsr
- Sunday, April 20 •
2-1j. 3 05 p m,
and then you can put the rest-of Detreil 101rAtta1lla 88
GENERAL
1301/10n (806,011 2-0y at Chicago (1.1 Pe
.
rer 1-0).-865
•Tuesday, April 30
them in a barrel. We're one of McCarron. Sea Cadet helped set
m
Detroit 103, Atlanta 91
Texas 18.V611 1-2) al Detroit (Petry 0-11 C35 p.m.
NEW YORK — A Houston attorney who is one
those. ... The Big Four all have the pace in the Santa Anita Derby----Toronto TEtc.ithef Olt at Kansas Ciry (Saberiiagen
of Howard Spire's alleged extortion targets tesAttanta 123, Detroit 111, sense lied 22
1-3), 605 pm
tified that he knew the admitted gambler was
chinks in their armor, so we until fading to third.
Sunday, May 5
Baltimore (.1Robnson 1-2) at Calrlornia (Langston
trying to get money from New York Yankees
Atlanta at Detroit. TB*
1-1), 905 p
At 12-1 was Corporate Report,
thought it was worth a chance."
• • • •
owner George Sieinbtenner. Earle Lilly testified
New York (Cary 1-2) at eatt(a (Bankhead 1-2).
Mikvauliee vs. Phtiadelphia
905 pm
that Spire told him he wanted to destroy SteinHansel, to be ridden by Jerry trained by D. Wayne Lukas and
Thursday, April 25
brenner when it appeared the owner would not
Sunday's Games,
PNladelphia 99, Miwauliee 90
Bailey, set a track record of 1:46 ridden by Pat Day, perhaps the
meet his demands. Lilly was the final ranges at
Texas at Detroit, 12 35 p m
Saturday, April 27
Toronto at Kansas City, 12 35 pm.
the trial, which started Apnl B.
3-5 for 11
/
2 miles in winning the least successful Derby team ever
PNiadeipnia 116 kalwaukee 112, OT
Mnnesota art kiitwaulise. P235 pm
Tuesday, April 30
Jim Beam on March 30 at Turfway put together.
Boston at Chicago, 2 p in
Philadelpn-a 121 Milwaukee 100, Philadelphia
Cleveland
at Oakland, 2 1.5 p
ns sores 3-C
Day has ridden eight Derby starPark, then won the Lexington two
Baltimore at California. 305 p.m.
• • • •
New
York
al Searle 605 pm
WESTERN CONFERENCE
weeks ago at Keeneland by nine ters and never won, finishing secNATIONAL LEAGUE
Portland vs. Seente
ond the last thre,c years. Lukas has
lengths.
Friday, April 25
Thursdays Games
Portland 110, Seattle 102
No games scheduled
His No. 6 post position was not started 18 horses in 10 previous
Sunday, April 211
Friday's Games
Portland 115, Seattle 106
quite good enough for trainer Frank - Derbys, winning just once, in 1988
St Louis al Cincinnati, 6 35 p m
_Tuseday, April 30
Montrealat
635 pm
Dego
San
goal of the playoffs. Steve Smith Brothers.
Seanie 102. Portland 99
with the filly Winning Colors.
Los Angeles at Phitadeiphia, 635 pm
Thursday, May 2
was called for interference even as
Houston at Prnsburgh, 635 pm
Seattle 101 Portland 09. genes tied 2-2
Chicago at Atlanta. -640 p m
Saturday, Moly A
Edmonton teammates Mark MessiSan Francisco at New York. 640 p in
SeeMe at Portland, 230 pm
• • • •
er and Glenn Anderson were on a
San Antonio vs Golden State
Saturday's Games
2-on-1 break.
Thursday, April 25
San Diego (Nose 3-1) at Montreal (Mahler 1-2),
San
121
Antonio
130,
Golden
Stale
12.35
p
m.
The Oilers, who had effortlessly (Cont'd from page 8)
Saturday, April 27
San Franalloo (Burkett 2-21 at New York (Daring
*41-2). 12 40 p m
Golden State 111 San Antonio 98
killed Minnesota's first three power and relay teams in the 800 meters -Calloway.
County on Thursday.
Wednesday, May 1
St Louis (Tewksbury 2-1) at:Cincinnati (Armstrong
plays, had possession in North and in the 1600 meters.
Golden State 109 San Antonio 106. Golden State
1-1). 605 p m.
The Tigers posted a 7-2 win over
.eads sines 2-1
Los Angeles (Oisda 1-3) at PhiladeOhia (Gnmsley
Stars ice but no one was there for
Friday,
May
3
1-3),
605 pm,
PTHS,
while the Lady Tigers
Trenholm was second in the disSan
Slate
pm
Antonio
at
Golden
930
Houston (J J00418 2-1) at Pittsburgh (Srrsley 4431,
pass.
MinMacTavish's
drop
Craig
cus, while Herndon took second in scored a 6-3 win. The Lady Lakers
605 pm
Sunday, May
Golden State at San Antonio, TEA, If necessary
Chicago (Sutclifle 1-2) at Atlanta (Smolt, 0-31, 610
nesota took the puck the other way the shot. Courtney McCoy was sec- also were 7-2 winners, while the
• • • •
p
and, after Broten's shot from the ond in the 100 hurdles, while Sara Lakers lost a 7-2 encounter.
Los Angeles Likens vs Houston
Sunday's GSM!'"
Thursday, April 25
point hit traffic in front, Gagner Thompson was second in the 100
Chicago at Atlanta, 12 05 pm
LA takers 94. Houston 92
For the Murray boys, Aaron
St
Louts
at
Cincinnati,
12 05 pm
April
27
Saturday,
scored past goalie Grant Fuhr.
San Diego at Montreal, 12 35 p in.
meters. Rickman was second in Whitaker, Josh Johnson, Michael
LA takers 109, Houston 98
Angeles
Los
at
Philadelpna,
12 35 pm.
Duchesne's first goal of the 200 meters, while Bucy was second Homback and Brent Keller were all
April
30
Tuesday,
Houston at PMsburgh, 12'35 pin. LA Lakers 94, Houston 90, Loa Angeles wins
playoffs, on a nice feed from Ulf in the 800 meters and Bybee was winners, and doubles pairs of WhiSan Francisco at New York, 12:40 pm.
saves 3-0
Dahlen, came with 3:39 to play. second in the 3200 meters.
lamer/
taker and Johnson, Keller and
Casey, who has started all 13 of
For the Lady Tigers, Mary Damon Cohoon, and Hornback and
Minnesota's playoff games, was at Friend was second in the 1600 Joel Johnson also posted wins.
his best in the third period, stop- meters, while April Barksdale was
For CCHS, Jay Newton and John
ping Craig Simpson, Anatoli Seme- second in the 400, and Tammy Jackson were singles winners,
nov and Joe Murphy from close Hansen was second
901 So. SYCAMORE
in the 300 while Rob Binford and Brett Bazrange. Overall, his defense did a hurdles.
zell won in exhibition play.
good job of keeping the Oilers
The Lady Tigers had victories
Third-place performers included'
from driving through the slot with Renea Hornbuckle (discus), Bonnie from Candi Manis, Molly Sims,
the puck.
Payne (shot put), Jenny Bell (300 Catherine Hurt and Kaylin HaverAGENCY
Edmonton dominated the game's hurdles), Casey Guin (800 mters), stock and doubles wins from Molly
first 41
/
2 minutes and had a 5-0 Karina Holden (200), and Shelly Sims and Kim Sexton and Beth
Life
Auto
shocavantage. One of those shots Hasty (3200) of Murray, and Bucy Wilsm and Mary Maddox.'
Health
The Lady Lakers used wins from
Home
was Smith's power-play goal (1600), Rickman (400) and Jennifer
Annuities
Business
Susan Lax, Darra Mitchell, Bonnie
Clayton (high jump).
through Casey's pads.
• • • •
Turner, Julie You and Leah Baust,
A tradition in service
since 1981
But the North Stars outshot the
In middle school track, the Cal- while Kylie Johnson won in exhibiOilers 12-3 the rest of the period. loway County Lady Lakers com- tion play. Lax- and Mitchell and
(502)
Broten made it 1-i on a wrist shot peted at the Paducah Invitational Turner and Yoo were winners in
Tracy D. McKinney
Jim Fain
P753-063
2
-1
over Fuhr's glove 'after taking a Thursday.
doubles.
pass from Dahlen.
SOFTBALL
614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
Jackie Geurin won the mile for
Fuhr, who wasn't able to finish Calloway, while the 800 meter
The Calloway County.Lady LakEdmonton's Sixth-game victory relay team of April Peal, Chanda ers lost a doubleheader With Mayover Los Angeles because of a Dawson, Farrah Beach and Traci field Thursday, falling 15-3 and
bruised arm, made 29 saves and
13-2.
This Week's Special:
kept the North Stars from blowing West took first.
In the first game, Marti McClard
second
took
Stubblefield
Linda
a
Large Bar-B-0
the game open.
had three hits for CCHS, while
in the long jump and April Crass
& Fries
Sandwich
Krista Stalls and Christy Clayton
was second in the discus. Peal was
Special Good
had two hits each. Missy Darnell,
thru May 4
third in the 100 meters, while the
Melissa Vance and Shelly Rudolph
relay
7th-grade
CCMS won the
each had hits for Calloway.
team of Dawson, Allison McDaFriday flight Buffet
In the second game, Cristy Lamniel, Tasha Shoemaker and Cassie
Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Bar-B-0
a paycheck, and even today he Manis took third in the 800 meters
bert, McClard, Rudolph, Stalls and
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
describes himself as a "horse psy- and fourth in the 400 relay.
Valerie Shelton all had hits.
• • • •
chiatrist, not a horse trainer."
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Victoria Turner was fourth in the
If only, he thinks sometimes, high jump, Jennifer Shafer was
Dessert Bar, includes Drink
The district softball tournament
people responded as well.
at
the
Murraystarts
Monday
fourth in the 100 hurdles and Daw"Don't get me wrong, I've
son was fourth in the 100 meters. Calloway County park. Calloway
Place Ain't Fancy but St-to is good Food.
11,
enjoyed myself. Thc way I've tried
will face Murray at 4 p.m. with the
The 400 relay team also took
to go about (being a celebrity) isn't fourth.
loser facing Marshall County afterany different from the way I was
wards. If necessary, a championTENNIS
753-0045
Murray
before I won," he said.
Chestnut St
Paducah Tilghrnan was the com- ship game will be played Tuesday
Except for that comma.
at
4
p.m.
Murray
High
and
petition for both

Tigers battle ...

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
N INSURANCE

'279

'695

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers di

MSU BASEBALL

GAS GRILLS
SALES AND INSTALLATION OF LP AND NATURAL GAS

vs
Middle Tennessee

Spring
Specials

Saturday - 1:00 pm 'Sunday - 1:30 pm
Reagan Field

Good through May 31

Wimekingkit2

Engine Tune-Ups
$39.95 & Up
(Maintenance Tunas Only)

Automatic Transmission
Tune-Ups
Most Fwd Chrysler and GM Cars

$49.95 & Up

2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3
The Breds need to clinch two of three
games to host the OVC Tournament.
Come help them sweep the series!

*10 Year Limited Casting Warranty
.5 Year Limited Burner Warranty

Available In
Different Styles

(Overdrives Will Be Witter)

Front

Dise Brake Special
$39.95 & Up

FINAL FOOTBALL SCRIMMAGE
Friday 7:30 pm Stewart Stadium

(Nemo Imports• M•tollis Pad. Higher)

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.
limy *ow aeleabiwyeawapprOwy

OVC OUTDOOR TRACK CHAMPIONSHIPS
Events Starting Saturday at 11:10 am

Ian

514 So. 12th St. • 753-8868
Adwawak

„

•

ay

The Insurance Center
of Murray

(Cont'd from page 8)
Santos handle it"
The fourth choice was Strike the
Gold at 4-1, and Churchill Downs
announcer and oddsmaker Mike
Battaglia said it was the closest
bunching of Derby favorites since
h19
e 7be
5.gan setting the early line in

SPEND THE WEEKEND WITH
RACER ATHLETICS

a

SCOREBOARD

Derby Watch ...

the plccircle
nee the
'I'd look
and then
he looks
uld.
vhere the
le added,
!ve it's

s not the
ibridled
-ceders'
t five
asked
t he had

Challenge In another match, Brad Gilbert
defeated David Wheaton 6-7 (4-7), 6-2, 61
HAMBURG, Gamey — Top-seeded Monica
Sates boat Regina Raichrwove 6-2, 6-0 and
second-seeded Sietli Grit defeated Julie
Halard of France 6-2, 6-3 to advance to the
quarterfinals of the Hamburg Open
MADRID, Span — Jacco Eking') eliminated
defending champion Andres Gomez when
Gomez retired with a thigh injury in the second
round of the Villa di Madrid tournament Eltingh
was leading 6-3, 5-7, 3-1 when Gomez retired
TAMPA, Fl. — Javier Frana deleated secondseeded Jimmy, Anas 6-7 (4-7), 6-3, 6-3 in the
second round of the Tampa Clay Courts
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Stars continue shining
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Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut • 753-8181
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This page is made possible by
these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic 8 Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding

Opsn 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Sundays 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-5782
- Murray
Points

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

701 S 3rd.

CHARLIE'S

.
-1
121-7

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

SO

Communicate Before You Medicare •

As

CH4RtIE

753-4175

Charlet Adorers, Pkwerweasist

ledger & Tomes;
Mermiale At WtapIIlAkr•ss from

JCPenney
C,esthut Hills Shopping Ctr - 759-1400

Carroll E
Tire Inc.

4tTlio

'5.3-149 • 1105 Pogue 'Just behind Toyota of Mum)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

•Cortifi•41
Twocinar
•Guiliano Ord•rs
•Swirplerk•

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 am. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 .m. to 10

it. 1. Murray

WALEMART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

PARKER
FORDLINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
73

1535273

Moir S'

('ONIPLIMENTS OF

R SEED CO.
TAYLO
Lnn
753-5742

(iro‘i- Road

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
HOLLAND DRUGS
Fastsidlo Court Square • Downtown Murray
1 5. Cash Discount On Proscriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

MONEYS.
OF MURRAY

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011
1008 Chestnut
753-3314

SLINKING SPRING
ii Oli,• nl
Morning Worship
7 30 p rr.
Evening lkorshIP
;SPRING CREF:FC
to 00 a rn
Sunday School
it OD i m
Morning Morshoi
6 45 p m
Kooning Worship
• tiri p rn
Training Union
••
ST PAW. ,
'
iii 30 a rn
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
SuncLed, Schooi
.
SUGAR CREEK
i i .1. a In
Morning Worstup
• II 45 pot
Evening Worship

ADVEIMSTS
SEVENTH DAY A1ivESTIST .
Sabbath School Sat 9 15 a m
Sot 11 OD• m
Worship

larnilli
BLOOD RIVER
a i 00 a- m
Morning Worship
•00 p m
Evening Worship
-.-_. Cl•LERRY_CIIRNILB
•
_ICL.sas..
Sway -School11 am & 6 pm
Wismar
3 pat
Cheidi Tinning .
: 7 pm.
Waimafty

•

:

entucky Fried Chick
Jack Marshall - Franchisee

We Do Chicken Right"
'

205 N 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

1
Nat
Wit
10:
the
be
Ms
Go
Ma
Mc
Ch
Wi

OAK GROVE
i 1 • m •II SO p m
Worship
10$ m
Sunday School
OWENS CHAPEL
10 SO
Sunday School
11 SD
Prosching
6 SO
'Prayer Service
6 40
CA
Ow
POPLAR SPRING
10 am .
Sunday Scheel
11 a..& 7 pn.
Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
II.911• ni
Morning Worship
7 ill p m
E riming Worship
SIGYYTTS GROVE
11 00 • in
Worship Sorvice
II On prn
Evening Worship

•

Morning_
F:velung
Wednesday

.9 _a_at _
6 p nn
700 p m

CHURCH er mos
. CHRIST or horroo
'11AY-SEM

EPISCOPAL
..

CJITIIIIINIC

Holy F:uchanot 800• 1030 • m
015 ism.
church School
nr,,y Evrnmg Prayer 5 -is p m '

-- EL_LIEN/LYS_
CATHOLIC CHURIPII
_ 500pir
Saturdsy
9-00 i in
Sunday
•
.
CATHOLIC CHURCH
600 p m Sat
m
Maa
SOO • m Sunday
11 00 am Sunaly

•

CIIIISTIMI
FIRST CHRISTIAN
93') a in .
&maw School
10 45 • a
Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN - ... FELLOWSHIP.
10 30 • ry,
Illiaetliip
9-30 • in '
•
Bible School
Cowing &WM. •• 600 pm
SCMICI
CMUST1111

CHRISTIAN
. t"CaillitUNITY CHURCH
Monday School .
930 •in
10.3) a.m.
Morning Worship
NEW LLPECHILIST4-N CENTER
409 Main- Street
930 •rn
sunday School
1045-ivm
Worship
7 piS.
--Viedneeday
' AGAPE CHRISTIAN
VF:LLOWSH IP
10•in
Sunday litaiadI
11 a.in
Monday Service
7 pm
Wedneadsy Sefvtce •
759 9h62

=rags
1634 Main St,'Murray
%Ands,
10 30'• rn
Sunday School
10 30 •in
2nd Wed
7 30 p in
Sealing Sam Bury Wet 134 pm

CIIIIRCII

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

sr now

..ut,,,.

IF:HOVAJUS WITNESS
9 30 • m
Talk
10 30 •01
W•tchtower Study

at

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies .

Da
We

435-4415

753-6656

804

be
cu
tat
Pr
bn

Chestnut

Br
p.1
ph
Le
ar

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

PS

MILLER

0

FUNERAL HOME

10
311 North 4th Murray,
.
Hazel, KY
CoOthEN RULE

%TIMES S CHAPEL UNITED
00
11 (Barn
Morning.Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
14
''
.
.
'
OD• m.Morning -18-Miiihip ''
11 00 a' in
.. Sunday School
%AYRES CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
-10 00 a m
II 00 am
Morning Service
Pastor William J Pratt

CI

L(
Lc
9
di

WOCKADE€

SIRLOIN

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

NA111111ENE

Bel-Air CABLE

I,CX,'ST (II-IONE: CHt'RCH
11 OD a to
Morning Worship
60-00irrn
Sunday Srimor
6 00 p.m
Ev•ning Worship
• MURRAY C241IRL14.. .
.9-45 a m
Sunday SCrical
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship 4 _30 p m

753-51m

VISION

CentRr

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
e7unerd 3fon,,,

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
,Kr 00 a m
, Sunday School
1 1 ., rT1 at 7 11.,11
_Aurvidos
"
CALVARY TEMPLE
1000• m
Sunday School
II am •630 pm
Worship
HOLINESS
DEXTrit
CHURCH
10 mi,m
Sunday School
II am •6pm
Worship
7 pm
Saturday

esaMIOPIMMINIPa

,

THE C'HURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.AJmo Heights
10 00 a m
Sunday School r
Worship Servicell• m •7 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC'
CHURCH
.
2206 Coldaater Rd ••
10-11 am 7 00 pm
Sum Sec

:
41.34t. CHI RCFI . ..I.
9 till • m
'Bible School
" P5r.I a rn
Morning Worship
• 4JD 9 fr.
Evening Worship,
COLDWATER '
.
Mormin-Viorstup • TO -50 a m
-IMMANT MI.I.1 THERA":
6 OD p rr
Evening Worship
Sunday Si hoot &
to io a m
DEXTER
BIM. Claw
FAITH TABERNACLE
io 30• m
10 50 .. •
Morning Worship
Worship
3 miles east of Alma
6 OM p ••.
Evening Woratup
:,
loon. m
School
Sunday
,
STUENDSHIP
'II a m •7 p m
Worship
10-00 a^.
Sunday School
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Morning Worship ' 11.0n ,, •
_
• Sunday School _ Illa-as.
GREEN PLAIN,
11 a in &
pa .
Worship
. .111.Tijit,..l. I:::ITP.. .14 .
,
Bible Study
10 00• it,
7 p.m.
• Wednesday
9 30$ in
10 45 a to. Morning Winship
Morning Service
10
RIDGE
S411001
m
a
30
JENNY
Sundal.
to
p
4 00
Evening Worship
_. _ PS.NTECPSTAL
and•4th Sun - Night . 600 p_rn.L.I._
4-4-anu-ois --dred-WersiupTOO p.m
• Saturday Evening
BROOK S cHAPEL UNITED
HAZEL CHURCH
.
m
1030 •.m. & 7 pm
Worship
a
10 00
Sunday School
OF CHRIST
II 00 a m
Morro*, Worship
i
10 01, a it,
Bible Study
M-UAR-A-T CHURCH OF GOD
ist a 3rd Sun Night 7 uo p m
11 am •
50. rn
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
,10
6pm
4 00 p.m
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
Mid Week Worship
7 00 P inCOLDWATER
TRINITY CHR.LST1AN CENTER
i
" HICKORY GROVF:
II •in
Warship
am
10
Sunday School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
•
10•in ...
Sunday 501001
11 a.m.
9.00•m
Sunnily School
"1"
TRINITY MISSION
10-30 a in
Merrnng Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
6.03 p rn
Evening Warship
COLE 5 cAMPGRol'isli
11 am & 7 p.m
Worship
p Servicii Vro
KIFUCSEY CHURCH
•ti,oil
li 45
Oda
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
OF C'HRIS1
' l'EXTFS HAFtliIN UNITED
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
1000• m
Sunday Schad
10 00•fil
50.ol
Sunday 51
10 00 a m
Sunday Schad
10 50 a m
Morning Worship
Worship " 11 tina in 6 00 p to
11 004 30 p m
Worship Serv
7p m
Evening Worship
EIR. MET1401/ISI
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
1111unday & Wednesdays ,
10(50 a in
--Worship
CHURCH
UT OLIVE
o14011,
SHEPHERD
10 00 a m
CHRIST
OF
CHURCH
1('MITE!,('MITE!,Sunday Services
.
Worship Service
II uri a or
0 00 pm
10 00 a to
Sunday School
sundoi. !if paoit
to 00 a m
Morning Worship 4- IT 00• 0.
.
•;••HIED.
METHOIrIST
or
Evading Worship . COO.P
• 10 OD a m
(Turf h A< horpl
NEW CONCORD
11 (Xii m
.
Worship Sorv1. e
950•m & 6 p in.
Warship
iikor
4 309 m
Ser
Evening
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9• m
Ban Cloome
930 an
HAZEL I'SITED MF:THODIST
Sunday School .
Megnearay
- S 88
--- 7
Sunday S, rood
11 00 a m
Worship
10.45 am
.
NEW PRO':1 DE NCE
Worship
IQ 00. m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
9.40•es
Sawn,
orni
Mng
3NDEPF.SI PENCE IIN ITE D
10-00 am
Sunday School
•ROO p rn
Evening eisevrt•
10 00 a m
Sunday (c html
Wonihip Service
11 00 •in
PLEASANT V' ALLEY .
Morning Worship
11 00• rn
MOUNT PLEASANT
10 46• in
Morning Worship
KIMSEY I'SITED
Morning Worship
11 00 • m
6 00p or
Evening Worship
• 10 00 a rn
Sunday School
Evening Worship
700 orn
SECOND STREET•
Mohllifte Worship
1,100. to
NORTI4 PLEASANT GROVE
a
10 46•m
Morningg Worship
F.velleng V, rship
ily 010 pm
Sunday School
945 •m
4 OD °"n
Evenin W orship
Worship Service
11 00•m
GEE/COALE ROAD
'
LIS Nni Glitotit
OAK GROVE
CHURCH OF GEIST
9 45• m
Worship Sem a...
Sunday School
1000 •m
m
•
9
Wink.
14 46 a m
Church Schad ,
Worship
10 •a
MARTIN S cHAPF.I. UNITED
Mis &ashy
Service 1100 •m (5700 pm
6 pa
9 30•in
Simms Worship
Worship Service
Weil Sib SlUey
10 30 a m
Sunday School
,pm
•
-

LIMIE111111

cp.

FEED & SEED

.
PALESTINE 1.74111.:D
Sunday School r"
10 00 a'm
.
Worship
. 11 00_11113.....RUSSF:I.1. CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
Ii 00 a m
SOUTH PLF:AsArfr
Sunday School ' 9 45 a m
• Morning Worship"
10 45a m
8 on pm
Evening

INDEPENDENT

sr LEo s

Se
Bo

•

• N

orto_vt.

oF,• LA-rive

.

Open 8 a m -4 - 30 p m

753-5719

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
11 00 •.m
Morning Worship
MT CARML
E
10 a.m
/Worship
II sin
"Sunday School
w....h,p MT HF:BRON
'
10 a m
11 am
Sunday School

NEST El MK
it 00 a rn
Vomit' Worship
.RCH OF JEIWS CHRIST .
Clift'
6 in 9 di
Sunday rotating" ."
DAY SAINTS ''
Wednesday -Cowling 7 (inn m
52uS 16th St
ti
10 am
Sacnuom* lidos
'
sat
1100
da Schoa
Suny
,
Votary old
H
WS:STRIDE BAPTIST CHURCkale/
in
p
1210
Picathood
930 • m
Sunday School
10 30 •rn .•6 pin
Wersiiip
7 p vas
Median:ay

•itiii
IS

FREEWILL

•

•

-ter•
rrii

CtEESTEICT
' '
GENERAL
Sunday School. ._ 10.00•in 11 00a m
Morning Worship
COLDW ATER
11 00•m Morning Wor•hrp
4 MI p m
ic
Evening Sarves
COLD% ATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
6 Si a m,
Sunday School
Morning Sorvicos . 11 OS ii m
4 IS 0 m
Evening Sorvices
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6-ill OM
Wiediamoday Sem
HASID dui_
Ionday _School
II
Servic•
• ee pin
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
00• m
11
.
Warship
Morning
Evening Worship
•0P in
IL MEANIEL MISSIONARY
II OD • m
Morning Worship
4 30 p m
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
II 00• m
Morning Worship,
600 prn
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
6 30• in
Sunday School
10 45 • m 11-7 p in
Woraup
6 CO p m
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
10 06 • rn
Sunday School
11 OP • no,
Morning Worship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
BAPTIST
GFtACE
0 45 • to
Sunday School
lo 65• rn
Morning Worship
Singing Eve Worsrup 6 00p rr,
LASTWCKPI3 BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 005 in
Sunday School
11 CO•m
Morning Worship
Evoning Worship
II (Bo m
730 a ni.
Wednesday Evening
HAZEL BAPTIST
II OD a m
Worship
10 00• rn
Sunday School
5 03 p m
Church Training
4 03 p m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Leaning 7 00 p in
HILL.T'OP BAPTIST
10 OU • m
Sunday School
11 OD• M
Worship Service
5 30 p m
Evening Service
KIMSEY BAPTIST
11 Ou • m
Morning Worship
7 30 pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
•
BAPTIST
10 MO In
Sunday School
11 00 a m &
Preaching
4 dkp m •
7 60 pin
W•daisisday Night
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship' 11 00• m
700 p in
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2 00 p m
let Sunday
2 00 p m
ins Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 SO• m
Morning Worship
4 00 p m
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
BAPTIST
9 30 a m
Sunday School
Warship
11 00• m
NEW MT CARREL
MISSIONARY
II a• m
Morning Wor•Mp
4 OD p m
Evening Worship
NORTHIIIDE
11 (Barn
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
111 a• m
Sunday School
II CIO• rn
Preaching *dry
111 00 o or
Nightly Serene*

•. -, .it, it l•
10 1A. d M
.14,,r^.r.g A ,s,.:r
6 no pot
F.,•ning/Aurship
,1 Mt ERSITY
ii la) a m •
HMI. Cla.a.
-1A.,r•rup
to 00 a M
..
6 tio it m.
wF.ST MURRAY
ID SO a m"
Mummy Idurenip
4 00 p m
•'ening 1horship
V.11.1.16M5 CHAPEL

.
V teToR Y BAPTIST
-In On A to
"SIGT-Ical hoof
1 1 00 d ni
Morning W orship
M
• IC p a
Worship
Evening

M 11

753-6800

41.
1
rris N.11/

West View Nursing Home
••=0•POIAND

401 South 16th Street - P.O Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
•,
LOWELL K BECK
(502)753 1 304
'HON

I

Gulf

•

MURRAY GULF

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
753-9164

S. 12th & Glendale

METHODIST

.6

Southside
Shopping
759-4796
Center
of mtirray
Needs"
Printing
Today's
for
Technology
"Modern

PlIESIITTICIIIA11

•

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

'S
ROY
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy ficKendree Pharmacist
753-2380
P 1 7../a

SOUTHERN STATES
$.)
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SOW ICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

irsP1
Arbls

Ledger 81 Times

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

L "
1"...r17.7-...--.
111
46
.
.
"
'.
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Come Visit Our Showroom At
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Thornton Tile and Marble

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
506 Industrial Road
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Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-1030 a.m.
Serving lunch
10, a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
753-8841
507 N. 12th
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Pasta • Sandwiches
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Pim
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12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.
West Ky. Economy Car Center
763-8850

800 Chestnut St.

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers - Owner
733- /942
1707 W. Mein
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Churches release information about Sunday's services
Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday. May 5, as
follows:
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Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
Donald Cleaver will speak at 11
a m. and 6 p m services Sunday
School will be at 10 a m
Bethel United Methodist
Donald Cleaver will speak at 9-30
a m service Sunday School will be at
10_30 a.m
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
speak about 'Seeing the Face of God"
with scripture from I John 4.7-12 at
10.45 a.m. service. Lee Kern will direct
the music. The Chancel Choir will sing
'Speak To One Another.' Assisting will
be Carmen Garland, Barbara Pursley,_
Marie Forrester, David Poynor, Bailey
Gore, Benny Maddox, Terry Hart,
Robert Hopkins. Lynn Griffiths, Ann
McKee), Anita Poynor, Marilyn Stickler,
Charlie Williams, Don Wilson and Rob
Williams. Sunday School will be at
9-30 a m., Junior High at 430 p.m.,
Senior High at 5.30 p m and Church
Board at 7 p.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Gary Cook will be guest speaker
at 10.45 a.m. Founder's Day service.
Dan Shipley will be deacon of the
week. Stephen Littlefield, minister of
music, will sing a solo and direct the
music with Allene Knight and Richard
-Jones--es-ateempaniste.-- T --Sanctuary Choir will Sing and the Adult Handbells will play. At 7 p.m. service a discussion of Program/Facilities Presentation will be held. Saints Alive will
present a musical, "Some Golden Daybreak,' at 1:30 p.p. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m., dinner at 12 noon,
Brazil group at 3 p.m., Acteens at 4:45
p.m., Youth Choir at 5.50 p.m., Discipleship Training, GAs, RAs and Sign
Language Class at 6 p.m. and Praise
and Deacons at 8 p m.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout,
pastor, will speak about Are You
Going to Heaven?" with. scripture from
Luke 16.25 at 10:45 a m. service. The
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem,
'Awake, My Heart with Michael Buerhaus as choir director and Pat Bomba
as organist. Assisting will be Gordon
Loberger, Torn Roscoe and Ethelyn
Loberger Church School will be at
930 a m and a coffee in honor of graduates at 11:45 a m
St. John's Episcopal
The Sixth Sinday of Easter, traditionally called Rogation Sunday, will
be celebrated with the Holy Eucharist
at 8 and 1030 a.m. Fr Andre IreNathan will preside and preach,
assisted by Frank Blodgett, Randy
Johnson and Kathy Mowery. Dr. Henry
Buchaian will lead a forum on mythology gt 9:30 a.m. The annual congregation.' meeting will be at 11 -45 a.m.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
a:lout 'A Few of Many' at 11 a.m. serAce and about 'Going Back To Bethel'
at 6 p.m. service. Greg Mayall S4'al
.direct the music with April Mack and
Susan Reynolds as accompanists.
Cheryl Milner and Gunner Nance will
sing solos at morning hour. Steve
Todd and Loma Borders will sing solos
at evening hour. Assisting will be the
Rev. Steve Todd, the Rev. Randolph
Allen, Rick Beam, Brent Evans, Calvin
Todd, Max Dowdy, John Brittain,
Anthony Manning, Bob Tanner, David
Lee and Michael Cutini. Sunday
• School will be at 10 a.m and Junior
Church at 11 a.m.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Reading the Gauges' with
scripture from II Corinthians 13:1-5 at
9 a.m service and about 'A Life Worth
Living' with scripture from John
10:7-10 at 6 p.m. service. Jerry Bolls
will _direct the song service. Assisting
will be Jamie Potts, Mike Morgan, Bill
Nix, Allen McKeel, James Lee Harmon, John Paul Nix. Ronnie Sills, Jim
Ragsdale. Jerry Fulton, James Gibson, Emmanuel Manners, Hradiman
Miller, Roy Harmon and Logan Dodd
II. Bible classes will be at 10 a.m.

EEL

West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pastor, will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m
services. Alvin Usrey will, direct the
music with Brenda Wyatt and Janet
Arnold as accompanists 'Karla Blakely
will sing at morning service and Children's Choir at evening service. Stanley
Anderson will be deacon of the week
Sunday School with Philip Bazzell as
director will be at 10 a m
Immanuel Lutheran
The theme for Friendship Sunday
will be "Friends In Christ.• The Rev.
Clarence W. Helmich, pastor, will
speak at 10:30 a.m. service. _ The
Choir, directed by Cathy Mallett with
Dr. Larry Mallet and Lori Helmich as
accompanists, will sing 'What A
Friend." Assisting will be Alice Witte,
organist, and Elder Einar Jenstrom
Sunday School and Bible Class will be
at 9 30 a m
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at
9.50 a m. and 6 p m. services Bible
classes will be at 9 a.m and 5- 30 p m
Wistside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about 'Home Improvements —
A Triad for Marriage' with scripture
from Genesis 2:7-25 at 10:30 a.m. service, and about Principles for Dating
That People Never Think About" at 6
p.m. service. Tommy Scott will direct
the music with Patsy Neale and Sher-._
ma Scott as accompanists. The Adult
-Choir wilt sing -Gforious is -Thy Name'and Scott Norris will sing a solo at
morning hour. The quartet, Holy Praise
of Paris, Tenn., will sing at evening
hour. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Adult Choir practice at 5 p.m.
First United Methodist _
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor,
will speak about 'Standing Urto Life"
with scripture from Nehemiah 6:1-11 at
8:30 and 10-50 a.m. services. Acolytes
will be Jeremy Hunt and Brad Wilson
Kathleen Taylor will sing "Rock of
Ages' at 8:30. The Chancel Choir with
Debbie Tracy as director and Joan
Bowker as organist will sing an
anthem, "God Be With You 'Til We
Meet Again" at 1030. A recognition for
graduating seniors will be at later service Church School will be at 9-45
a.m., Reach-out Callers I and Junior
High UMYF at 5 p.m., Junior and
Senior UMYF dinner at 6 .m.. and
Senior High UMYF at 6:30 p.m
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, Will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 pm. services. Music will be directed by Donald'
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Teresa
Suiter as accompanists Sunday
School with Dwayne Fulkerson- as
director will be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Bill Outland as director
and Junior and Youth Choirs at 6 p m
Hazel Baptist
The Rev James T. Garland, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 630 p m
services. Mike White will be deacon of
the week. Steve Smith will direct the
music with Oneida White and Gwyn
Key as accompanists. The Choir will
sing 'Glory Medley' at morning service. Sunday School with Joe B
Adams as director will be at 9 45 a m.
and Discipleship Training with Charles.
Overcast as director at 5-30 p.m
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
speak about 'Who Needs It?' with
scripture from John 3:1-7 at 10:45
a.m. service. The Choir will sing 'The
Presence of the Lord" and 'The Lord's
Prayer" with Truman Whitfield as
director and Tommy Gaines and Kathy
Erwin as accompanists. Assisting will
be Tanny Barnes, Gary Cooper, Jimmy Osbvorne, Kenny Erwin, Janice
Nesbitt and Ann Wilson. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m., UMYF and
Bible Study at 6 p.m. and Youth and
Adult Choir Practice at 7 p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev, Don Short, evangelist, will
speak at 8:30 and 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. He will speak at 7 p.m., Monday through Wednesday. James Rose
will be deacon of the week. Kevin
Rudicil will direct the music with
Dwane Jones and Susan Jones as
accompanists. Mr. Rudicil will sing a

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

753-6779

By James H. Cain
a
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G&
INC.
753-6168

I. Home is a place where teenagers go to re-fuel.
2. To keep young, every day read a poem, hear a choice piece of
music, view a fine painting, and if possible, do a good action. Goethe
3. Dignity is one thing that cannot be preserved in alcohol.
4. If we belong to Christ, it stands to reason that everything we have
belongs to him.
5. Rivers become crooked by following the line of least resistance.
So do mcn.
6. God often prepares us for victory by a taste of despair.
7. God made the world out of nothing and as long as you think you
are something, he can't make anything out of you.

wiches
• 759-4646

WAGE
INC.

solo at morning hour and Adult Choir
will sing at evening hour. Sunday
School will be at 9- 45 a m and Adult
Choir at 515 p.m
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H. Cain, pastor.
will present the second lesson entitled
'Power (Authority) of the Word' in the
10 a m preaching/teaching session
The Rev. John Massey of Crofton will
speak at 6 p m
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 1050 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Assisting will be J.D. Outland,
deacon of the week. Graduates will be
recognized at morning service. Curt
Simmons, minister of music, will direct
the music. The Sanctuary Choir will
sing at morning hour. The ordinance of
The Lord's Supper will be at evening
hour. Sunday School will be at 9.40
a.m. and Teachers meeting, Disciple
Training, Preschool Choir, Music Makers, Young Musicians and Youth Choir
at 6 p.m.
University
Church of Christ
Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak
at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m services. Ernie
Bailey will direct the song service.
Assisting will be'Bobby Martin, Sherrill
Gargus, Danny Claiborne, Bob Melugin, Pete Waldrop, Gary Johnson, Rick
Murdock, Max Cleaver, Barry Johnson,
Ronnie Geurin, Ronald Wisehart, John
Grace, Tony Thompson, John Gallagher and Jim Darnell Bible classes will •
be- at- 9
arid --sehior banquet and._
church wide potluck at 11 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
and 8 and 11 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Sunday with Fr. Larry McBride as pastor.
Assisting will be Chris Paradise, Jason
Tidwell, Victor Fromm, Mary Alice
Cappock, Karen Balzer, Joyce Tidwell,
Mary Gertzen, Chris Buffington, Louis
Charette, Cheryl Gressler, Paul LaRock, Ruth LaRock, Simone Taylor, Bob
Taylor, Doug Lambert, Tommy Blair,
Jane Blair, Matt Westphal, Tommy
Holcomb, JOhn Whalen, Frances Whalen, Kathleen Harmon and Connie
Lampe. A cookout will follow the Sunday 5:30 p.m. Mass.
Goshen United Methodist
Chester Reeder will be guest speaker at 11 am. homecoming service.
Acolytes will be Dana Parker and Lora
Sexton. Children's Church will be
directed by Joe Lovett. Special music
will be provided. Marlene Beach will be
in - charge of the nursery. Sunday
School with Ronnie Hutson as director
will be at 10 a m and a potluck dinner
will be at 12 noon.
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. His morning topic will be
'Remember My Mercies' with scripture
from Psalms 25:7-8. Ron Pace will
direct the music with Clarice Norswothy and Janice Hays as accompanists. Assisting will be Stephen Norsworthy and Herschel Pace. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. and Choir
Practice at 5 p.m.
.
Christian Science
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each second Wednesday. Reading Room will be open
from 12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
and Saturday.
New Life
Christian Center
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. The Rev.
Karen Welch and Tony Powell will lead
praise and worship. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. The church is open
for prayer at 9 a.m.

pibtor, invites the public to attend
the services. Transportation and a
nursery will be provided.
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Grace Baptist Church, located at
617 South Ninth St., Murray, will
have revival services starting Sunday, May 5, and continuing
through Wednesday, May 8.
The Rev. Don Short will be the
speaker for services at 8:30 and 11
a.nt and 6 p.m. Sunday, and at 1
p.m., Monday through Wednesday.
The speaker has pastored two
Southern Baptist churches in Kentucky and served as vice president
of Kentucky Baptist ,Convention
1989-90. He has been in full-time
evanelistic ministry since 1980 and
averages 40 to 45 revivals each
year.
A special prayer service for the
revival, will be Saturday, May 4, at
7 p.m, at the church.:
Kevin Rudicil, music director for
Grace, will direct the music with
Dwane Jones and Susan Jones as
accompanists.
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson.

PURDOM THURMAN
& McNUTT

o 0

enter
753-885
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race revival planned

Homecoming will be at Goshen
United Methodist Church, located
on Highway 121 North at Stella, on
Sunday, May 5.
Chester Reeder of Cleveland,
Tenn., a former member of Goshen
church, will be the guest speaker at
11 a.m. service. His wife is the former Jo Ellis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Shannon Ellis of Murray.
Special music will be provided
by the Church Choir and by Randall Watts of Murray State University and Karen and Clay Harper of
Nashville, Tenn.
A potluck dinner will be served
By H.C. CHILES
following the morning worship
mation of those who had pursued the service.
Joy Of Reconciliation
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
wrong course. Paul wrote, said, and
Paul had announced his intention of
A
nursery will -be provided.
did what he fully believed was for
making a trip to Corinth, and seemtheir good, because of his great love— The public is urged to attend'the
ingly without considering the fact that
Chester -Iteder
for those who did wrong. He wanted- - worship and fellowship on Sunday.
it might become advisable for him to
them to have complete restoration to
change his plans. Later, when he
received the impression that it was the fellowship.
Lord's will for him to postpone the
II Corinthians 2:14-17.
trip, Paul did so without hesitation.
...and we try hard to give them the very best
While stressing the glorious man11 Corinthians 1:23-2:11.
insurance protection and service we can
What had transpired in his own soul ner in which God leads Christians to
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. If
was without human witness, so Paul triumph in and through Christ, Paul
you'd like to be one of our V I P 's give us a
called upon God to bear witness for referred to a successful Roman gencall
him as to why he changes his plans. eral leading his victorious troops
Dan McNutt, AA!
Reproto-otiv
The reason for the delay was due to his home. Along the way were little altars
5
desire to spare the members of the upon which incense was burned in
church. If their interest had been honor of the heroic and victorious
Auto Insurance
753-445
407 Masle St.
served best by his getting to them general, and the atmosphere was filled
promptly, Paul would have gone with the fragrant aroma. This aroma
immediately. His visit at the time served as a joyous reminder of
which he had intended would have victory and honor to the conquering
entailed severe disciplinary measures. hero and his forces, but to the captives
Paul told them that his joy was not in it signified humiliating defeat. As the
coming to them with the rod of sweet aroma of the incense permeated
correction. It was his desire to avoid the atmosphere on the occasions of
disciplining them, not that they might the triumphal processions in the long
7
prolong their abuses, but that they ago, so the sweet fragrance of the
COL4Ar ‘,4G
PA RS
might be inclined to correct them of gospel of Christ must be diffused by
PAUL
their own volition. At least, Paul His servants in these and all subsewanted to avert the exercise of his quent days.
We need to remember that Paul
apostolic authority in disciplining his
wrote second Corinthians with the
wayward converts.
There were occasions on which it hope that this epistle would establish
his apostleship beyond the possibility
was necessary for Paul to rebuke
evil-doers, but it was his practice to of a successful contradiction. From
use severity and rebuke sparingly, or the time Christ had conquered Paul on
only in those cases when there was the Damascus road, Paul had given
The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
nothing else for him to do. Paul's aim himself unstintingly to doing of his
newspaper Carrier. Your carrier must receive your payipent by
was to help or to bring about transfor- Lord's will.
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carrierS are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depeneon you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carri
soe.r..
and Other, daily specials.
1450
paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
•
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vices. Sunday School will be at 10
Mason's Chapel
a m and Church Training at 5 p m
United Methodist
Temple Hill
The Rev. Dan Leslie, pastor, will
United Methodist
speak about 'The -Shared Victory' with
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor__ scripture from I John 5 1-6 at 11 a m.
will speak at 11 a m homecoming serservice The Adult Choir will sing 'Victory In Jesus" with Karen Coles and
vice with Janna Hopkins as music
director. Sunday School with Benny, Sharon Myatt as accompanists Sunday School with Frank Coles as superHerndon as superintendent will be atintendent will be at 10 a m
10 a m , potluck dinner at 12 noon,
Flint Baptist
and gospel singing to follow
The Rev Ronnie McPherson, pasNew Mt. Carmel Baptist
tor, will speak at 11 a m service and
The Rev Sammy Cunningham. pas6.45 p.m. services Music will be
tor, will speak alit am and 6 pm
directed by Bill Miller at II a.m. and
services Sunday School with Russell
Darren Chapman at 6 45.p.m service.
Moss as superintendent wilt be at 10
Gina Brandon and Karon Johnson will
am
be accompanists all Miller will be
Russell Chapel
deacon of the week Sunday School
United Methodist
will be at 10 a m and Discipleship
The Rev Calvin Clark. pastor, will
Training with Edward Chapman as
speak at 9 45 a m. service with Red
director at 6 p m
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
sinking Spring Baptist
Brown as pianist. Sunday School will
The Rev. Terry Sills will speak at 11
be at 10:45 am.
a m. service and the Rev Jack Jones
New Providence Baptist
at 7 p m service Michael Milby will
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
'direct-The music with Laura Paschall
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m services
and Rhonda Lamb as accompanists
Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Sunday School will be at 10 a m.
Independence
Hardin Baptist
United Methodist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pasThe Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
tor, will speak at 8.30 and 10:30 a.m.
will speak at 10 a.m. service (note
and 6 p m_ services. Max Lawrence
change in time today) with Richard
will be song leader with Martha Lou
Dowdy as song leader and Patricia
Lassiter as pianist. Sunday School
Lawrence and Sheila Clark as accomwith Howard Coy as superintendent: panists Sunday School will be at 9.30
will be at 11 a.m
am

Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. an 6:30 p.m. services W A Erwin will direct the music
with Gala Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists. Sunday School with
Lewis Warner as superintendent will
be at 10 a m and Children's Church at
11 am
Coldwater United Methodist
Dr Robert Farless, interim pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. service with Rex
Smith as song leader and Jimmy Wilson as pianist Sunday School with
T C. Hargrove as director will be at 10
a.m.
Murray Church of God
Dale Robinson, pastor, will speak at
11 a.m and 6 p.m. services Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 2:45 p.m service Bible
Study will be at 2 p.m
Ferguson Springs Baptist •
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
Vivian Stom as accompanist. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clore, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will direct the
music with Faye Childress as pianist.
Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
director will be at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Mark Hardison will direct the music.
Sunday School with Marty Futrell as
director will be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Ricky Stewart as director
will be at 6 p.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
with Edwina Petrie as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The pastor, the Rev. Thomas E.
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a.m. service.
Diana Tatlock will direct the music with
Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and UMYF at 5 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services,
Bobby Manning will direct the music
with Marge West and Jennifer Culp as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m
Lynn Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor, will
speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Judy Kelso
will be organist. Sunday School will be
at 10:30 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 pm. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. service with
Donald Williams as song leader and
Dean Stephenson as pianist. Sunday
School with Jerry Lassiter as superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. ser-
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Poll: most Kentuckians
showed support of troops
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
About two-thirds of Kentuckians
tied a yellow ,ribbon or flew a yellow flag for U.S. troops serving in
the ,Persian Gulf, according to a
poll released today.
But far fewer people attended
rallies or participated in more
active tributes to the soldiers fighting against Iraq, according to the
latest Bluegrass State Poll by The
Courier-Journal.
The poll, which surveyed 812
adults, found that only 17 percent
attended rallies or meetings held to
nack the soldiers. But only 5 per:en: of those answering the poll
sald they displayed signs or sym- --tvois---or attended rallies and meetrigs aga:nst the war.
More tian half of the poll
7condents said they flew the
flag during the conflict
,Lipport, including nearly,
.•.e 11 percent who told the
opposed the war.
-•,•4;:r
E. only 16 percent of those
,Tt,oseti Said they openly-displayed
'o

percent of the

respondents said they approved of
the decision to go to war with Iraq.
But only 58 percent Of those said
they flew the nation's flag.
Fifty-six percent of white people
said they had flown the American
flag during the crisis, compared
with 40 percent of AfricanAmericans. And blacks were more
likely than any other demographic
group to say they displayed signs
or symbols showing opposition to
the war — 14 percent compared to
about 4 percent'overall.
But blaeks were just as likely as
whites to say they displayed yellow
ribbons. They also reported attending support rallies as much as
Whitt people.
Rural Kentuckians generally said
they had shown yellow ribbons or
attended pro-troop rallies than
those who live in the state's •five
most urban counties — Campbell,
Boone, Kenton, Fayette and
'
effe
Jrson...
April 9-15,
conducted
poll,
The
is a margin of error of 3.4 percentage points.

GOTT
DR.
by Peter Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT My doctor has tients who are medicated for other
reasons
prescribed Allopurinol for my gout
In contrast. allopurinol (Zy4op4m)
I m --rellictant to take the medication
because of the side effects outlined in actually blocks the formation of uric
the information sheet Is there a safer acid It is the preferred treatment for
hyperuricemia and is given once a
drug to use"
DEAR HEADER To begin with. day_in increasing doses, until the
gout not only affects the joints (caus- blood uric acid level falls to normal
ing acute painful arthritis). it also Although side effects are uncommon
causes kidney damage Therefore, if they can be severe (bone marrow deyour doctor recommends treatment pression. liver failure and kidney
for your gout. you should heed his or malfunction) Other complicationsinher advice, The question then, is clude rash, fever painful Joints, angina. nausea, nerve damage. malaise
which drug would be appropriate.
Hyperuricemia(elevated blood uric and clotting disorders, most of these
acid) the cause of gout. should be side effects are reversible if the drug
treated if there is arthritis, a history is stopped
While your concerns about allopuriof kidney 'disorder such as uric acid
stones) or a blood level exceeding 12 nol have a sound basis. I urge you to
milligrams per deciliter (regardless share them with your physician The
of symptoms)
risk of NOT taking prescribed mediOrdinarily either of two drugs 1,s.. cine for your gout may exceed the
used for this purpose Prdbenecid risks of taking. it In your case, proBenemidi .incrrases- the excretion of benecid may be a suitable alternative
uric acid It is given two or three Your dor-tor can advise you
To give you more information. I am
times a day and is quite safe. causing
sending you a free copy of my Health
stomach irritation and rash in on,ly,
who
small number of patients Probertecid• Report Gout Other readers
25
interferes with the metabolism of Would like a copy should send $I
many other drugs such as penicillin. ptss -a long self-addressed stamped
Cleveanalgesics. Coumadin ;an anti-coagu- envelope to 110 Box 91369.
men
to
sure
Be
44101-3369
OH
land.
Therers
tranquilize
lant; and Somefore, it must be used cautiousty in pa- tion the title

COMPARE MY RATES
On
-Life •Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
•Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt. AAI
753-4451

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407

Maple St.

Opening in May!

Premiere
Health and Fitness Club
CALL 759-9999
Loca(ed III Uni‘erv.it.v Squat(' N. 1211) tit.

1 Do Science

People helping people

Arizona hosts 700 year-old
American Indian catacombs

ter look at an ancient world.
The Mogollons laid stones across
Asseclatod Press Writer
gaps in fissures of the volcanic
rock in cave-like areas halfway up
SPRINGERVILLE, Ariz. —
the bluff, creating the vaulted
Where archaeologists see the
chambers that are the catacombs.
unique discovery of 700-year-old
In 1911 an archaeologist identiAmerican Indian catacombs, local
fied the ruin as "a large and disofficials also see a future national
tinctive site." In 1948 it was desigpark and rivers of tourists spending
nated a national historic site.
money to see it.
"As kids we used to play in the
an
of
"We are the proud parents
Silva said. "We used to
caverns,"
treasury,"
national
the
to
addition
said Gordon Howe-, economic deve- call them "las cuevitas (the little
lopment director for this town of caves)."
One room that once may have
1,852 people in eastern Arizona 14
miles from the New Mexico state contained human remains is reached by climbing through the rocks
line.
and down a 10-foot hand-hewn
The windswept 15-acre Casa
wood-and-rawhide ladder. It's
conhillside
a
on
complex
Malpais
tains the first reported Indian about 50-feet long and 20-feet
underground burial chambers in the deep, with many crannies and
United States. Discovery of the nooks.
Phoenix-based archaeologist
catacombs was
are
service
of
rock-enclosed
volunteer
hours
for
honored
recently
MCCH volunteers
W. Hohmann, who assessed
John
of
meeting
a
at
pictured above (from left): Corinne McNutt, volunteering 14 years reported last week
the
n
site
for the town, said the goal
America
of
Society
volunteerthe
LaFollette,
Irma
(2000 hours), Muriel Wright (1500 hours),
of any development will be "to
Archaeology.
ing 21 years (1500 hours) and Marjorie Crass (1500 hours). Pictured
Howe estimates a national park protect the catacombs and the
in the back row (from left to right) Margaret Boyd (1400 hours),
Harold
national monument could bring deposits within," to seal and pre(1100
hours),
or
Nix
Mae
Audit
hours),
George Paradise (1500
in $3 million to $5 million annual- serve them, with no excavation,
Eversmeyer (1000 hours), Louyena Coy (1100 hours) and Stella Evers
mapping or photography of burial
ly from tourism.
(1300 hours).
"We want to see it move for- material or associated artifacts.
This policy is intended to respect
ward. We want to develop it as a
major tourist attraction and protect Indian beliefs. In addition, federal
the integrity of it," Mayor Dennis law prohibits disturbing or taking
remains from Indian burial sites.
Silva said Wednesday.
•
Higher on the bluff, archaeoloThe site currently belongs to the gists have uncovered the stone
state and the city warns to buy it walls of a kiva, or ceremonial.
but no figurekhave been disclosed. meeting room one and a half unitsState Land Commissioner M.J. in a pueblo, a series of -dwelling ,
Hassell, meanwhile, is working
and 'work rooms resembling a twoultimately to obtain federal •status
story apartment...4.,
for Casa Malpais, as a park or
Archoeolokist- Christopher
,
monumert, Silva
Adams pointed gut a depression in
d
State - grants'areeadyhave
the.- poeb.4,41Oor:Ao- said was 'a
for security tb protee,Lthe_Jae from. "firspox"'utted .1% cooking and
'Object*. heal.
vandals and to' get
started. Goy.A. Fiff Syviington will
,Artifacis ,already tiscdmrd in
e, site gq•., 401...•
fuins,1 wbith- Mar inclusie -as
,dedicattethNf
'The ruins amid fiVvoicanic
-Itsiv400 -rooms, inc I ude:bone
1414-s, otper ceramics and
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un
°
j)
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, laeik
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.,,
'
4
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. is_In underround- ciaapther- with a
are: IN innie.LOVe(700 hours), Nell Smith (600 hours),Genetta Feltner ,.. and two milesiontwest of Spring,
(800 hours), Doris Alexander 1800 hours) and *Hazel Beale, a .volun-- •eville. It qverlooks rplling,jrasSy ,. masonry wall.,ind .:perfectedly
leer of 15 years (800 hturs). Back row (left to right) Jo 'Mathis (400 .. hills- 7,011) feet .above.,.f-sevleV 73.',.. preserved witinden'To.oftng
hours), Clolis Brown 1560 hours).:.Louise Brooks $500--hoursr and -• ,..:,.1".jae ctitacorbs-first'explatt- . ; tatals,...V- A
.-4.-.- There Oto are weather-carved
•
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,ArttraeolbstteiVit4 war.e,
Roberta Ward (500 hours).
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..use4_
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fissults.
lion) nasal.
inditris WhearlAcy lived in theideiSat‘ve spiraling through a vertral
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Gallastikhad•been at the jail for
A'
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP),
He
was
trans.tipurs.
three
about.
'
the
from
escape
man's
LaCenter
. „.
ferred fr,om MeCrickeh-County and.
Ballard County Jail was his third
Ballard
in
to
appear
scheduled
,Wa.S.
year.
this
jail break in two states
Robert E. Galusha. Jr., 19, Was 'Circuit Court Thursday ruoming.qn
charged with felony second-degre„e„ an alleged parole violation:orbit
Galusha was-..convicted In Balescape after the breakout
• SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) _rocket fuel was hurled into
lard Circuit, Court Oct. r8 on-two — The Discovery's crew attached a - this morning. It was supposed to go
Wednesday.
Galusha, who claims the nick- counts' of third-degree burglary and "Star Wars" research satellite to - out late Thursday, then early today,
name of Houdini, said he broke off two counts of theft. His -20-year the shuttle's mechanical arm today .- but was delayed while controllers
sentence was4)robated.
a metal plate from the jail door and
to eAtend it into space for more tracked the paths of the -two spent
McCracken
the
'from
escaped
He
h.
13-inc
by
squeezed through an 8rocket fuel observations and other canisters already in orbit. NASA
Illinois
from
and
January
in
jail
in
door
wanted to make sure the containers
side
a
out
walked
opening,
tests.
February.
snatched the would not come too close to the
the back of the jail and climbed a sheriff's officials in
astronauts
The
"He's slick as a damn eel,", Bal- satellite from orbit Thursday after shuttle.
10-foot fence.
tphe contents of the third canister
Authorities captured him two lard County Jailer Horace Arivett the craft, flying free in space for 38
hours later near the Ballard - said of Galusha was. "We should hours, studied exhaust plumes and were to be discharged late this
have handcuffed him to the toilet." rocket fuel sprayed into space. The afternoon and observed by the
-McCracken line.
4,200-pound satellite goes out satellite on the shuttle arm. The
again today, but will stay attached craft also was to observe the Earth
this time to the 50-foot mechanical and the shuttle.
Scientists for the Strategic
arm extended into space.
Initiative, better known as
Defense
The tests are designed to help
are ecstatic over the
Wars,"
"Star
system
defense
a
build
The Wednesday the group hopes to scientists
- PADUCAH, Ky. (A134
so far and the
findings
satellite's
incomdestroy
and
track
could
that
Antique Quilt Show and Sale has send more than 28 people to colprogram direcsaid
data,
of
quality
ing enemy missiles.
raised more than S30.000 in scho- lege this fall.
Discovery closed in on the $94 tor Howard Stears.
larship money.
"Already, they are beginning to
million satellite Thursday after the
The Rotary Education Assistance
The event, sponsored by the
results and they are seeing
s
produce
experiment
known as REAP, is over- first round of elaborate
Paducah Rotary Club took in Program,
the crew phenomena they did not expect.
and
,
selects
that
a
completed
committee
by
was
seen
S15,228 in gross receipts last week.
on financial need. snared it with the shuttle's robot It's very exciting," Stears said
After expenses, the money is com- recipients based
today.
They must be people who don't arm.
bined with donations.
In two rocket propellant observaIn preparation for the final propfor other -assistance or are
Shirley Hoy, executive director qualify
test today, a third canister of tions completed Thursday, the
ellant
borrow
money.
to
unable
of both the club and the show, said
shuttle, satellite and fuel canisters
whirled around the world in formation. While the canister spewed
fuel, the satellite captured the
events with infrared sensors and
television cameras.
Earlier, the satellite watched the
orbiter's exhaust plumes as the
astronauts guided Discovery
through a series of fancy flip-flops
never performed before by a
shuttle.
Two cartwheels were executed
Thursday when the two craft were
miles apart, while tests
just I
were conducted Wednesday at a
distance of 6.2 miles. The first flip
was delayed nine hours because the
got stuck in the wrong
satellite
Grilled Chicken Breast
position.
Pentagon scientists need infrared
readings of exhaust plumes and
gases and chemicals in space to
develop sensors that could track
'nch Fries: Salad and Roll
and detect missiles. The types of
gases used in the tests are potential
for warheads and are
camouflage
Come & Check Out Our Other Daily Special
believed to have been deployed by
other countries, said Michael Harrison, director of the spacecraft
project.
In the first propellant test, 15
pounds of rocket fuel spurted out
of a canister and formed a bright
vapor cloud.
By ARTHUR H. ROTSTEIN

,en
. .COunti•!-.'iaetwe
LaCenter man escapes from Baliar
Jail, making his third jail krealciliii year'

Discovery astronauts snatch
Star Wars research satellite

Quilt show raises more than S30,000 for scholarships

$599

D

iagnosing, pinpointing and repairing problems
with today's automobit9s requires good thinking
and problem solving skills Computers and other
electronic devices are important tools in my work
From auto service technicians to research
scientists, technology is changing the way
Kentuckians work
Wayne McGee - Precision Transmission
Pacludah, Kentucky

THE KIENTI;CICY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY -COUNCIL,INC.
-Creating Opportunities Through Science and recbtadogy'
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Staff Excellence Awards
ceremony set for May 6
The categories are: secretarial/
A ceremony at Murray State University to present eight Staff Excel- clerical; general; physical plant; and
lence Awards and to recognize 116 'executive/managerial/professional.
staff -members for length of service - Service pins and certificates will be
and: 17 who arc retiring is scheduled presented to members of the staff who
are observing -1-5, 20,25,. 30 and 35
Monday, May 6.
To begin at 10 a.m..in the auditor- years of service, Those recognized for
ium of the Wrather West Kentucky 5 and 10 years of service will receive
Museum, the program will conclude certificates.
Members of Staff Congress who
wit the announcement of the Staff
Excellence Award winners by Dr. will complete terms in that organization in June will be recognized by
Ronald 'J. Kurth, president.
Each recipient will be presented a Debbie Wagoner, president.
pr. James L. Booth, provost and
$540 casfraward through the program
established by the board of regents in vice president for academic and stu196.'Two Stan xcejlence Awards dent affairs, will assist Kurth in
wilt be given-in eaCt of tour categia: -- presiding darinf the awards- eereries as represented in Staff Congress. nony.
By GARY LARSON
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SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
A new car for Dad? An after-school job for Sis? There's
something for everyone in the Classified section —
where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
and economically! Whether you're buying. . . selling.
. it all adds up to
looking for employment

TO BID
The Calloway County
Board of Education
request bids on furniture for East Callerway
County Elementary
School to be submit-'
ted on or before 1:30
p.m., May 15, 1991.

The Murray Ledger & Times
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Notice
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Notice
* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change '24.95

eather-carved
heshlft
r;h a vertnal
re bluff, teatit:s ton. Tht
5 is a corndirections.

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

Gun
.. . Sale
Hand guns.. 8, long
guns.

Sat., May 4th
9-5 p.m.
Rain or Shine!
-Hwy. 280 approx.
2 mi. on 94E.
753-8738

Call 753-1916
JO-AN'S Varieties on the
square is opening a do-dad
corner. Glass and collectables. Check it out, you

may find what you want.
753-9569.

.40ELE

latch
llite

Wet T-Shirt
Contest
Fri. May 3rd
Must wear while TShirt. Starts at 9 p.m.
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A TV SHOW.
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12 Arabian
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.
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Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court Bank of Murray
Plaintiff, Versus William Doughty and Wife, Elizabeth Doughty of Calloway
and U.S. of America Defendant.
- NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 90-CI-305
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the March 4, term thereof 1991, in the above cause, for the sum of
FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY-SEVEN AND .64/100
DOLLARS plus interest at the rate of 12.50% from August 21, 1990, until date of
judgment;plus $40.50 for 1988 taxes plus interest and penalties;$36.68 for 190-9
Plus interest and penalties; $28.65 for 1990 plus interest and penalties; $271.80
plus interest from November 30, 1990; $2,430.01 plus interest from November
30, 1990, all until paid and its costs therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray,Kentucky,to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 7th day of May, 1991, at 10:00 am,or thereabout, for cash, the
_ progeny, to- w it:
folloNNIips„Jte.
Being licated in the Sithwest quarter of section 35. Township 3, Range
5, East and being better described as follows:
Beginning at a point, the corner of Avery-Madrey farm, and at the west
edge of the L & N Railroad right-ckf..w.ay; thence West 450 feet along the
edge if an old roadway and along the line that separates Grantor's property
from Madrcy to a corner post; thence in a Northeasterly direction 90 feet
to a corner post; thence East - 410 Feet to a corner post and the right-ofway of said railroad; thence South 45 Feet to the point of beginning.
And being the same property conveyed to William Doughty and wife,
Elizabeth Doughty by deed dated February 29. 1988, of? record on
Micro-film in Deed Book 171, Page 3020, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until paid and having the
force and effect of ajudgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Jean Miller
Master commissioner.
Calloway Circuit Court
INVITATION TO BID
THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF THE
. CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY WILL ACCEPT BIDS FOR THE PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF ONE. ABOVE-GRCIUND
MOTOR TRUCK SCALE AND ASSOCIATED
ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR THE CITY
LANDFILL SPECIFICATIONS ON THESE
ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT ARE AVAILABLE AT
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE 5TH AND POPLAR STREETS. MURRAY,KENTUCKY. SEALED BIDS ARE TO BE SO MARKED AND IN
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE BY I. P.M.
TUESDAY, MAY 21, 11991.
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41 Exist
42 Morsel
44 Armed
conflict
45_ "Nightmare"
Street
47 Wheel tooth
49 Pigpen
51 "My
Favorite —'
54 Baker's
product
56 Ocean
58 "Little
Pi994359 Stammer
62 Lincoln
'nickname
64 Baseball pos.
,65 Rubber tree
66 Have on
one's
person
68 Small rugs
70 Seine
71 Stupefy
72 Music: as
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FACE BRICK
Prices Start At

'131V sr
VOWELL &
SON INC.
Mania, TN 587-3:21

Bluegrass Downs
Paducah Flea Market
Saturdays & Sundays
Now thru Oct 27
Dealers I customers welcome

TWO homes to.be removed
from present sites at 201
South Eighth Street and
721 Poplar Street. Will sell
to highest bidder. Time limit
on removal. For more infor
mabon call or see administrator,' Murray-Calloway
Co. Hospital. 762-1101.

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
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crossword puzzle.
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1 Danger
2 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
3 Greek letter
4 Hesitate
5 Printer's
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6 —
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410
Help
Wanted

Lease Fos Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Siverado Pickup,
reseed *109474 130531mc
Cal Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Ti,, Tine k licerra
48 Me Closed End Lease
025
•••••••••

•

•

Personals
DISCOUNT LUXURY
CRUISE Fla ,o Bahamas,
$21900 Per Couple 5
daysitnights Hotel paid
We overbought. YOU save
supply
Limited
404 926-3751
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adyiser can
help through all(problems
--Call fat aPactintment
502 554 7904
060
-

Help .
Wanted -

•

ASSEMBLERS Excellent
inoome to assemble pro
ducts from your home
504 646 1700 Dept
P2021
AUTO frame machine op
erator 759 4782 days
489 2255 nights
AVON neecl 10 repesen
tatrves Frue make-up filell•
puler tor those Who qualitS
Cali ffut details 753 u1 -1
AVON Representatives
needed $8-515 luts Door
to door optional- Delayed
billing for Kt Free gift As
sist M.1-800-866224.3

supply and
'EARN EXTRA INCOME' ON GOING art
for sale
business
frame
weekly
Earn $200-$500
Excel
campus
MSU
near
mailing 1991 Travel broto establish
chures For more informa- lent opportunity
business for a
tion send a stamped your own
investment and have
addressed envelope to A-1 small
Box little or no competition MLS
Travel. P 0
2857 Contact Kopperud
Miami
South
4.0780- B1
Realty -753-1222
FL 33143
140
NON SMOKING babysitter
Want
for 3 children, in city limits
To Buy
753 8060
by the piece or
NOW hiring in housekeep- ANTIQUES
Call 73 9413
collections
ing department Must apply
after 5pm
in person at Shoneys Inn
for mobile home
PART TIME help sell CASH
$7
$12 each We vedi
fires
Christmas Around The
527 2932
remove
World No deliveries No
collecting Free kit training, JUNK cars and trucks
own hours weekly pay 437-4087
checks 753 1087
USED and antique hunt
LOCAL auto dealer needs ture glass tools quilts
in
Work
office person
901 642 6290
cludes answering tele
USED chain- +ink fencing
phone, bookkeeping typ
Cal
mg AR/AP vehicle title Need about 50 yards
processing Send resume Ann at 435 4425
or job qualifications to po WOULD like to buy size 16
Box 1040P Murray Ky
maternity clothes for sum
42071
mar wear tall atter 4pm
759 9778
PREP cook lady a wanted
Job pays $4 50 per hour
150
Please apply el• person at
Articles
Majestic Royale Holiday
For Sale
Inn
REASONABLE and de
pendable babysitter'
needed in Stella or Murray
area Afternoon shift Re
tefences required
753-7303
DE-L, HELP NEEDED
se e-ce oreterrec to.,•
.- ecessary Aocer

BACK by popular demand
House of Lloyd Party plan
hiring supervisors for your
area No investment Call
1 8010 2642'66
EXPERIENCED waitress
needed No phone calls
pease Apply in person
Mon Fri 2pm 5prn Mates tic Royale Holiday Inn Hwy
641S Murray

Business
Opportunity

OWENS r000
if-MARKET
Ky.
•

•

090
Situation
Wanted
HAVE opening for chid
care any shift $35 per
week 1 block Iron, MCCH
759-1586

16cu h freezer powder
table mirrors 2 prom dres
ses 753 4520
1 978 FORD LTD Nevi
fires new vinyl top Very
1967
good condition
Chevy short stepside hit in
front end Good engine
Good parts 1411 Moore
craft boat 151ie Evinrude
Depth tinder 2 seats**
•
436 5648
1969 MODEL 8500 Poutan
chain saw $250 OBO
489 2497
BASKETBALL football
and baseball cards 7594543 after 4pm
ENSURE Liquid Nutrition
$20-case Have 11 cases
sacrifice $15,per case for
all 901 642 8055

CHRISTOPHER S OINS 2BR duplex in Westwood
is expanding' We now offer $295/mo 759-4406
stamps and stamp supplies
NICE 31or move and--mi- -along with silver dollars
Mgerator furnished, cenprod l sets, U S and foreign
tral heaVair Hall et- the •
coons and coin supplies
utilities $450/mo. cl6P010
great
are
stamps
and
Coins
EquIpmeat
No pets 105 N 16th
make
also
they
hobbies,
753-1953 days, 753 0870
1953 GOLDEN Jubilee wonderful gifts and invest
nights
tractor Plow, disk, ciAtiva
merits Visa us today at Me
tor $3500 492-8399
NOW renting extra large
Ox Yoke Antique Store
FORD 501 mower with 7tt (Hazel) Treasure House 2br Water furnished
$315,mo 753 3530 after
blade Good condition Call and Book Rack (Murray)
the Mercantile (Aurora)and 3Pni
435 4436
the Book Shelf (Pans) We
s for
WOODS RU 59' 3 hitch buy coins and stamps and TAKING application
section 8 rent subsidized
finishing mower 492 8411
appraise estates
apartments 1, 2 IL 3 bed502 753-4161
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
200
or call
pickup or we Hardin, Ky
TOPSOIL
Sports
753 0277 or 5024.37-4113 EHO
deliver
Equipment
759-1090 Welch Sand and
UNIVERSITY view condo
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo,
style apartment 2br, cenKy
tral HA. applianees. microwave $400/mo 753-8096,
TOP Soil, good nch did
Ideal for yards and plant 753-2633
beds 759-1828 753 2446
340
Bogard Trucking & ExcaHouses
vating Inc
For Rent
WOODEN storage buildPar 3 Golf Course
ings 8x 16 starts at $1095, 2BR 501 N 6th $225/mo,
$200 deposit No pets
1016 $142450, 12x24
Golf Carts
759 9549
$2395 Other sizes avail
Lighted
able Acree Portable Build
2BR frame house Air, fireDriving Range
ings 502 247 7631
places garage Large livingroom and kitchen lrrie
Miniature Golf
east of Murray 5250/mo
Softball &
with $200 security deposit
Baseball
753-0089

WATERBED super single
mirrored headboard, side
rals $150 753-6684

.

mem
.

Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

753-1152

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Invest)
gabons Southside Shop
ping Center. Suite 8102
Murray, 753-2641
SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice, supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Gall 1800-248 4.319

MURRAY KY

•I•

270

RALEIGH mountain bike
164 in frame $1000 in$450 OBO
vested
753 6571 ask for Dave

Noble
Roan For Sib

1-2x60 TRAILER for sale on
$6000
GOLF clubs (miens and wo- A acre lot
rnens) Mens Palmer Ax- '4354112
iom irons (sw 3 iron) lyr
1991 14x50. 2br 1 bath
old also women s Power
Total electric W, D hookup.
bolt countess irons (PW 3
underpinned Located Riviiron). For more information
era Cts. Lot 7 389-0141,
call Tim at 753-8355 dunng
day or 753 5904 at night 24ft PERRY -travel tiaifei,
self contained, skirted, insulated underpinned Ex210
cellent condition brick paFirewood
tio. privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94.
A FIREWOOD for sale
DOUBLEWIDE Avallable
4.374&67 .
June 1st 2br 1 bath $3000
WOOD for sale 753-9745 down and take over pay
ments Possible owner fi
220
nanong Days 527 1987
evenings 354-6335
Musical

2BR stove refrigerator
lmi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489-2440,
AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
brick, central H/A ap
pliances $500/mo, 'depo
sit Coleman RE 753-9898

4 Party
Garage Sale
Rain- or Shine
506 Blair
May 3 & 4
Fri. & Sat.

pictures,
Formals,
curtains,
mirrors,
bedspreads, blankets, lamps, chair,
fashion
rugs, old
wash board, luggage. mini blinds,
bed & throw pillows,
tone teletouch
phone, place mats
all colors, napkins &
napkin rings. T.V.
bed room chair, tier
table, radio, quality
clothes, workman's
hand .tools. electric
heater.

NEWLY redecorated 920
N 18th 2br. central H/A,
appliances No pets
Deposit/
$450/mo
references required
753 1266
NICE 2br 1 bath Gas heat
refrigerator and stove W/D
hookup 606 Sycamore
Available May 11th
$350imo plus deposit No
pets 753-1772

Many misc. Items.'

Carport
Sale

WIL7

s
We represent several top rated companie
ben
to give you the best possil?le rates,
ells. and service
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

7 companies
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
companies
_6
CE
INSURAN
HOME
NURSING
•

7'•••7••'!

•

,

ea
•

CANCER INSURANCE

3 afraparues

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

of
Please call us the next time you need any
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinaville Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray, Ky
"Oar 29th year of service"

Sat., May 4th
6:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
121 North to Hwy.
783 S. turn left. 1
mile on right side.

404 & 406 S.
12th Street
.,eMiaf
ISnastid
4ths
yrain
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

2 Party
Yard Sale
Fri & Sat.
8 til 5

2 miles West of

Kirksey on Hwy
464.
In case of rain
cancel til next week.

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

1715 Oak Hill Dr.
Sat., May 4, 1991
8 a.m.-?
Washer dryer 4x12
swimming poet w/
equipment large rolls
of carpet vaimatching
curtains, ladies, mens
& children clothing,
miscellaneous items,
childrens bikes & tricylots of other
cle
household items

Sat., May 4th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Murray Art
- Guild'
103 N. 6th
Multi-party. LOIS of
misc. Many oriental
items Something for

8 a.m.-?
1701 Olive
Something
for everyone.

Of

Garage
Sale
1616 Magnolia
7:30-11:00
Saturday

121 S. to Meadow
Acres.
(;reen
Watch for signs
Ladies 3-speed bike,
dehumidifier; - - oven,
wood planer. ladies
clothes 'lots] of misc.

Little girls and
boys clothes men
women
and
clothes, toys and
size 8 wedding
dress

Broad.
Sat. 8-?
May. 4

Arts, crafts, knickknacks, home glade
quilts, clothing all
sizes.

Giant Six Party
Garage Sale
Rain or Shine
Sat. May 4
8 - a.m..?
-Hwy 641
31/2 Miles
South Something For
Everyone

•
'•• .4

40. 404. te.
•
4
•.
'••;•
5
.,

Fri., May 3 &
Sat., May 4
8-6
1.101 Story

ert)
Es

A 12 speed bike, all
sites of clothes, toys,
hooks,'atari game and
dishes/
cartridges,
glassware, sheets and
bedspreads, TV. and
lots more.
Cancel in Case of Rain

Maple dining table,
antique chair, 100
aquarium w/
gat
stand, truck tool box
4. mat, glassware.
many more items.

Garage Sale

3
iirli
.1‘,1

7Si

2
sh.,1
Soo
4111

1.0
Ism

Yard Sale

Sat., May 4th
7:00 a.m.
oy D r.
looyvRd.
N. to tBoalc
121
1
block
4th house on right.
Couch, love seat 2
recliners. corner cabinet, chest, other furniture, 15 ft camper
trailer, 2 wheel metal
trailer, cabinet sewing
machine, quilt tops.
clothes, and lots misc

Fri. & Sat.

KEI

isht
wal
doL
Mu!
abk

1st. trailer on
right past J.D.
Tractor on 641
South.
books,
Furniture,
toys, clothes, shoes &
iunk.
4

4 Party
Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

305 S. 11th
Sat. 8-?
No Early Sales

Humane Society
Benefit
Sat., May Cr'
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
713 Farmer Ave.

Glassware, some
antiques, dolls,
new craft items,
supplies, craft
many misc items.

Yard Sale
First of the Season
Saturday, May 4
1402A HIllwood
Behind Cain's AMC
Jeep
7.00 am..?
. Rain or Shine
Otiots. bo 000 gassware
dishes, fishing gear,
mois, cnest, sofa, tabtes,
aid chars, lamps, exercise bike, lawnmower,
stereo turntable. weights.

Gigantic Yard Sale
Saturday, May 4th
9 a.m. until 3 p.m.
One mile East on Highway 94
Eastwood Christian Academy
Clothing (all sizes), high chair, play pen.,4
Baldwin upright piano, Kingsburg Cabinet
Grand Piano. crafts, wood shutters for
inside, what nots, many miscellaneous
Items.

Garage
Sale

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
PUBLIC AUCTION SALE
MISCELLANEOUS STATE-OWNED
PROPERTY_
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS
KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK
ROUTE 1 BOX 522
HARDIN, KENTUCKY
FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1991
9 A.M. (CENTRAL TIME)
-Mattresses, Springs, Couches,-Chairs - Beds,

Sat., May 4th
1505 Beckett
Drive ,
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Left handed golf
electric
Clubs,
typewriter,
clothes & lots of
household items

Moving
Sale

Garage
Sale

Fri., May 3rd
Sat., May 4th
827 Camelot Dr.

Sat., May 4th
7:30-3:30 p.m.
1 mile out 94E in Maplewood . Estates.
Watch for signs.
Too. box books har bows
ave mower. strap ape!,
men worrier children
clothes. craft tens, bikes.
answering machine, china,
baby items, boom box.

Kong size 6 drawer
waterbed 8 trio art sem.
moboniess mattress orass
KS headboard, anteue
china cabinet. rose Lazy
boy recliner. Mikasa china.
gssaway mac items,
cloths

;

:7) • - •-or, • , )
::,#•"14 •-••
1r
•
•
-• Pe-,

3E11
mo
Sh4
ne4

Yard Sale
Sat. May 4th
8-2
1504 Henry St.

Apartment
Yard Sale'

on

KO
fen
Re
wird
ho
75
1-E
711

3 Party
Yard Sale
Sat. May 4th
7-1

Cancelled it-rains.

Southside Manor
Apts. off' Glendale

BO
Sa
Flo

everyone

t/urniture, Table's, Chests, Lamps, Vacuums,
Lockers, TV's, Drapes, Air Conditioners,
Blankets, Stove, Refrigerator, Dining Room
Equipment, Doors, Heaters, Mirrors, Carpet,
Bed Spreads (6) Vehicles
Many More Items
All Citizens Welcorne''

Full payment at sale. Cash
Checks Acceptable with proper ID.
FIN: 91-095
AUCTIONEER: Dick. Bryan

TERMS:

•

•ir•-• •, •,t

^

Watch for signs
Lotsof linens, furCrafts,
niture.
flower pots.

Yard Sale

Sat. May 4th

Contad Video De
618420388

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock 2BR large basement apartment MD hookup, stove/
1cu ft bag only $150 ea
160
Black rock 50-b bag $1 50 refrigerator Some furniNome
ea We also have sanitized ture Close to shops and
Furnishings
5200/mo
play sand 501b bag only campus
753 8248
COUCH chair ottoman $2 19 and Lawn Lome 40lb
flowered earth/ones rOund -bag only $2 39 ea Coast to A BRAND new brick duCoast Hardware 753 8604
glasstop cocktail table
plex 2br a/c gas heat, all
436-2284 _.
s No pets
appliance
for
building
LARGE storage
4703
DINING table. 2 chairs rent $150/mo Gall after 753-7688 Or 759
nights
5100. library table $150 6pm. 753 2031
759 1955
PATIO stones 2'e8'x16' FURNISHED apartments,
182 bedroom
KITCHEN or dining_ table_ _gray or rad OW as. Also efficiency
rooms Also
and 4 chairs Glass top with 2's12'squire or hexagonal and Sleeping
Zimmersolid oak trim Rectangle patio stones gray or red just renting for May
man Apts S 16th St
3"x5 Excellent condition $1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving 753-6609
$250 753-4477 aber 3pm
stones for 55e ea and 18' NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
OPEN Hearth furniture
square brickfaced patio
auto opener,
couch and 2 chairs otto- stones $3 69 Coast to Garage with
appliances plus microwave
man,(country blue), coffee Coast Hardware 753-8604
furnished $450/mo lyr
table $309 753-4422
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug- lease Northwood Dr No
SOMA queen size gets 2ai ft bag only $2 59 pets 753-2905
waterbed $300 life time ea Top sod 40Ib bag just
warranty Cal 753-2367 at
NICE 1,2,3br apartment.
$1 79ea Potting soil 40th
ter 4pm weekdays
bag only $1 99 ea 'A/so Furnished, new cempus.
or Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
UPHOLSTERED colonial 1gal size Shrubs
house. W/O hook-up. Day
as
$290
lust
are
Azalea's
chair $25, shelving unit
11, night
Coast to Coast liatclweee. 9-5 753-61
$25 both good condition
753-0906
753-8604
516 Broad 753 9968

3 Party
Lots of Items

3-Party
Garage Sale
1605 Keenland Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

I

489 2672

Garage
Sale

tl

Top Soil

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

Yard
Sale

Glass - Collectibles Alexander
Madame
Dolls, football and baseball cards, clothes, tape
and record player much
more.

EXPER,ENCED timber
a, kkNITORIAL. Cleaning--A3 4252
o tter
'2 fiberg
489-2497
Commercial reasonable GAS clothes dryer
las truck toppers for mini
370
rates free tYstireetes_
'FIVE—STAR SHOP SERiftspckupi(Tfcf4há
Livestock perience and references
VICE is currently expand (502) 328 8678
h washer 753 7580
I Supplies
ing-into this area and is in
$400 12ga
2 PONIES 13 2H:9yr. old
need of Repair Consul- JUST call 753 4590 if you GE stereo
weight
sorrel. 12 2H. 8yr old black
tants An agricultural back- need help with elderly or shotgun 5 1 30
•
and white pinto Well manground is desired but not sick ' Experience refer• bench $40 759 1518
Anytime for GOOD used window air
necessary Please call ences
nered, trail ridden, shown
hunter/Jumper Sorrel pulls
(6181 756 2257 Ask or information
conditioner: 753 6967 or
cart $500 ea 2 western
JC
-7593077
WILL help new mother with
saddles, 1517 $150 and
FULLTIME cashier sales newborn light housekeep- HOS P T L bed walker
$300 One English chards
expee'
store
retail
An
ing etc Gall Mag
clerk for local
breathe' hhrich r e
Stubben all purpose
Benefits available Send re ienced grandmother
759 449/}
$ 2 00
saddle,
surne to PO Box 1040F 753-9630 •
73
502-382-27
gold
"
am,
MENS
Murray Ky 42071 ,
WILL babysa days in my band N,f?
WURLITZER spiriet piano
BULLS AND HEIFERS
250
shift
2nd
and
lst
es
HIRING
home
Referenc
in excellent condition
492 8815
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Noble
help
general
Weiders and
759-4490
492 8724 after 4pm
Simmental. Gelbvieh, and
Homes Fat Rent
ORDER the spa designed
328-8980
Maine-Anjou crossbred
WILL do house cieaning or for yoo Murray ioot Tubs
240
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
service age Bulls arid Heif
PERSON needed for rnedi sit with elderly Call after
S '?,71 St
electric or gas Walking dis
ers Only the very top percal office part bme Flexible 7pm 753 106
•
Miscellaneous
tance to college 753 5209
PJNCi-1 1 50 $300, OBO
formers offered for sale All
hours Firg etc 16 20hrs
Puech 75 5230 080
animals health tested and
week Medical background
759 98,•_
300
guaranteed to breed Smith
helpful but not necessary
Rosiness
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
Marl resume to PO Box
STEEL-ICE work boats for
DAY
dirt.
rich
C,,Kid
42211
Rentals
KY
1040J Murray Ky 42071
men and women Motorcy
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
Ideal, for yards &
ALTERATION business cle heimets arm) boots
Cal
office
with
4 CAR shop
(502)235-5170
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
plant beds.
Steady cliental Excellent mime 4.4 'sumac- awry's,
753-4509
INGS NEED a job? A location in Murray Serious
Wainot
&
6th
SPO" -;
MORGAN horse sale 2
759.1828 or 753-2446
GED" Hope for the future/ inquires only Call after Maybe o Ky
proven brood mares 1 3yr
320
Bogard
You may qualify if 'You do 6pm 436 2167 436 5665
753 7187
old filly
Apartments
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
not have your GED or high
Trucking &
evenings
Rent
For
You
are
school diploma
TANC "L 2 computer sys
Excavating Inc.
between the ages of 16 &
Local sandwich & yo1BR central H/A, W/D hootern pr -ter and software
380
21 We are an E 0 E This
gurt business. Exc.
kup Water and appliances
3 drive
^a-d
20meg
Sher
in
Pets
lots
WOODED
2
project is funded by Me
.
References rebusiness opportunity
disk 80296 micro, prices
& Supplies
wood Forest 1984 Cutlass furnished
Western Kentucky Prrvate
pets 753-3949
'rare lyr war
sor
Make an offer 759-1084 quired No
Industry Counol JTPA
AKC Registered Maltese
ao,c,
rarity
apartment for stud service Call
1BR
furnished
Call JTPA Out Of School
AGREE Carports 1221
,
483,
437
hosarid
university
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
502-753-7788 ask for
Reg $1295 on sale for Close to
utilities paid
30a rn
Eta rn
Z $900
YAMAHA 250
Teresa
5756 20x21 reg $1795 on pital Some
Call 753 8756, 753-4012
custom made 3 PW golf sate for $1156 Call May
HAVE an obedient safe
Clubs w bag $115 couch
field 247-7831
1BR newly decorated, near dog for show or home
coffee table two end tables
y
Completel
University
$400
CAR trailer
Classes Of professionally
$150 antique Singer Sew
furnished Call 753-4682.
ilwanicet4 nuire-tim
trained Serving Murray for,
753 7931
mg Machine $75 Call Ray
1
North- over 12yrs 436-2858
in
apartment
28R
Ann 753 5902'492 8320
COMPOST MSLJ Equine
753-3964
$265/mo
wood
PET Pen 1101 Story Tropiunit $10 per pickup load.
cal fish. birds, Iguanas',
$20 per dump truck Tues 1 or 2 bedroom apartment
Tranutals', Chincillias', dog
-and Thurs lpm 6pm Sat 753-4109
looking
IS
Ky
Murray,
in
-In
Drive
The Sonic
bulk feed
10am 4pm or by appoint
grooming
Appliance*
neat.
for a few good people. Must be
759-1322
ment 753 8112 762 6925 2BR duplex with carport
for
BLACKSTONE clothes
WiD hookup Newly redecourteous, friendly. Above average pay
dryer $25 753 7175 after FA BR IC•F abrIc•F abric
hours.
corated 753-4487
Flexible
people.
above average
7pm
Spring fancies arnvmg daily,
Pak
Bridal too" Country Re- 2BR energy efficient duSoho
Apply at
LITTON microwave $30.
extra
paint,
New
mnants Hwy 68/641 Draffen- plex
Coleman cook stove $15
217 S. 12th St. Murray
apKy next to Bonanza clean Central H/A.
436 6081
Marshall County, 10am 5pm pliances Available now.
Coleman RE 753-9898
Mon Sat.
USED Maytag washer

worng5C

Public
Sal.

Public
Sofiya

Public
Salo

R:rnitls
Arris

Illeeelleasom

Broalsitkiga

I

„
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•
,•

•
1.•
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•

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
160

-age
ale

day 4th
'n.•3 p.m.
h to Hwy.
urn left. 1
right side.
lor signs.
tur__crafts,
)4:As.

3BR, 2,4 BT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
room with fireplace. Dining
room, playroom, utility, and
garage. Centre! H/AC,
paved drive, aty water, cablevision. All appliances included Perfect for young
family or retired couple!
Call 753-8151 for
appointment

Can see from
road.
Ladies clothes 3-12,
designer jeans 3-5.

Nay 4th
.-2 p.m.
'ay Art

ulld
N. 6th
ly. Lots of
any oriental
)mething for

'arty
d Sale
day 4th
7-1

o Meadow
Acres.

for signs
-speed' bike,
Fier,: oven;

Otsj O1

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
6 mi. North 641
turn left on 464.

3rd
ale

mer,

Homes
For Sale

Call 75?-1916

ladies
misc.-

.d Sale
May 4th

8-2

Henry St.
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Real
Estate
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1800-251 HOME Ext
711L

EXCELLENT 3br value
Charming decor and size
makes this the perfect
home for a small family or
single Good central location remodeled bath Recent appliance replacements.Low maintenance
bnck and vinyl exterior A
good buy! $40's MLS
3095 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

4th

3hway 94
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shutters for
iscellaneous
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436-2865
1987 YAMAHA 350 four
wheeler Excellent condition, less than 3,000 miles.
$2,000 firm. Call 759-1049
1988 YAMAHA 350 Moto 4
Shaft drive oil cooled.
759-4936.
dfin
Auto
Services

For Sale By Builder
2700 total sq. ft. located in Southwest Villa. 3-4
bedroom with 21/2 baths, central (gas) heat & air,
city water, sewer, and cable. $93,500.00. James E.
Rickman.

Phone 759-4059

1987 GMC Jimmy 4-wheel
drive. V6, loaded. 1986
Buick Skyhawk Limited,
753-3785 after 5pm.
1988 LINCOLN Cartier
Town Car. 1 owner, 23xxx
act. miles. 753-1772.
1988 PONTIAC Sunbird
GT Turbo Convertible. Cal
753-3865 or 753-0949.

Seaboard Farms of Kentucky, Inc. is seeking an
LPN to work at our Processing Plant in Mayfield,
Ky. Industrial experience is helpful but not necessary. Candidates must possess good communication skills and love working with people. Good
wage and benefit package. Send resumes to:

Medical Services Supervisor
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky
P.O. Box 116
Hickory, Ky 42051
EOE M/F/H

1989 FORD Escort 4 door.
AM/FM stereo. Air/heat,
cruise. Extra clean. 45,000
miles. Owner must
$4900. 753-6633.
1989 RED Ford Mustang
LX HB, 5spd, 4cyl, AC,
power door locks, tilt,
cruise, AM/FM cassette,
22,500mi. $6500.
753-6332.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dome.
EXCELLENT condition.
1986 Chev. Caprice. Fully
loaded. Call after 5pm,
753-7903.

Sop/loss
Offsrod

Services
Offered

Sondem
Cased

17ft SEARS canoe and
trolling motor $250
759-4158

BULLDOZING and backhoe work Call after 4pm,
Financing
354-8161
available

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel sand dirt driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763 759-1823

WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354 9397

1984 CHEETAH ski boat
16'A ft. 120hp Merauiser
stern drive Life jackets/
accessories included
$4000 nej otiable
345-2520

CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy But reartine tiller
Small size garden $40 and
up 436-2003

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Boats
Motors

PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd., Music Murray's
Rockford-Foxgate authonzed
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 751-0113.

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars

1989 ALUMINUM 17ft
Traveler bass boat with
40hp Mariner motor New
MK trolling motor Eagle
LCR Excellent condition
$5800 Call collect
502-247-8462

1986 Chevy Celebrity
Eurospiet, 4 dr.
nice
$2,550
1986 isuzu Pickup,
auto, p.s.ip.b 52,450

39' HOUSE Boat Living
room, kitchen/galley, bedroom and bath, airconditioned Excellent boat
at a great price $15,000
753-6487

1982 Chevy Caprice
4 dr., diesel
conversion, Olds
engine
$1,650
1980 Mercury
Marquis
4 dr.
$1,250

530
Services
Offered

1977 VW4ffn,factory
air
$1,250

AlA T. ENTERPRISE Excavating. Dozer, backhoe,
trucks_ Levies, roads, drive
ways, parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations, basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577.

1976 Buick Century,
V-6, 4 dr
$650
1983
Audi
5000
Turbo diesel,
bad engine,
body nice
$800.
810' 2 Coldwater Rd
or See J.B. Taylor
753-9181

1989 SILVERADO stepside fully loaded, dark blue,
low miles. 753-7387.
FORD 1985 F150XL Explorer 6cyl. manual with
OD, PS. Excellent condihon. 474-8046.
510
Campers
1973 CONCORD Class A
26ft. motor home with
generator. 43xxx miles,
very g risod
k condition.
$4995.
79 Coachman
24ft. motothome with
generator. 43xxx miles,
good condition. $9950.
753-4389, 75375960.
19ft, CAMPER. Fully
equipped. Bathroom with
large shower. $1800. Airconditioner 14000btu
energy saver, 110/120V.
753-6481.
28ft. CAMPER trailer air
conditioned, needs some
repair. Cheap $2950.
759-1882 leave message.

MURRAY SHOE REPAIR
106 N. 4TH STREET

Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848.
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations. etc.
759-4664
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks. 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett.
BOGARD Paving. Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots. Over 20yrs.
experience. Free estimates. 753-9552 or
437-4391.
BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation. Professional service. Glen Bebber
759-1247, leave message

Boats
& Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition. $1000. Call James at
435-4425.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Servide. Coraplete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754.

Recliners

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027
CH1M Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191,

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or flute, 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

Income potential. Close to the university. Two
bedroom, gas heat. Very low maintenance. Vinyl
siding. Low 530's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

1111;lj'
adil 11['.4 :1

111:111,

Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers -gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown,
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270
.1hiftwallbrithint Inc.

FREE puppies 436-2507
after 5pm

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753-5940

•

OPEN HOUSE
FRI.. & SAT.
MAY 3 & 4 9a.m.-9p.m.
Display home by:

Warkentin-Penner Carpentry ,Co.
3 Br. 2 bath

Directions: FroM Murray 2 miles west on 94
. to Oaks Country Club Rd. left 8/10 mile to
-Oakwood Terra= 435-4013-, 759-4422,
345-2462

Position Available
The Pertnyrile Allied Cornrnunity_Services, Inc.
of Hopkinsville. Kentucky has the following
position available in their Mayfield, Kentucky
office.
Family Preservation Clinical
Supervisor/Program Administrator
Salary based on experience and negotiable.
PACS offers excellent hospitalization, dental,
vision, and life insurance; 12 paid holidays;
leave
days. Travel
sick/annual
accrued
reimbursement.
The Clinical Supervisor/Program Administrator
must possess a Masters or Doctorate Degree in
Social Work, Psychology, or related human services field, as well as demonstrated professional
experience providing treatment services to families and providing supervision to program staff.
PACS/FPP is an in-home family crisis/education teaching model of therapy serving 12 Western
Kentucky counties. Successful applicant must be
willing to work some evenings, weekends/holidays, and be within electronic pager range 24 hours
a day. Must have a valid driver's license and
reliable transportation.
For more information call Mr. John Tedder at
1-800-264-0643. Interested persons should send
resume and official college transcript, no later than
May 15, 1991, to:
John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
708 South Liberty Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42241
An Equal Opportunity Employer

•

$279.95

5 Piece Oak or Cherr
Glidder Ball Bearing

$149.64
Bedroom Suite _5419.97
ockersStarting at $199.95

Large Oak Rockers

$99.97

Oak Curio Cabinet.....................Starting at $99.64
2 Piece Living Room Suites......... ......
4 Drawer Chest

$299.99
$59 99

6 Piece Dining Room Suites .....

Custom orthopedics,shon limb build-ups, med, lad, wedging, metbars,
leather dyeing,crepe soles, halfsoles, fullsoles, mens heels, ladies lifts.
Shoe shines in 30 min or less. Rebuilding cowboy boots,belts and purses
sized on the spot! Laces, polishes, trees, stretchers, zipper repairs,
luggage repair, all repairs made in shop.

Mans Get Used Jeans.............. Starting at $39.99
Buy One Pair at 10% Off
Buy 2nd Pair Get 20% Off Both Pairs
Rack of Clothes (Pinky, Union Bay)
Your Choice Less Than $10.00 Each

Come On In
And See Me
Bill
502-759-1983

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046

YARD Work Mowing, trimming, odd jobs of any kind.
Free estimates. 753-8463.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOVIORKING

Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing trimming,
hauling landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free estimates 759-4440

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300

•

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates and free estimates 759 9742

Starting at $99.99

Full Size Sleeper Sofa

Shoe Repair While-U-Wait

sale. Cash or
,per ID.

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No Job too
small 436-2052

PAINTING, remodeling,
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744

WILL mow lawns and do
other lawn work 436-2528

GRADUATION GIFTS
Tents (All Sizes)......... ............. Starting at $39.99

• Conditioners,
, Dining Room

IS

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
G W CONSTRUCTION, 753-2674
Gerald Walters roofing, TOTAL lawn service Free
painting, vinyl siding, all estimate 436-2744
kinds of remodeling Phone
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
489 2267
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All $35, all brands NO Street,
Almo, Open 9-1/, 1-5,
work "guaranteed
Mon -Fri , 9-2pm Sat
753-5668
753-0530
MR Chimney Chimney
WILL do plumbing All guarcleaner 492-8561
anteed 435-4169
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
WILL do yard work and odd
link fence dog kennels re
sidential commercial Free sobs of any kind No job too
estimates 753-9785 or small 759-4401
753-3254

"Going Out For
Business Sale"

, Chairs, Beds,
mps, Vacuums,

Airrors, Carpet,

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

GRAVEL, dirt, sand, white
rock, and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039

* Knockout Bedding Prices *
Twin Complete With A 5 Yr. Warranty $129.95
All The Way To 15 Yr. Warranty
5499.99
King, Sim
Starting at $49.99
Vanity & Stool

9 a.m.-5 p.m. SATURDAY 10a.m.-1 p.m.

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates.
489-2303.

Bunk Bed Complete

NOW OPEN

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guarantee Local referentes
753-5812

GRASS, GRASS GRASS
Will mow lawns Dependable, reasonable free estimates Call for appointment 435-4213, leave
message

A LICENSED electrical
contractor: JAMES C. GALLItyK)RE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service. 759-1835

520

DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs experience Can accommodate lobs fl tight places
5 0 2 - 48 9 - 2 1 8 1
or
502-753-4181.

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

1981 CHEVROLET custom
van with raised roof. Nice, ANTENNA repair and inclean.. $3750. Call after stallation. Replace or install
5pm, 753-2486.
channel master antennas,
1985 SAFARI Van. Clean, rotors, and amplifiers Ranps/pb/pw, AC, AM/FM, tilt. dell Beasley. Buchanan,
77.xxx miles. $5200. Days Tn. 901-642-4077
492-8138, nights ANY remodeling, building,
753-0081
painting & roofing Free es1988 GMC mini van. timates References.
Loaded, sharp. Save hun- 435-4632
dreds. 753-0603.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS Factory trained by 3 major
con
manufacturers_ Most parts
Used
in stock, on my truck All
Trucks
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Ap1977 CHEVY 4x4,--3. ton
pliance Works, 753-2455,
with tommy lift. $600
759-1683
APPLIANCE SERVICE
1981 TOYOTA flatbed. Air,
stereo. $2850 759-4732

510

Services
Offered

Used
Cars

NEW and used tires. Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S.
753-5500.

1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais Blue 2 door loaded,
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

Sale .

2BR house with 2 acres, on
Hwy 641S Must self!
492-8574 after 5pm

1985 CORVETTE excelcondition.
lent
901-644-0160 after 6pm.

asa

ane Society
Benefit
., May Or
1.m..2 p.m.
Farmer Ave.

2BR 1 bath, 4 car shop with
2, 12x12 rooms Lot
144x144, 2 miles on 94E
753-8334

490
3BR
bath on Broad. 2br
mobile home in Pine Bluff HILLTOP Home Must sell.
Used
Shores. 3br central H/A 3bedrm, 1 bath, attached
Cars
near lake. 2br on Ash St. garage, 4 out buildings.
\1974 CHEVY 2dr. rough
$8,000. Commercial prop- Fruit trees On Hale Rt.
exterior. Mechanically
erty in city Wilson Real % acres $25,000
sound and reliable. $350.
12th able 502-436-2010. ‘,
Estate 302 S
753-4905.
,1
753-3263
LOVELY courary hoefe mi- 1974 VOLK SW A GON
450
flutes from town; --Situated Super Beetle. Good body
Horne*
on 3 large Camelot subchvi- and fenders. Not running.
For Sale
soon lots 3br 2 bath brick $300. 753-4389, 753-5960.
home features quarry tile
1975 GRAN Torino. AC,
floor in kitchen, fireplace in
HOMESELLERS den . Just recently on the pb/ps, intermittent wiper,
59,500 original miles.
market. Low $80's. MLS
REALTY
$1200. 436-2639.
3224 Contact Kopperud
753-0375
Realty 753-1222
1979 FORD LTD very de19111 N. 12th St.
pendable
and reliable used
house,
in3 Bl.). HOME IN ALMO! NEW 3br 2 bath
car Call after 3pm
rick ranch over I acre wit Martin Heights Lots of stor- 753-3510
ssumable VA loam. 539.900 age Buy now and pick your
534530 .753-0375 •
interior cblors Call 1979 VOLVO 242DL, 4
753-3903
speed, blue, runs great
BD. FRAME- ia good
hape Nice outbuilding on PRICE reduced! Three 436-2174 evenings
7,00' deep lot $28,500, 817 S bedroom, 1.'/, bath, brick,
1981 CHEVY Citation
th St 753-0375
excellent condition on quiet 33xxx actual miles. V-6
1,0T ON BROOKHAVEN! street in city. Central gas auto, ps/pb, ac 753-3742.
heat, living room dining
room, kitchen/utility room, 1981 DATSUN 280ZX runs
great, looks good $1900
KENTUCKY lakeview furn- large sunroom, paved OBO 753-6726 after 6pm
driveway,
carport,
deished 3br 2 bath, sundeck,
walk-in finished basement, tached garage or work- 1983 NISSAN Sentra 5spd,
new tires and motor Gas
double corner lot South of shop, fenced backyard
Murray $38.000 negoti- Lots of extras. Call saver $1200 753-2846 af753-1893, Chuck Foster
ter 5pm
able 658-3558

books.
re,
Jthes, shoes &

'ard
;ale

, Weiss
' For Ws

Motorcycles
3BR 2 bath brick Large 1982 YAMAHA 750 top
livingroom with dining area condition. 6xxx miles
Large kitchen with white 474-2754, 4-8pm
painted cabinets. Genn-Air
stove, 20x28 family room 1987 BANSHEE $1300
with woodstove, lots of 759-1142
built-ins. Shutters, wallYamaha
paper and ceiling fans. Nice
tile patio. Energy efficient.
Moto 4 A.T.V.
Walking distance to shopmileage, original
Low
ping. Quiet street. Reasotires 1st class shape
Call
nably priced
753-2206_
Call after 5 p.m.
3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sg.ft., 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40's
436-2742

4in

530

510

Public
Saki

One Rack of Jogging Suits
Good through 10th of May

$35.99

Marshall County Outlet
321 N Main • Benton. Ky. 42025
New Hours Mon -Sat, 9:00-9:00: Sun 12 30-5 30

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Murray

department
Ledger & Times classified

•
•
•
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Wilkinson unimpressed with tape, explanation

OBITUARIES

•-144ikiti-rtaiissits*arla-enima

Mrs. Betty Collie Crocker

,r

a.

_

•

Mrs. Crocker is survived, by one
son, Jerry Inman and wife. Karen,
one granddaughter, Ashley Inman,
and her mother, Mrs. Irene Collie.
all of Murray.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate.
Burial wills follow in Union
Ridge Cemetery.
Friends may call at the. funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. Betty Collie Crocker. 60, of
209 North Fifth St., Murray, died
Thursday at 4 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
She had been manager of the
Telephone Answering Service in
Murray for-17 years.
Born Aug. 21. 1930, in Detroit.
Mich.. she was the daughter of
Irene Anderson Collie and the late
Edmond Collie. She also was preteded in death by one sister, Mrs.
Bessie Marshall, and one brother.
Edward Ras Collie.

—

paign manager. But that appeared
to have done little to quiet the governor's suspicions. _
Wilkinson contended during a
news conference Wednesday that
he believed that Jones had a "secret' meeting last week with
Courier-Journal Editor David
Hawpe. Wilkinson said Jones complained to Hawpc that Mrs. Wilkinson's campaign commercials have

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is still
cow/Need that The Courier-Journal
has conspired with Lt. Gov: Brereton Jones to hurt Martha Wilkinson's chances in the Democratic
gubernatorial primary.
The newspaper on Thursday
released to the public a taped conversation between one of its reporters and Mrs. Wilkinson's cam-

Disabled protesters demand policy
switch by Dept. of Human Services

Researchers say live bacteria was
found in 11,000 year-old mastodon

journal Quaternary Research.
Dr. Carl Woese, a specialist in
haoterial evolution at the Universiof Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
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DETROIT (AP) — Live bacteria
believed to be 11,000 years old
were found in the intestines of a
mastodon, researchers said. It was
the first documented discovery of
lise bacteria in an extinct species,
they said.
However, some experts were
skeptical.
The single-cell organisms were
found in a mastodon unearthed in
pieces in a peat bog at a Newark.
Ohio, golf course, researchers said.
"To my knowledge, bacteria that
old haven't'been recovered from
any higher orginism," said Daniel
Fisher, a University of Michigan
geological paleontologist who
analyzed the intestinal contents.
Fisher said Thursday that older
bacteria might have been found in
soil or fluids but none in connection with a mammal. It was unclear
if the -bacteria had been dormant.
The find could provide clues to
bacterial evolution as well as mastodon diets, he said.
Other scientists were 'doubtful
before today's planned announcement of the finding, which is to be
published in July in the scientific.
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been hurting his own gubernatorial
campaign..
Especially damaging; according
to Wilkinson, were the spots referring to a 1987 report by the newspaper, in which Jones was said to
have pledged to release his tax
returns if elected lieutenant governor. Wilkinson cited that and the
conversation between political writer Al Cross and Jennifer Street,
spokeswoman for the first lady's
campaisn, as evidence of the
conspiracy.
On the tape recording. Cross told
Street the newspaper would probably retract articles, quotes from
which were used in some of Mrs.
Wilkinson's television ads.
Cross said he looked through his
notes and discovered Jones had
said he would release summaries of
his returns. "You're going to run
the spot as it. is?" Cross asked.
Ms. Street' responded that the
campaign would have to review
Cross' article and she mentioned
tlit the other candidates have
released their tax information.
She then asked Cross if he was
being pushed to retract his article
and Cross replied that Lexington
Mayor Scouy Bacsler, who is also
seeking the nomination, had raised
the issue to him two months
before.
The two then discussed why the
Jones campaign had not complained about the -original article.
Part of the tape is inaudible, and
then Cross said "Don't give me
this bull ... about giving him
(Jones) an easy ride" and the two
continued discussing the situation.
The conversation occurred_ last
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Lottery Corp. gives money
to Purchase Area Food Bank

A Benton man was treated St
%leased from Lourdes Hospital of
Paducah after his car backed over.
h;m Thursday, according to a
report from the Kentucky State
Police.
James R. Graves, 82. of Rt. 6,
Benton. pulled into thg driveway of
his home five miles "west of Draffenville on U.S. 68 and walked to
his mailbox across the road when
his car backed down the driveway
and struck him, knocking him to
the -ground around 1:15 p.m.,
police said.
Graves apparently left the car in
reverse, police said.
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WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO. INC.

V-6, Auto A/C, Tilt, Cruise

More than S13,000 has been
donated through January.
The bank will use the money to
purchase food for distribution to
pantries in the counties. Money is
distributed according to the poverty
population:

The Kentucky Lottery Corp.
gave financial assistance to the
Purchase Area Food Bank of Mayfield, according to a published
report
Eight area counties are served by
the food bank, which began in June
1990 to benefit the state's hungry.
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Benton man hurt
Thursday after
car backs over him

weekend. Doug Alexander, the
governor's press secretary, said
Wilkinson will try to obtain a transcript of the tape.
Hawpe has denied Wilkinson's
allegations that he had a "secret"
meeting with Jones. Hawpe said
the meeting was well-known and
the commercial was not discussed.
Managing Editor Irene Nolan
said everyone in the news department knew Jones was to meet with
Hawpe. And Cross noted that the
ad in question didn't begin airing
until three days after the meeting.
Regarding the 1987 report,
Hawpe said it was accurate and
will not be recanted. Nolan said
Cross discovered in notes that
Jones did in fact say he would
release his income tax returns —
not summaries as Cross had
believed when he talked with
Street. .
The controversy also has focused
attention on a campaign promise
Wilkinson apparently made in
1987.
Wilkinson denied telling the
Lexington Herald-Leader in 1987
that he would make his tax returns
public. He also declined to answer
directly when asked whether he
and his wife had paid income taxes
for each of the last :four years.
"Martha Wilkinson' has released
her 1990 tax returns. And again,
until you get at least that much
from Jones, you oughtn't even
ask," he said.
Mrs. Wilkinson has released a
1990 income tax return, the first
year she has ever filed individually.
She has released no other financial
data about herself or her husband.
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